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ANNUAL REPORT
TOWN OF JAFFREY, N.H .
DIRECTORY OF TOWN OFFICIALS
ELECTED OFFICIALS ;
Moderator ; Bernard J. Harapsey, Jr.
Town Clerk ; Philip D. St. Pierre
Deputy Town Clerk ; Wayne A. Desrosiers
Tax Collector; Wayne A. Desrosiers
Term expires 1984
Deputy Tax Collector ;
Town Treasurer ; Elaine
Deputy Town Treasurer ;
Board of Selectmen;




Robert A. Lawn, Chairman "
Robert M. Chamberlain "
Howard 0. Williams "
Overseer of Public Welfare ;
Claire C. Moore "
Supervisors of Checklist ;
Myrtle J. Hazleton "
Betty Balentine "
Nancy H. Moore "
Fire Department ;
Paul A. Leach, Chief Engineer "
Donald K. Sawtelle, Asst. Engineer
Francis H. Bourgeois, Asst. Engineer
Board of Water Commissioners :
George A. Sirois "
Paul I. Devlin "
Donald K. Sawtelle
Recreation Committee ;
Kenneth H. Ryan, Jr., Chairman "
Myrtle J. Hazleton "
Edith M. Davis "
James G. Curcio "
Patricia Wheeler "
Daniel C. Shattuck, School Board Member
Robert A. Lawn, Selectmen's Representative
Representatives to General Court ;
Clayton H. Crane



















Recreation Director ; Richard A. Bonneville
P rog r am Pirector ; Jeannelle F. Bridges
Secretary ; Martha B. Given
Jaffrey District Court ;
Bernard J. Hampsey, Jr., Justice




Pauline A. Tremblay, Clerk of Court
Danielle U. Bosse, Assistant Clerk of Court
Jaffrey Police Department :
Eugene F. O'Brien, Jr., Chief
Davis L. Roberts, Sergeant
Kevin P. Rivard, Patrol Officer
Lawrence E. Somero, Patrol Officer
Gary A. Phillips, Patrol Officer
Steven P. Reynolds, Patrol Officer
Jeffrey W. Gagnon, Patrol Officer
David H. Whitaker, Patrol Officer
Special Police Officers ;
Frank Magor












Jeanne L. LaBrie, Chairman
Library Trustees ;





Trustees of Trust Funds ;
John F. Rich
Herbert B. Grant
James T. Kilbreth, Jr
„








Randyl P. Cournoyer, Jr,
B. Leonard Krause
Old Burying Ground Trustees ;





James W. Balentine, Director





















Jaffrey Planning Board ;
Archie Coll, Jr., Chairman Term expires 1985
Donald B. Stewart " " 19 84
Carroll Bowers " " 1986
Joseph J. Crocker " " 1987
Richard A. Grodin, Secretary " " 1988
Robert Potter " " 19 89
Henry Gallup (resigned)
B. Leonard Krause, Alternate
Robert M. Brandin, Alternate
Stella Pillsbury, Alternate
Robert M. Chamberlain, Selectmen's Representative
Board of Adjustment ;
R. Peter Sawyer " " 1984
Frank Wright, IV " " 1985
Frank Sterling, Jr. " " 1986
Roland Boucher " " 19 87







Frank E. Pinkham, Jr. " "
Armand DelRossi " "
Alan Leach " "
Bruce Pelletier " "
Anne Badgley Nochella, Secretary " "
Bruce Feltus " "
Robert V. Mitchell, Sr
.
" "
Historic District Commission ;
Robert B. Stephenson, Secretary " "
Hester R. Ames "
Jane M. Cunningham " "
James W. Balentine " "
Calvin Saulnier " "
Joseph J. Crocker, Planning Board Rep.
Robert A. Lawn, Selectmen's Rep.
Dog Constable ;
Raymond Dodge (resigned 12/83)
Health Officer ;
John G. Heil
Superintendent of Public Works ;
Kenneth E. Saunders, Jr.
Town Officer Personnel ;
Norman S. Irish, Assessor
Elaine E. Hautanen, Bookkeeper
Library Personnel ;
Cynthia E. Hamilton, Head Librarian
Jeanne B. Hardendorff, Children's Librarian
Lisa Bearce, Assistant Librarian
Marilyn Simons, Assistant Librarian














Jaffrey Municipal Airpark :
Harvey N. Sawyer, Airpark Manager
Lee S. Sawyer, Assistant Airpark Manager
J. Walter Pratt, Special Police
Karl S. Wallace, Special Police
Forest Fire Wardens :
Paul A. Leach, Fire Warden
Donald K. Sawtelle, Assistant Warden
Francis H. Bourgeois, Assistant Warden
Ronald J. Boutwell, Assistant Warden
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TOWN MEETING WARRANT
TO: The inhabitants of the Town of Jaffrey, in the County
of Cheshire, in said State, qualified to vote in Town
affairs
:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Ernest J. Pratt
Auditorium in said Jaffrey on Tuesday, the 13th of
March next, at nine o'clock in the forenoon (polls
close at 6:00 p.m.) to vote for the Town Officers and
to act on other questions required by law to be decided
by ballot. Pursuant to the authority of RSA 39 : 2-a
and the vote of the Town at the adjourned session of
Town Meeting on March 15, 1979, the business meeting
will be recessed until 10:00 a.m., Saturday, March 17,
1984, at which time the Town will act on all subjects
described in the following Warrant Articles except for
the ballot questions:
1. To choose the following Town Officers:
Moderator for 2 years
Selectman for 3 years
Town Clerk for 3 years
Tax Collector for 3 years
Treasurer for 3 years
Overseer of Public Welfare for 1 year
Supervisor of the Checklist for 6 years
Chief Engineer of Fire Department for 1 year
Water Commissioner for 3 years
2 members Recreation Committee for 3 years
2. That all reports except that of the Budget Committee be
accepted as read.
3. To hear the report of the Budget Committee, and to
raise and appropriate such sums of money as may be
required for the support of the poor, building and
repairing of highways and bridges, Fire and Police
Departments, Memorial Day, street and building lighting,
and other Town charges.
4. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen
and Town Treasurer to borrow money upon the credit of
the Town in anticipation of taxes.
5. To see if the Town will vote to allow a discount of
2%% for real estate taxes paid within 15 days of the
postmarked date of the tax bill, or act in any way
relating thereto.
6. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen
to sell at public auction property acquired or property
which may be acquired by tax sale, such public auction
to be held after being advertised in a local weekly
newspaper for three successive weeks,
7. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to
accept any or all legacies, gifts, grants, and
subsidies to the Town in Trust or otherwise by any
individual or individuals and to further authorize
that the funds may be expended for the purposes stated
or act in any way relating thereto.
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8. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to
apply, negotiate, and do all things necessary to
obtain Federal, State, and other assistance as may be
available to the Town.
9. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Conservation Commission to retain the unexpended
portion of its 1983 appropriation, said funds to be
placed in a special conservation fund in accordance
with RSA 36-A:5; or act in any way relating thereto.
10. To instruct the Selectmen to restrict expenditures to
amounts appropriated for any purpose; and to require
the Selectmen to report to the next town meeting
concerning all deviations from the budget adopted by
this meeting. (By petition)
11. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of Twelve Thousand Three Hundred Twenty-six
and 40/100 ($12,326.40) Dollars to support the
services of the Monadnock Visiting Nurses Association,
Inc. ; or act in any way relating thereto.
12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of Three Hundred ($300.00) Dollars for the
support of the Monadnock Region Association, or act
in any way relating thereto.
13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of Three Thousand Two Hundred Seventy and
75/100 ($3,270.75) Dollars for the support of the
Monadnock Family and Mental Health Service, or act
in any way relating thereto.
14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $1,000.00 for the support of the Monadnock
Community Day Care Center, a non-profit agency, or
take any other action relating thereto. (By petition)
15. To see if the Town will vote to pay the Town Clerk a
fixed annual compensation in lieu of statutory fees
(R.S.A. :41:25) in the amount of $12,000.00 to take
effect upon the adoption of this article, or act in
any way relating thereto.
16. To see if the Town will vote to pay the Tax Collector
a fixed annual compensation in lieu of statutory fees
(R.S.A. 41:33) in the amount of $10,840.00 to take
effect upon the adoption of this article, or act in
any way relating thereto.
17. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to
expend from the Revenue Sharing Account a sum of
money not to exceed Forty-five Thousand Seven Hundred
Fifty-nine and 25/100 ($45,759.25) Dollars for the
purpose of purchasing the following equipment and
materials for the use of the Town Departments as
indicated below:
Selectmen Recodification of Town
Records $ 5,500.00
Four file cabinets 1,200.00
Installation and
monitoring groundwater
wells at the landfill 6,500.00
6
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Assessor Map file 400.00
Public Works 1 10 c.y. truck mounted
Sander 8,,400.00
2 1.7 c.y. pickup mounted
Sanders (§ 2,600. each 5,,200.00







4 cases of flares 200.00
4 M17 gas masks 260.00
4 helmets 240.00
4 traffic vests 36.00
1 tear gas kit 300.00
1 magni-kit 40.00
2 rolls barrier tape 32.00
1 casting kit 200.00
1 Remington shotgun 240.00
100 bicycle tags 70.00
fingerprint steaming kits 104.25
1 set RSA (Revised Statutes
Annotated) 518.00
Repairs to roof and brick
work at new police
station 9,750.00
$45,759.25
18. To see if the Town will vote to rescind Article 12 of
the March 9, 1971 Town Meeting which states: "That
the Town vote to permit the residents of Rindge, known
as Little Michigan and Woodmere, to use the town dump
on the same terms and conditions as Jaffrey residents."
or act in any way relating thereto.
19. To see if the Town will authorize the Planning Board
under the provisions of R.S.A. 674:5, to prepare and
amend a recommended program of municipal capital
improvement projects, or act in any way relating thereto,
20. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of Forty-nine Thousand Five Hundred and no/100
($49,500.00) Dollars to be placed in the capital
reserve fund for the revaluation of the Town by the
appraisal division of the Department of Revenue
Administration (R.S.A. 35:1-111), or act in any way
relating thereto.
21. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $500.00 for the purchase of a piece of land
from the Public Service Company of New Hampshire, said
land being located on Route 124, so that the V.F.W.
ambulance garage may be expanded, or take any other
action relating thereto.
22. To see if the Town will vote to grant the Selectmen
the authority to give an easement to the Public Service
7
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Company of New Hampshire to run transmission wires
across the piece of land referred to in Article 21, or
take any other action relating thereto.
23. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate an amount
not to exceed $12,000.00 to construct a 10 foot paved
shoulder, curb and sidewalk on the north side of
East Main Street and a 4 foot paved shoulder on the
south side of East Main Street starting at Oak Street
and running westerly about 750 feet or act in any way
relating thereto.
24. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $14,300.00 for the purpose of purchasing
an asphalt reclamation machine for use by the Highway
Department, or act in any way relating thereto.
25. To see if the Town will appropriate the sum of
$20,000.00 to contract for the reconstruction of
1,100 feet of Hillcrest Road by asphalt pavement
reclamation, or act in any way relating thereto.
26. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum
of $1,250.00 to update the outdoor Christmas wiring
and to install a master switch, or tak^ any other
action relating thereto.
27. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of One Thousand Six Hundred ($1,600.00)
Dollars for the support of the Veterans of Foreign
Wars Ambulance Service, or act in any way relating
thereto.
28. To see if the Town will vote to establish a select
committee to investigate, for report and recommendation
at a regular or special meeting of the town, on the
advisability of employing a town manager for Jaffrey;
said committee to be in place by April 15, 1984,
appointed as follows: one member by the moderator,
one by the chairman of the Board of Selectmen, one
by- the chairman of the Planning Board, one by the
chairman of the Budget Committee; excepting, however,
that no appointee may be a paid officer or employee
of the Town of Jaffrey; and moreover, that the
resources available to the committee shall include,
but not be limited to, the assistance of all town
employees; access to working papers, town records
and previous reports, including detailed operating
costs; and with the right to hold hearings and
meetings to gain expression of public sentiment and
to undertake such measures as the committee deems
necessary, the town to raise and appropriate the sum
of $750.00 to be used for expenses for same. (By petition)
29. To see if the Town will vote to rescind the action
taken under Article 16 of the March 13, 1982 Annual
Town Meeting which read as follows: 'To see if the
Town will vote to have semi-annual tax billing in
accordance with R.S.A. 76:16-a,b, or act in any way
relating thereto. ' and to vote to adopt the general
statutes relating to collection of taxes in
accordance with R.S.A. 76:13 or act in any way
relating thereto. (By petition)
8
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30. To see if the Town of Jaffrey shall call upon the
Governor and Executive Council, its State Representa-
tive (s) and State Senator to promptly convene a Special
Session of the Legislature for the sole purpose of
preventing the imposition of hugh cost increases in
electric rates resulting from the Seabrook Nuclear
Power Plant on the citizens, businesses, schools and
agencies in the Town of Jaffrey, and to direct the
Selectmen to promptly notify our above listed elected
officials of the Town's desire. (By petition)
31. To see if the Town will vote to amend the Town's
sewer use fee system, as most recently amended by
Article 4 of the 1983 Annual Town Meeting to read as
follows: That change of such fees will require a
60 day advance notice of, a public hearing, notice of
which shall be advertised in the local weekly news-
papers and that all direct sewer users be notified
of such hearing by first class mail. (By petition)
32. To see if the Town will vote to abolish the Historic
District established by vote of the Town Meeting of
March 10, 1970. (By petition) (By ballot)
33. Are you in favor of the adoption of the following
amendment to the Town of Jaffrey Land Use Plan as
proposed by the Jaffrey Planning Board: To re-zone
from Rural to Industrial approximately 10.5 acres of
land lying southerly and adjacent to the present
Millipore Industrial District? (By ballot)
34. Are you in favor of the revision of the Town of
Jaffrey Mobile Home Park Regulations as proposed by
the Jaffrey Planning Board? (By ballot)
35. To take up any other business that may properly come
before the meeting.
Given under our hands and the seal of the Town of
Jaffrey, this 13th day of February, 1984.
A True Copy Attest:
/s/ Robert A. Lawn
/s/ Robert M. Chamberlain
/s/ Howard 0. Williams
/s/ Robert A. Lawn
/s/ Robert M, Chamberlain
/s/ Howard Oe Williams
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ABSTRACT OF TOWN MEETING
MARCH 8, 1983
The Annual Town Meeting of the Town of Jaffrey was held on Tuesday,
March 8, 1983, at the Ernest J. Pratt Auditorium, Conant Hi^ School,
in said Town of Jaffrey at 9:00 a.m.
Art. 1 ELECTION OF OFFICERS ;
Selectman for three years Howard 0. Williams
Tax Collector for one year Wayne Desrosiers
Supervisor of Check-list four years Betty Jane Balentine
Overseer of Welfare for one year Claire C. Moore
Chief Engineer Fire Dept. one year Paul Leach
Water Commissioner three years Donald K. Sawtelle
Member of Recreation Commitee Patricia R, Wheeler
Move that the Town Clerk cast one ballot for Herbert B. Grant
for Trustee of the Trust Funds for Two years; term to expire
in 1985. I further move that the Town Clerk cast on ballot
for JoAnn St. Pierre as Trustee of the Trust Funds for three
years; term to expire in 1986.
Motion Carried
SCHOOL DISTRICT OFFICERS
Moderator for two years Bernard J. Hampsey, Jr.




WHEREAS: John A. Day has served the Town of Jaffrey as a
Trustee of Trust Funds for the past 7 years;
BE IT RESOLVED: That the sincere gratitude of the Town be
expressed at this meeting and that this resolution be made
a part of the official records of this meeting;
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED: That a copy of this resolution be
sent to Mrs. John Day. ,, , -, , , -, , ."^ Adopted by Acclamation
WHEREAS: Arthur H. Hunt has served the Town of Jaffrey as a
Special Police Officer for the past twenty-eight years;
BE IT RESOLVED: That the sincere gratitude of the Town be
expressed at this meeting and that this resolution be made
a part of the official records of this meeting;
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED: That a copy of this resolution be
sent to Mr. Hunt.
Adopted by Acclamation
WHEREAS: James W. Balentine has served the Town of Jaffrey
as a Selectman for the past three years;
BE IT RESOLVED: That the sincere gratitude of the Town be
expressed at this meeting and that this resolution be made
a part of the official records of this meeting;
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED: That a copy of this resolution be




WHEREAS: Gerald Martin has served the Town of Jaffrey as a
memher of the Recreation Committee for the past three years;
BE IT RESOLVED: That the sincere gratitude of the Town he
expressed at this meeting and that this resolution be made
a part of the official records of this meeting;
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED: That a copy of this resolution he
sent to Mr, Martin.
Adopted by Acclamation
Art. 2 Move that the Town adopt the following vote. That $3,200,000
is appropriated for the construction of sewerage and sewage
treatment and disposal facilities, including the conducting
of a sewer system evaluation survey, the preparation of plans
and specifications, and the acquisition of such lands and
easements or other interests therein as may be necessary to
cairy out the project, said project being outlined in the
report entitled "Facilities Plan for Wastewater Treatment
Works, Town of Jaffrey, New Hampshire, 1978"; that to raise
this appropriation the Selectmen are authorized to borrow
$3,200,000 under the Municipal Finance Act; and that the
Selectmen are authorized to contract for and expend any
federal cr state aid available for the project.
Voted on by YES-NO Ballot-2/3 vote required to carry-
Polls opened one hour- Total number voting 321- YES 279
NO l^Z Motion-GARRIED
Art. 3 Move the Town vote to establish a capital reserve fund for
maintenance and repair of the sewisrage system and to retain
the unexpended portion of annual sewer revenues, said
unexpended revenues to be placed in a capital reserve fund
in accordance with Section RSA 35! 1
•
Motion-GARRIED
Art. k Move the Town vote to amend the Town' Sewer Use Fee System,
as most recently amended by Article 13 of the 1981 Annual
Town Meeting to read as follows:
"That the Town vote to levy the following fees with regard
to the use of the Town's sewers. For each new connection
made to the sewer the fee is $500,00 due and payable in
advance. For the first _5»000 gallons of water reco2:xied
on the sewer customer's meter per three (3) month billing
period the amount of Fifteen ($15.00) Dollars plus Sixteen
($.16) cents for each additional 100 gallons of water
consumption. Allowance or abatementsshall be provided
for large volume usez^ who do not discharge substantial
amounts into the sewers.
Motion-GARRIED
Aart. 5 Move that all reports except that of the Budget Gommittee be
accepted as read.
Motion-GARRIED
Art, 6 Move that the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
One Million, Three Hundred Sixteen Thousand, Eight Hundred
Twenty Five Dollars and Si:!rty Six Gents ($1,316,825.66) for
current expenditures for the year I983 but apply the revenues
that are foirthcoming from all sources when computing the




Art. 7 Move the Town vote to authorize the Selectmen and Town
Treasurer to 'borrow money upon the credit of the Town
in anticipation of taxes.
Motion-GARRIED
Art.8 Move the Town vote to allow a discount of Z-^o for real
estate taxes paid within 15 days of the postmarked date
of the tax hill.
Motion-GARRIED
Art. 9 Move the Town vote to authorize the Selectmen to sell at
public auction property acquired or property which may he
acquired hy tax sale, such public auction to be held after




Art. 10 Move the Town authorize the Selectmen to accept any or all
legacies, gifts, grants, and subsidies to the Town in Trust
or otheiwise by any individuals and to fuirther authorize that
the funds may be expended for the purposes stated.
Motion-GARRIED
Art. 11 Move the Town authorize the Selectmen to apply, negotiate,
and do all things necessary to obtain Federal, State, and
other assistance as may be available to the Town.
Motion-GARRIED
Art. 12 Did Not Gar]:y
Art. 13 Move the Town of Jaffrey vote to adopt an Ordinance to
Regulate and License Amusement Devices and Amusement Genters
as follows:
"Be it resolved that the following ordinance to regulate and
license Amusement Devices and Amusement Genters be enacted:
1
.
Statement of Purpose : It is the purpose of this ordinance
pursuant to RSA 2>^'Al-Vi to regulate and to license amusement
devices and centers as defined herein, and to provide for the
management of amusement cente::^ in the public interest.
2. Definitions:
A. Amusement Device; The teim "amusement device" shall
mean any machine which, upon the insertion of a coin, slug,
token, plate or disc, may be operated by the public
generally for use as a game, entertainment, or amusement,
whether or not registering a score, and whether or not
skill is used in its operation. It shall include but not
be limited to such devices as electronic games, pinball
machines, skill ball, mechanical grab machines, and all
games, operations, or transactions similar thereto iinder
whatever name they may be indicated. The teirm does not
include vending machines ir which are not incorporated
gaming or amusement features, nor does the term include




remove and replace any device at will without f-urther
payment of a fee. The license fee shall be determined by
maximum number of devices present on any day of the year,
and not by the total nimber of different machines present
during the entire year. In addition to the foregoing fee(s)
the applicant for an amusement center shall pay a license
fee of One Hundred ($100.00) Dollao:^ to operate an
amusement center. All license fees shall be payable
annually in advance,
D, Amusement Center Management Plan: Any applicant for an
amusement center license shall contain a management plan
containing at least the following:
1
.
The number of employees to be present at all times
.
2. Procedures for determining the ages of patrons.
3. A plan to control loiteiing and bicycle parking in
the vicinity of the amusement center.
k. A description of proposed opeirations to show proper
control of noise, glare and overcrowding.
5, Hours of operation (daily as well as Sundays and
holidays )
,
6, The maximim number of persons permitted on the
premises as dete3:Tiiined by the Jaffrey Fire Department.
7, Location of the posting of the rules and regulations,
E, License posted: The license to opeirate the amusement
center shall be displayed in a conspicuous place.
F, Duration: Licenses shall be effective from the date
granted untill December 31 » of "the year granted. Any
amusement center now in opeiration must pay all the fees
and apply for a license within(thirty) JO days of the
effective date of this ordinance. Owners of establishments
with fewer than four (4) devices now in operation must
file in a like manner and pay all fees.
G, Renewal: Licenses will be reviewed annually by the
Selectmen and renewed upon payment of fees if the person,
firm coiporation, or association applying for renewal has
been found to comply with the provisions of this oixiinance,
H, Revocation ot Suspension: Such license may be revoked
or suspended upon a determination that a violation of
this ordinance has been committed by the license holder,
his agent, or employees. Such revocation or suspension
shall be carried out by the Selectmen only after due
notice and hearing,
I, Additional Requirements: The Selectmen may from time to
time amend this ordinance to modify, add, or delete any
provisions thereof. Nothing in this ordinance shall be
construed to abrogate, limit, or contradict any State
or Federal Law or regulation,
13
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B. Amusement Center: The term "amusement center" shall
mean any premises having thereon available for use by the
general public four (A-) or more amusement devices as
defined above.
C, Person, Firm, Corporation, or Association: The terms
Person, firm, corporation, or association shall include
any of these entities or combinations thereof ovming an
amusement device, or maintaining an establishment where
one or more amusement devices are available for general
use by the public, or having control over such an
establishment
.
3. Gambling Devices NOT permitted: Nothing in these
ordinances shall in any vra,y be constmed to authorize, license
or permit any gambling devices whatsoever prohibited or
regulated by New Hampshire law.
^. Prohibited Practices:
A, No person under the age of l6 years shall be allowed
to operate any amusement device unless accompanied by a
parent or guaMian. It shall be the responsibility and
duty of the manager and employees of any establishment
where amusement devices are present to acertain the
age of each peorson operating or wishing to operate an
amusement device.
B, No amusement center shall serve alcoholic beverages on
the premises.
C, No prizes of material value may be given away or sold
at nominal fee for any reason whatsoever pertaining to a
high score, matching number or any other outcome of an
amusement device game.
5. License Req^uired:
A, No person, firm, corporation, or association may
operate an amusement device without first obtaining a
license from the Jaffrey Selectmen or their designee,
B, The Selectmen or their designee may establish from tine
to time reasonalbe licensing requirements, but in no event
shall those requirements contain less than the following:
1
.
That the applicant or applicants are eighteen years
of age and of good maral character, as reasonably
determined by the Chief of Police.
2. That a full description of the premises is submitted,
with a statement that such premises will be operated
in accordance with all applicable local ordinances.
«
3. That the applicant will repoart the number of propos-
ed amusement devices, and that should such number exceed
the original number, an additional fee shall be paid
for each such devices.
C, License Fee: The applicant shall pay On Hundred ($100.00)
Dollars per year (or any pairt thereof) for each amusement
device provided that the applicant may at his descretion
14
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6. Penalty: Any person, firm, corporation, or association
found to have violated this ordinance shall be g:uilty of a
violation. This violation shall be assessed at a rate of One
Hundred ($100.00) Dollars per day.
7. Separability: Each separate provision of this ordinance
shall be deemed independent of all other provisons herein,
and it is further ordained that if any provisions of this
oixiinance are found to be invalid by a court of competent
jurisdiction, all other provisions hereof shall remain valid
and enforceable,
8. Effective date and duration; This ordinance shall take
effect upon adoption by resolution of the Jaffrey Selectmen
and shall be in effect until repealed, modified, or ratified
by vote of the 1983 Jaffrey Town Meeting.
Motion-CARRIED
Art. 1^ Passed Over
Art. 15 Move the Town authorize the Selectmen to expend from the
Revenue Sharing Accoiont a sum of money not to exceed Fifty
three Thousand Three Hundred Ninety six and no/lOO
( $53 » 396.00) Dollars for the puorpose of purchasing the
following equipment and materials for the use of the Town
Departments as indicated below:
Recreation Typewriter $ 800.00
Assessor Calculator 229.00
Town Office Photocopier 4,600.00
Treasurer & Town Clerk Shredder 6OO.OO
Police Department Cruiser 7,700.00
Public Works Pickup Truck I5.OOO.OO
Tag-A-Long Sweeper 4,000.00
Selectmen Binding of Town Records 3,500.00
Library Heating & dehumidifying
1st floor, 2nd floor &
Bean Room; engineering
work plans, specifications




Airt. 16 Move the Town raise and appropriate the sum of Two
Thousand Five Hundred ($2,500.00) Dollars for the purpose
of having some of the records of the Town of Jaffrey bound.
Motion-CARRIED
Art, 17 Passed Over
Art, 18 Move the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Thirty One Thousand Five Hundred ($31,500,00) Dollars to be
placed in the capital reserve fund for the revaluation of the
Town by the appraisal division of the Department of Revenue
Administration,
Motion-CARRIED
Art, 19 Move the Town raise and appropriate the sum of Thirty Five
Thousand Eight Hundred and Thirty Eight ($35,838.00)
15
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Dollars for the piorchase of a six wheel diesel dump truck
with plow frame.
Motion-GARBIED
Art. 20 Move the Town raise and appropriate the amount not to exceed
Sixteen Thousand Six Hundred Sixty Seven ($16,667.00)
Dollars to construct a sidewalk and widen the existing
travelled way on East Main Street from a point ahout 2^0
feet east of Grove Street to Oak Street, a distance of
1,050 feet.
Motion-GARRIED
A2rfc. 21 Move the Town raise and appropriate the sum of Forty Five
Thousand ($A-5,000.00) Dollars to renovate the first floor
of the "Old Fire Station" for relocation of the police
station.
Motion-GARRIED
Art. 22 Passed Over
Art. 23 Passed Over
Art. 2^ Move the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
One Thousand Six Hundred ($1,600.00) Dollars for the
support of the Veterans of Foreign Wars Ambulance Seirvice.
Motion-GARRIED
Art. 25 Move the Town vote to authorize the Conservation Gommission
to retain the unexpended portion of its 1982 appropriation,
said funds to he placed in a special conseirvation fund
in accordance with RSA 36-A:3.
Motion-GARRIED
Art. 26 DID NOT GARRY
Art. 27 Move the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Two
Thousand One Hundred Eighty and 50/1OO ($2,l80.30) Dollars
in support of the Monadnock Family and Mental Health Service.
Motion-GARRIED
Art. 28 DID NOT GARRY
Art. 29 Move the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Twelve Thousand Three Hundred Twenty Six and ^O/lOO
($12,326.40) Dollars to support the services of the
Monadnock Visiting Nurses Association, Inc.
Motion-GARRIED
Art. 30 DID NOT GARRY
Art. 31 DID NOT GARRY
Art. 32 Move the Town accept as a public highway a road in the
Grestview subdivision known as "Grestview Drive", 50 feet
in width and 6IOO feet in length, bounded on one end by
Route 137 and bounded on the other end by Bryant Road,
16
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as shown in a plat entitled "Crestview in Jaffrey, N.H.",
Dated September 12, 1978, recorded at the Cheshire County-
Registry of Deeds as Plan Rolls 284, 285, 286, and 28?.
Motion-CARRIED
Art. 33 Move the Tovm will accept as a public highway Eastwood
Road 50' wide X 6OO+ as shown on Plat, recoixied in
Cheshire County Registry of Deeds.
Motion-CARRIED
Airt, 3^ Move the Town vote to extend the Sanitary Sewer approximately
700 feet on Prospect Street,' the cost for such extension
to be paid from Sewer Departm.ent Funds.
Motion-CARRIED
Art. 35 Passed Over
Art. 36 DID NOT CARRY
Art. 37 Passed Over
Art, 38 Move the Town vote to go on recoi^d in support of immediate
action by the Fedeial Goveimment to control and reduce acid
lain which is haimful to the environment and economy of
Jaffrey and to the health and welfare of the people of
Jaffrey, These actions shall include;
1
,
Reduce by at least half the major causes of acid rain
sulfur dioxide emissions, the the year 1990.
2, Conclude negotiations and adopt a treaty with the
government of Canada that will commit both nations to
this same goal.
The records of the vote on this article shall be transmitted
to the New Hampshire Congressional Delegation and to the
President of the United States.
Motion-CARRIED
Art. 39 Are you in favor of the adoption of an amendment to the
Jaffrey Land Use Plan as proposed by the Planning Board
to require a Special Exception for the establishment of
places of amusement including video arcades, and for places
where alcoholic beverages are sold for consumption on the
premises and to define Places of Amusement and Public
Recreation?
Motion-CARRIED
Art. ^0 To take up any other business. — None
A True Copy Attest:
Philip D. St .Pierre
Town Clerk, Jaffrey,^ N.H.
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TOWNI OF JAF^'REY BUDGET
ACTUAL APPROP.
APPROP. EXPENDED ENS. FISCAL
PURPOSES OF APPROPRIATION 1983 1983 YR. 1983-84
GENERAL GOVERNMENT:
Tbwn Officers Salaries 68,555.68 68,433.46 71,300.16
Town Offices Expenses 21,925.00 23,391.73 24,000.00
Election & Registration Exp. 1,570.50 1,578.96 5,239.00
Cemeteries 12,000.00 27,216.13 28,800.00
General Goverrment Buildings 1,500.00 1,148.02 3,500.00
Planning & Zoning 4,516.00 4,337.00 4,576.00
Legal Expenses 9,000.00 4,710.00 9,000.00
Auditors Fees 8,000.00 7,928.00 11,900.00
PUBLIC SAFETY:
Police Department 174,737.90 198,328.54 235,800.11
Fire Department 37,475.00 36,504.31 35,125.00
HIGHWAYS, STREETS ^ BRIDGES
Town Maintenance 198,098.00 194,171.04 272,818.00
General Highway Dept. Exp. 91,230.00 95,308.90 96,195.00
Town Road Aid 1,511.61
Street Lighting 40,500.00 38,272.47 40,500.00
Town Construction 40,000.00 41,037.54 40,000.00
HEALTH;
Health Department 775.00 913.60 775.00
Animal Control 1,300.00 919.95 1,500.00
Vital Statistics 100.00 100.00 100.00
WET.FARE
General Assistance 28,000.00 54,000.00 70,000.00
CULTURE AND RHCREATICN:
Library 35,966.29 33,287.39 37,285.00
Parks and Recreation 75,691.00 74,959.35 74,490.00
Patriotic Purposes 650.00 650.00 650.00
Conservation Commission 200.00 200.00 250.00
DEBT SERVICE:
Princ. of long-Terra Bonds & Notes 88,625.00 88,625.00 88,625.00
Int. Exp. -Long Term Bonds & Notes 29,292.63 29,275.62 24,989.37
Int. Exp. -Tax Anticipation Notes 90,000.00 64,171.95 65,000.00
OPERATING TRANSi'KkS OUT:
Municipal & District Court Exp. 55,156.05 56,007.40 10,400.00
MISCELLANEOUS
:
Municipal Water Dept. 9,000.00 8,400.00
FICA, Retirement & Pension Con. 68,500.00 69,301.86 83.550.00
Insurance 70,000.00 71,969.12 60,000.00
Uneitployitent Conpensation 5,000.00 3,492.92 5,000.00
Health Insurance 40,000.00 34,977.45 40,000.00
Payroll & Tax Billing 4,900.00 3,395.22 3,500.00
Rindge, NH Taxes 1,650.00 1,561.73 1,600.00
Airport 1,400.00 1,400.00 2,141.85





.SOT.]RCES OF REVENT.TE 1983 1983 1984
TAXES:
Resident Taxes 16,000.00 20,719.00 16,000.00
National Bank Stock Taxes 10.00 44.80 30.00
Yield Taxes 5,000.00 3,122.09 5,000.00
Interest & Penalties on Taxes 16,000.00 20,865.47 16,000.00
INi'EKGOVERNMEMM. REVENUES:
Meals & Rooms Tax 35,000.00
Interest & Dividends Tax 60,500.00
Savings Bank Tax 25,000.00
Highway Subsidy 40,000.00 56,289.87 62,009.34
Railroad Tax 2.00 2.26 2.00
Town RDad Aid 8,000.00 16,867.35
Class V Highway Maint. (Duncan) 10,798.96
State Aid Water Pollution Pro. 20,000.00 20,055.00 20,000.00
Reimb. a/c St. -Fed. Forest Land 3,000.000 3,000.00
Business Profits Tax 1982 167,000.00 44.026.64
State-Fed. Forest Land 300.00 335.45 300.00
Landfill-Rindge 6e Fitzwilliam 20,000.00 31,707.00 12,000.00
State Grant Distributions 276,256.69 275,000.00
EPA #33 4,825.00
LICENSES & PERMITS:
MDtor Vehicle Permit Fees 80,000.00 161,662.00 100,000.00
Dog Licenses 800.00 1,241.40 1,000.00
Business Lie, Permits & Fil. fee. 500.00 996.25 500.00
Video Machine Licenses 500.00 500.00 500.00
CHARGF.S FOR SKR\n"CF.S:
Inocme fran Departments 60,000.00 123,675.85 75,000.00
Rent of Town Property 500.00 500.00
MTSTRTJAMmrK RT^TFMTF.q-
Interest on Deposits 4,000.00 15,592.14 15,000,00
Sale of Town Histories 500.00 900.00 500.00
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES:
Income fron Vfeter & Sewer Depts..160,000.00 248,883.31 160,000.00
Revenue Sharing Fund 36,655.00 36,868.00 39,932,00
TOTAL REVEMJES & CREDITS 759,267.00 1,096,234.53 802,273.34
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SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATIONS
FOR THE YEAR 19 83
Land, improved or unimproved
Buildings and mobile homes
Public utilities





Elderly exemptions allowed. 533,300,
Blind exemptions allowed 57,600,
Solar exemptions allowed 73,177,
Physically handicapped exemptions allowed 10 ,
Net valuation on which tax rate is computed 70,149,024,
SUMMARY INVENTORY, CURRENT USE
























































Totals 15,139.57 9,147,050 759,500































Water Pumping Station-Main St.
Equipment









Underground Sewer Pumping Station
Equipment
Warming Hut Skating Rink
Storage Building, Humiston Field
Fire Station-downtown















Common-Jaf f rey Center
Main St . -Thorndike Pond Rd.
Main St., Jaffrey Center
River Street-Fire Station
Turnpike Rd. -Ellison St,
Turnpike Rd.-well site & fire station
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REPORT OF THE OVERSEER OF PUBLIC WELFARE
FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1983
Balance on hand, January 1, 1983 $ 1,728.70
Receipts ;
Town of Jaffrey $54,000.00
Reimbursements 725. 00 $54,725.00
Expenditures ;
State of N.H. $12,166.29
Local aid 4,699.98
Foster & group homes* 28,596.31
Travel/office 1,028.51
Legal fees 70.00 $46,561.09
Balance on hand, December 31, 1983 $ 9,892.61
LUIGI CILLI AND WARREN FUNDS *
*
Balance on hand, January 1, 1983 $ 1,315.68
Receipts ;
Contributions 612.75
Trustees of Trust Funds 3,951.23
Reimbursements 180.04 $ 4,744.02
Expenditures ;
Direct aid $ 5,395.59
Civic aid 77.75 $ 5,473.34
Balance on hand, December 31, 1983 $ 586.36
*The Conant Indigent Funds are disbursed through this




Overseer of Public Welfare
*$28,596.31 is the amount spent on group, foster homes,
and schools, on orders from Jaffrey District Court Judge,
over which the Overseer of Welfare has no control.
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1983 Alice W. Poole Fund Report
Balance on hand, January 1, I983 8706.52
Receipts t
Contributions II5.OO
Loan repayments 6 518,20
Trustees of Trust
Funds 1^4-, ^50. 02
.$21,083.22
Expenditures j




aid to working parents
23.133.98
















Claire C. Moore, Treas
.
Respectfully submitted,
Claire C. Moore, Treas.
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JAFFREY WATER WORKS BONDS
ISSUE NO. 2
Original Issue - $300,000.00 - 1969
Annual Interest Interest Total
Date of Balance Principal Payment Payment Annual
Maturity Due Payment June 1st Dec. 1 Payment
June 84 75,000.00 15,000.00 1,781.25 1,425.00 18,205.25
" 85 60,000.00 15,000.00 1,425.00 1,068.75 17,493.75
" 86 45,000.00 15,000.00 1,068.75 712.50 16,781.25
87 30,000.00 15,000.00 712.50 356.25 16,068.75
88 15,000.00 15,000.00 356.25 -0- 15,356.25
These bonds are payable at the First National Bank of Boston,
Boston, Mass., with interest payable at the rate of 4.75% per
annum.
JAFFREY WATER WORKS BONDS
ISSUE NO. 3
Original Issue - $350,000.00 - 1977
Annual Interest Interest Total
Date of Balance Principal Payment Payment Annual
Maturity Due Payment June 1st Dec. 1 Payment
Sept. 84 140,000.00 35,000.00 3,325.00 3,325.00 41,650.00
" 85 105,000.00 35,000.00 2,493.75 2,493.75 39,987.50
86 70,000.00 35,000.00 1,662.50 1,662.50 38,325.00
87 35,000.00 35,000.00 831.25 831.25 36,662.50
These bonds are payable at the Worcester County National
Bank, Worcester, Mass., v.'ith interest at the rate of 4.75%
per annum.






Outstanding Annual Annual Tot. Ann.
Year Principal Princ. Payt. Int. Payt. Payment
1984 $10,138.00 $2,535.00 $328.00 $2,863.00
1985 7,603.00 2,535.00 246.00 2,781.00
1986 5,068.00 2,535.00 164.00 2,699.00
1987 2,535.00 2,535.00 85.00 2,618.00
STATEMENT OF BONDED DEBT
For the year ending December 31, 1983
SEWER BONDS - ISSUE NO. 2
Original Issue - $105,000.00
Outstanding Annual Annual Tot. Ann.
Year Principal Princ. Payt. Int. Payt. Payment
June 84 $15,000.00 $5,000.00 $480.00 $5,480.00
85 10,000.00 5,000.00 320.00 5,320.00
86 5,000.00 5,000.00 160.00 5,160.00
These bonds are payable at the New England Merchants
National Bank, Boston, MA. with interest payable at the
rate of 3.27% per annum.
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SEWER BONDS - ISSUE NO. 3
Original Issue - $425,000.00 - 1971
Annual Interest
Date of Balance Principal Payment




Nov. 84 $50,000. $25,000. $1,400. $1,400. $27,800
" 85 25,000. 25,000. 700. 700. 26,400.
These bonds are payable at the First National Bank of Boston,
MA, with interest payable at the rate of 3.40% per annum.
JAFFREY FIRE STATION
Original Issue - $250,000.00 - 1982
TotalAnnual Interest Interest
Date of Balance Principeil Payment Payment Annual
Maturity Due Jan. 20 Jan. 20 July 20 Payment
Jan. 84 241,375. 8,625. 6,034.37 5,818.75 20,478. 12
85 232,750. 8,625. 5,818.75 5,603.13 20,046 88
86 224,125. 8,625. 5,603.12 5,387.50 19,615. 62
87 215,500. 8,625, 5,387.50 5,171.88 19,184. 38
88 206,875. 8,625. 5,171,87 4,956.25 18,753. 12
89 198,250. 8,625. 4,956.25 4,740.63 18,321 88
90 189,625. 8,625. 4,740.62 4,525.00 17,890 62
91 181,000. 8,625. 4,525.00 4,309.38 17,459 38
9 2 172,375. 8,625. 4,309.37 4,093.75 17,028. 12
93 163,750. 8,625. 4,093.75 3,878.13 16,596. 88
9 4 155,125. 8,625. 3,878.12 3,662.50 16,165 62
95 146,500. 8,625. 3,662.50 3,446.88 15,734 38
96 137,875, 8,625. 3,446.88 3,231.25 15,303 12
97 129,250. 8,625. 3,231,25 3,015.63 14,871 88
9 8 120,625, 8,625. 3,015.62 2,800.00 14,440 62
99 112,000. 8,625. 2,800.00 2,584.38 14,009 .38
" 2000 103,375. 8,625. 2,584,38 2,368.75 13,578 12
01 94,750, 8,625. 2,368.75 2,153.13 13,146 88
02 86,125. 8,625. 2,153.12 1,937.50 12,715 62
03 77,500. 8,625. 1,937.50 1,721,88 12,284 38
04 68,875. 8,625. 1,721,87 1,506.25 11,853 .12
05 60,250. 8,625. 1,506.25 1,290.63 11,421 88
06 51,625. 8,625. 1,290,62 1,075.00 10,990 62
07 43,000. 8,600. 1,075.00 860.00 10,535 00
08 34,400. 8,600, 860.00 645,00 10,105 00
09 25,800. 8,600, 645.00 430.00 9,675. 00
10 17,200. 8,600. 430.00 215«00 9,245 00
11 8,600. 8,600. 215,00 — 8,815 00
These bonds are payable to Farmers Home Administration,








For the year ending Decem'ber 31 » 1983
AUTOMOBILE REGISTRATIONS
1983 Automobile Registr§,tions:
Receipts $l6l662 . 00














Remitted to Town Treasurer $12^1.^0
FILING FEES & LICENSES
Filing Fees $9.00
Mobile Home Park Licenses $150 . 00
Junk Licenses 25.00
$184.00
Remitted to Town Treasurer $184. 00
BUIUING PERMITS
118 Building Peimits issued @ $5.00 ... $590.00






OF FUNDS IN HER CUSTODY
REVENUE SHARING ACCOUNT
Balance December 31, 1982 $ 53,609.25
Receipts
:






Reimburse Town of Jaffrey $ 50,584.60
Balance December 31, 1983 $ 44,715.06
GENERAL FUND ACCOUNT
Balance December 31, 1982 $ 10,134.16
Interest 826.47
Balance December 31, 1983
COMPRESSOR ACCOUNT
Balance December 31, 1982
Interest
Balance December 31, 1983
SEWER FUND SAVINGS
Balance December 31, 1982
Interest
Balance December 31, 1983
AMOS FORTUNE FUND
Peterborough Savings Bank
Balance December 31, 1982
Interest
Balance December 31, 1983
AERONAUTICAL FUND
Balance December 31, 1982
Interest
Balance December 31, 1983 $ 224.13
SEWER MAINTENANCE FUND
Balance December 31, 1982 $ 1,717.75
Sewer Rentals 85,510.61





Town of Jaffrey $ 87,269.58
Balance December 31, 1983 $ 6,471.88
MEMORIAL DAY COMMITTEE





Flower Factory Florist 120.00
Coil's TV Service 25.00
Norm's IGA 110.00 $ 584.00
Balance December 31, 1983 $ 420.76
AIRPORT PROJECT FUND
























Public Service of NH $ 244.89
New England Telephone 262.08




Town of Jaffrey 389.98
Overview Farm 75.00
Silver Ranch Airpark 3,895.44
Manairco, Inc. 1,968.53
Left-A-Lite 44. 25
Balance December 31, 1983
JAFFREY RECREATION DEPARTMENT
Balance December 31, 1982
Receipts
Expenditures
Balance December 31, 1983
BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT











Balance December 31, 1983
PLANNING BOARD

































Cash in Bank, December 31, 1982
Receipts to December 31, 1983
Expenditures to December 31, 1983






DETAILED STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS
Treasurer, United States
EPA #33 Grant
Treasurer, State of NH




State & Federal Land







Philip D. St. Pierre, Town Clerk







1983 Mobile Park Licenses







Department of Public Works
J-R Rindge School District
Parks, Commons £e Cemeteries



























































Principa^l on Bonds $ 50,000.00
Interest on Bonds 12,231.25
Interest on Note 3,865.07
Reimburse Town for Wages 72, 553. 98
Total $ 138,650.30
Wayne A. Desrosiers, Tax Collector
1984 Property Taxes $ 513.91
1983 Property Taxes 2,510,511.35
1982 Property Taxes 331,917.51
1982 Property Taxes Interest 20,453.47
1982 Resident Taxes 4,161.00
1982 Resident Taxes Penalties 412.00
1983 Resident Taxes 20,719.00
Previous Resident Taxes 80.00
1983 Yield Taxes 3,122.09
Redemptions 114,847.86
Redemption Interest & Costs 8,853.50
1983 National Bank Stock 44.80
1983 Boat Taxes 518.25
1983 Land Use Change Tax 4, 239.10
$3,020,393.84
Other Income
1983 Yield Bonds $ 6,858.55
1983 Interest on Deposits 20,389.55
1983 Sewer Reimbursement & Fees 110,233.01
Town of Rindge, Landfill 18,153.00
Town of Fitzwilliam, Landfill 13,554.00
Monadnock Bank, Temporary Loans 600,000.00
Peterborough Savings Bank, Temp. Loan 200,000.00
NHMA Workers Comp. Dividend 10,650.72
NHMA Unemployment Fund Dividend 1,932.94
CBT Bradley Trust 1,452.51
Jaffrey Public Library 13,240.16
Revenue Sharing Account 50,584.60
Misc. Income 8,637.67
Insurance Claims 12, 506 . 28
Total $1,068,192.99
Jaffrey Recreation Department














































TOWN OFFICE BUILDING ;


















































































Public Service of NH
Jaffrey Fire Protection Co.
N.H. Fire & Safety Equip. Co.





NHMA Workers' Compensation Fund
Cournoyer Insurance Agency
Gordon F. Burns Agency


















E & F King & Co. , Inc.
Chemserve Inc.
A. W. Chesterton Co.


























































































































$ 33 ,912 80








$ 56 ,930 50
















$ 14 419. 41


















Starcher's Tree Service 620..00




Public Service of NH TOTAL $38 ,272.,47
GENERAL HIGHWAY EXPENSES:
Interstate Uniform Service $ 4,,929,,54
Central Paper Products 372..15
R. Townsend & Associates 222..20
Pase Corp. 578..10






Butler Oil Co. 1 ,397..18
Public Service of NH 2,,093..03











Monadnock Disposal Service 200.,00
Lament Labs Inc. 373.,75
Belletete's Inc. 141.,79













TOTAL $~ 558, 40
THORNDIKE:
Wages $ 372.,39
Monadnock Disposal Service 200.,00
Supplies 121.,72
TOTAL ^ 694. 11
TOWN WELFARE:
































Ronnie's Small Engine Repair
Belletete's Inc.
W. E. Aubuchon Cp.
Sherwin Williams




Tov/er, Bean & Crocker, PA










TAXES BOUGHT BY TO^-JN
:
UNEI^lPLOYI'lENT COIvIP. FUND:
DISCOUNTS, a: ...Ti REFU*NDS
:
::.H. RETIREMENT SYSTEM ;
TRA'/ELERS INS. CO. -Pension
STATE OF N.H- FICA TAXES ;
INTEREST ON BONDS ;
Farmers Home Administration






















































First National Bank of Boston
Bank of New England
TOTAL










Donovan Spring & Equip. Co.
Howard Fairfield Inc.































Insurance & Fringe Benefits
ARTICLES:
TOTAL
Article #2, 1980 Fire Station
Article #14, 1982 Old Fire Station Study$
Article #20, 1983 TRA
TRA Route 124 Sidewalk
Article #24, 1983 VFW Ambulance
1983 Truck-Keats Inc.
1983 Mental Health
Ar.ticle #29, 1983 Visiting Nurse Assoc.
























































Article #12, 1981 Binding Books
N.E. Document Center $ 538.66
Article #16, 1983 Binding Books
N.E. Document Center $ 2,500.00
Article #24, 1983 Prospect Street Sewer
Wages $ 2,505.69
Concrete Systems 1,312.00
C.A. Turner Co. 1,552.20
Harris Construction Co. 3,219.53
Donald Baird, Inc. 1,685.78
Frank W. Whitcomb Constr. Co. 1,453.00
J. Oren Belletete, Inc. 1,257.50
Supplies 1,014.30
$14,000.00









































PRINCIPAL ON BONDS ;
Farmers Home Administration
First National Bank of Boston
Bank of New England
Worcester County National Bank
TOTAL
TREASURER, STATE OF NH ;
Dog License Fees
J-R SCHOOL DISTRICT
CHESHIRE COUNTY TAXES ;







BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT ;
New England Business Service
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Actual work performed on projects:
Tar: Cost $90,000. [$10,400. Town S $80,400. State]
Ditch, patch, shim and seal the following roads;
Bryant Rd. 1500'; Crestview Dr. 900'; Fitch Rd.
450'; Gilmore Pond Rd. 2300'; Harkness Rd. 900';
Ingalls Rd. 700'; Nutting Rd. 500'; Old Peterboro
Rd. 4300'; Old Sharon Rd. 400'; Peabody Hill Rd.
2300'; Prescott Rd. 1250'; South Hill Rd. 1100';




Reconstruction portion of Old Peterboro Rd . 1450'
Cost $50,000. [$16,667. Town S $33,333. State]
Widening of road and construction of sidewalk
on East Main St.
Summer
:
Cost $63,930. [$56,930.50 Town S $7,000± Water]
1. Tree S brush work throughout Town roads.
2
.
Grad^ dirt roads and placed crushed gravel
on 50% of them.
3. Cleaned catch basins.
4. Assisted Water Dept. installing water main
in Little Michegan E other emergency repairs.
5. Installed guard rail on bridges at Woodbound
Rd., Proctor Rd., Old Peterboro Rd., Gilmore
Pond Rd. , and Sawtelle Rd.
6. Repaired sidewalks on Main St., River St.,
School St., Charlonne St., S North St.
The actual work proposed for 198 will be
determined at a later date with the help of the
Board of Selectmen.
Kenneth E. Saunders, Jr.
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BM.MKt ADDITIONS PROCEEOS MIN OR
BEeiNNINC FROK LOSSES
TEM! PURCMSES CAP MINS SALE^ FROd SALE
100 MCRICAN BRANDS
IMO -1140 MCRICAN TEL t TEL
iSO BM.IIMf)E GAS t ELEC
2M BMW AKRICA CORP
WO CENTRM. HUDSON GAS
200 CEN1RM. ILLINOIS





SOO GULF OIL CORP
«00 IDAHO PONER CO
1«00 niNN. POVER I LIGHT
IM J.P.MRGAN CO
MSO PUBLIC SERVICE CO OF W
WOI SIGNAL COS 8.2SZ CONV PFD GER A
100 SOUTHERN CM.IF EDISON
SOO TEXACO INC
400 TEXAS UTILITIES
2000 UNION ELECTRIC CO
4M AKR TEL ( m 3 7/BI 07/01/90
8.M KH AKR TEL t TEL B 3/4Z OS/lS/00
lOH *» BALTIMRE GAS I ELEC 7 l/B] 01/01/02
a BALTlnORE BAS t EUC 9 7/BI 08/01/05
lOlt BUL TEL CO PENN 7 I/8I 01/01/12
M '» CINNCINNATI GAS t ELEC 9.1SZ 11/01/04
23(1 CONS NATURAl GAS C« 8 1/4Z 11/01/94
2011 CONSUHERS POUER CO iZ 07/01/97
250 DETROIT EDISON CO 6.40] 10/01/98
2011 DUPONI E.I. DENENURS 8.45Z 11/15/04
lOH FLORIDA POKR I LIGHT 9 1/BZ OS/01/B4
» GENERAL MTORS ACCEPT 10 7/8Z 07/15/87
ISA GULF STATES UIILITIES 5 3/81 02/01/97
ID -IN HARTFORD ELECTRIC LT 7 5/81 12/01/01
2311 HOUSTON LIGHT i PVR 7 1/4Z 02/01/01
ISO ILLINOIS POUER CO 7.iOZ 10/01/01
2011 LONG ISLAND LlSm 5 1/22 04/01/97
ion niCHIGAN BELL lEL 9 1/8Z 12/01/18
2211 NORTHWESTERN BELL TEL 7.85Z 01/01/11
SI -» NORTHERN INDIMIA 8 S/8Z 07/01/83
20(1 PHILADELPHIA ELEC t 1/2Z 03/01/93
10(1 PUBLIC SERV CO OF IND 71 01/01/02
in -1(1 SOUTHERN CALIF EDISON i 3/81 02/01/93
ion SOUTICRN RAILKAT EOUIP 7 7/8Z 12/01/89
ion SOUTHUESTERN BEL TEL i 7/81 02/01/11















noNAONocK im i capital alliance cash
ALLIANCE RESERVE FUND (INV INCO(CI
nONAONOCK BANK (MNET FUND































































































































BALANCE INCOIC EXPENDED BALANCE
BEGINNING DURING DURING END































































.00 169142.87 16734.27 810230.56
73077.63 79841.46 79841.46 86523.62
ANNUAL REPORT





Jaffrty, New Hanpshlre 034S2
CentleDtn:
la March 1980, the Town of Jaffrey aagaged T.C. Edwards & Co.. to conduct an
exaalnatlon of the financial statements of the To%ni as of December 31, 1982. The
following report presents our findings and recommendations resulting from observa-
tion* aada during our audit. The purpose of a management report is to point out
weaknesses in the Town's Internal accounting control. As a part of our examination.
we hava mada a study and evaluation of the Town's system of internal accounting
controls to the extent ws consldertd necessary to evaluate the system as required
by gsnarally accepted auditing standards. Under these standards, the purposes of
such evaluation, are to establish a basis for tellaacs on the system of internal
accounting controls In dsteralning the nature, timing and extent of other auditing
procedures that arc necessary for expressing an opinion on the financial statements.
The provision of R.S.A. 71-A:21 rsquire that only this letter be published
In the next annual report of the Town.
I wish to take this opportunity to thank you and the office staff for their
cooperation and assistance during che course of our engagement.
Very truly yours.








TREASURER'S REPORT FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1983
GENERAL CHECKING ACCOUNT
Balance on hand, December 31, 1982 $ 5,286.70
CASH RECEIPTS ;
Trustees of Trust Fvinds $13,995.51
Lawrence H. & Josephine B. Wetherell Trust 9,929.04
Reimbursement for lost & damaged books, 182.05
periodicals and A-V material
Book Service & other reimbursements 315.52
Counter donations 411.58
Gifts 409.80
Friends of the Library gift - 900.00
book sale proceeds
Copying Service 733.35
Dividends on stock of The Monadnock Bank 251.00
Cheque reversal 4.00


















































Balance on hand, December 31, 1983 $ 922.59
52
ANNUAL REPORT















Jaffrey Public Lib. $10,360.52













Name of Date of Beginning During







JPL* April 6, 1983 $54,000.00 $1,388.60 $55,388.60
*JPL=Jaffrey Public Library
$0.00

















Description of Investment Number of Shares Value-Dec. 31, 1983







REPORT OF THE JAFFREY PUBLIC LIBRARY TRUSTEES
Changes in staff and improvements in heat and humidity control
were primary concerns of the Jaffrey Public Library Trustees in 1983.
Margaret Priest, head librarian since 1974, retired at the end
of April. She had helped the Library to grow in many important ways,
especially in the development of children's programs. The school
children showed her their love and appreciation with a "Miss Priest
Day" that ended with a special song and a flight of balloons. The
rest of the Library community responded with teas, luncheons, and a
reception hosted by the Friends of the Library for Miss Priest. The
party included recognition of Miss Andrew and Mrs. Kunhardt, who
resigned at the end of April.
Cynthia E. Hamilton, assistant librarian, became the new head
librarian on May 1. Staff member Marilyn Simons and volunteers from
the Friends of the Library worked extra time while Mrs. Hamilton
selected temporary summer staff and permanent staff to start work in
the fall. The smoothness of the changes in duties and personnel was
impressive to watch. The Library continued to function well. Three
pre-school story-time programs included a series in the spring led
by Mrs. Giffin Russell, one in the summer by Mrs. Debra Zilske, and
one in the fall by Mrs. Jeanne Hardendorff . The summer reading
program featured E.T. , with excellent art work done by Debra Zilske.
Ninety-six children helped to "Read E.T. Home."
By September the staff was complete, with Mrs. Jeanne B.
Hardendorff as full-time children's librarian, and three part-time
library assistants; Mrs. Lisa Bearce, Miss Marilyn Simons, and
Mrs. Debra Zilske.
The Friends of the Library raised $900 at their summer Book
Sale. The Trustees are very grateful to Helen B. Krause for serving
as chairman of the Friends of the Library for several years. They
welcome her successor, Helen Mallery.
Revenue Sharing funds voted at the 1983 Town Meeting supported
improvements in heating, cooling, and humidity control at the
Library. Calvin A. Brown Associates, Inc. did the engineering work,
and Dayspring Builders, Inc. of Hillsboro was the contractor. Later
on, two new oil tanks were installed. The temperat^ire is now fairly
evenly distributed on all three floors, and fuel consumption is
expected to be lower.
The Town of Jaffrey provides funds from taxes for utilities and
some Library salaries. These funds are supplemented by expendable
gifts and by income from bequests to the Library. The Trustees are
very grateful for this interest and support from Jaffrey people who
realize the importance of a good library to the entertainment and
education of people of all ages and abilities.
Respectfully submitted
JAFFREY PUBLIC LIBRARY TRUSTEES
Jean B. Page, Chairman
Elizabeth B. Shea, Secretary





REPORT OF THE LIBRARIAN




VOLUMES ACQUIRED DURING THE YEAR
Adult /YA non-fiction 146





(Above includes gifts - 78)
TOTAL volumes in the Library, December 31, 1983 22,075
Number of periodicals 83
(Includes gift subscriptions)
Number of recordings discarded 36
Number of recordings added
TOTAL number of recordings in the Library, December 31, 1983 600
Number of microfilms 80
Number of A/V equipment 24
Number of puppets 44



















LIBRARY SERVICES & PROGRAMS
Adult film programs (Civic Center)
Attendance







Books borrowed on interlibrary loan
Books loaned to other libraries
Reference questions answered
Attendance for A/V programs
New applications - adult























REPORT OF THE JAFFREY DISTRICT.COURT
CASES: DOCKETED





























































REPORT OF THE BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
Applications to the Jaffrey Board of Adjustment for
appeal are normally scheduled for public hearing on the
first Tuesday of each month at 7:30 p.m. A member of the
Board will meet with any applicant requiring assistance
the Tuesday evening two weeks prior to the first Tuesday
of the following month in the Town Office beginning at
5:00 p.m. to render any necessary assistance in completing
your application.
This past year 50 applications were submitted to the
Board of Adjustment for review. Of the applications
submitted, 40 were granted, many of which included specific
restrictions to the proposed plan. Of the remaining 10,
8 were denied and 2 were withdrawn by the applicants after
a cursory review with the Board.
Of the 2 denied, 2 were appealed and the denials were
reaffirmed by the Board with no further action taken.
We are pleased to report that income from the
applications exceeded clerical and administrative
expenditures for the year, and the Board of Adjustment
was a user-funded service to the community.
In 1983 Roland Boucher and Franklin Sterling, Jr.
became regular members and Frank Wright, IV rejoined the
Board of Adjustment. Sharon Prestigiacomo became the
new non-voting clerk.
Respectfully submitted.
S. R. Wells, Chairman




During the year this Commission reviewed and took
action on several applications, filed with the Board of
Adjustment, for variances and special exceptions to the
existing Wetlands Regulations. The review of all State
Dredge and Fill Permit applications consumed a considerable
amount of the Commission's time. Presently, there are ten
permits outstanding, that are being monitored. The
Commission is developing means to facilitate and improve
the processing and monitoring; of these dredge and fill
processes.
Two Jaffrey students were sent to Conservation Camp
through the Conservation Commission thanks to financial
gifts from the Monadnock Bank and D.D. Bean.
During the year we reluctantly accepted the resignation
of Gerald DeGrandpre (for business reasons) , who was
replaced by Alan Leach, which keeps the Commission at full
strength.
Two of our members attended the four lectures of the Eighth
Annual Municipal Law Lecture Series held in Marlborough
in October, dealing with planning, zoning, trends and court
decisions. Also, this fall, two of our members were able
to attend the annual meeting of the N.H. Association of
Conservation Commissions held in Manchester early in
November. These types of meetings are both fruitful and
important to the growth of the individuals and enhances
their value to the Commission.
Special thanks should go to Charles Baldwin (former
chairman) for his great assistance in making the transition
of chairmen smooth.
We do have a continuing need to make people aware of
existing Conservation regulations and ordinances, that they
should become familiar with before considering projects,
which will alter the physical appearance (particularly















DATE ALARM TIME KIND PIACE
Jan. 1 Still 7:20 p.m Oil burner Gagnon residence
Jan. 4 123 5:35 a.m Partition Ted Renauld res.
Jan. 9 123 5:10 a.m MA Sharon
Jan. 11 123 9:02 p.m Furnace Vfebster St.
Jan. 12 123 12:35 p.m MA Peterborough
Jan. 17 123 7:05 p.m Chimney Archambault Res. , Sq.
Jan. 18 123 8:40 a.m MA Peterborough
Jan. 21 Box 525 7:14 p.m False Conant High School
Jan. 22 123 8:15 a.m False Partridge Point
Jan. 22 123 9:35 a.m MA Rindge
Jan. 22 123 5:40 p.m Chimney John Moore Res.
Jan. 30 Still 11:00 a.m Chimney Frank Sterling Res.
Feb. 2 123 8:50 a.m False Arthur Residence
Feb. 2 123 1:20 a.m. MA Peterborough
Feb. 8 123 9:20 p.m Chimney Frank Marro Res.
Feb. 9 123 6:35 p.m. MA Dublin
Feb. 13 123 5:20 p.m Chimney Phil Coll Residence
Feb. 13 123 7:35 p.m. Car accident Route 124-Jaffrey Cent
Feb. 20 123 11:10 a.m. Chimney White Residence
Feb. 22 123 9:00 a.m. Kitchen Aucoin Residence
Feb. 26 123 6:05 p.m. Electrical Woodbound Inn
March1 1 123 5:30 p.m. Electrical Monadnock Forest Prod.
March1 2 123 6:45 p.m Chimney Nevins Residence
March1 14 123 2:40 p.m. Car Main St.
March 21 123 5:40 p.m. Chimney Wilder Residence
March 24 123 9:40 p.m Chimney Nelson Residence
March1 26 123 5:10 a.m MA Rindge
March1 26 123 5:15 p.m. Chimney Norman Courchene Res.
March1 29 123 3:35 a.m. MA Dublin
March1 30 123 4:45 p.m Chimney Brent Aucoin Res.
March 30 123 8:45 a.m. Chimney August Duval Res.
MarchI 31 123 11:25 a.m. Brush Highland Ave.
April. 2 123 9:15 a.m. Dumpster Giimore Apts.
ApriJ . 4 123 6:35 a.m. Chimney Dave Roberts Res.
Apri]. 4 123 2:40 p.m. Car accident Route 124
/^ri]. 23 123 5:30 p.m. W^ter heater Forest Park
Apri]. 26 123 2:00 p.m. False Middle School
Apri]. 27 123 8:00 p.m. Camp Fire Silver Ranch
Apri]. 28 123 2:40 p.m. Car Hillcrest Road
Apri]. 15 123 4:10 p.m. Car Route 202
Apri]. 16 123 3:05 a.m. Garage Stratton Rd.
May E 123 11:30 a.m. MA New Ipswich
my 18 123 7:35 p.m. MA New Ipswich
May 20 Still 7:55 p.m. Gas Wash Belletete's Store
May 23 123 6:54 a.m. Mattress Perry Apts.
IV^y 23 123 3:15 p.m. False Charlonne .St.
May 31 123 12:10 p.m. Car Hadley Rd.
June 6 — 11:50 a.m. False
June 12 123 1:45 p.m. Car State Park
June 16 Box 522 4:40 p.m. False Bean Fiber Glass
June 27 123 9:55 a.m. MA Rindge
July 2 Still 4:15 p.m. Search Mt. Monadnock
July 8 123 7:15 p.m. Bruch Moore Pike
July 9 Mai 5:30 a.m. False Millipore
July 14 123 12:50 p.m. Brush Humiston Field 0pp.
July 16 123 4:50 p.m. RR tie Back of IGA





































































































































































































































































































REPORT OF THE HEALTH DEPARTMENT
Investigations made by the Health Officer:
Town water complaints 12
Private water inspections 52
Reportable diseases None
Dog bites reported 11
Gate bites None
Wild animal bites 4
Dead animals ordered to be removed 12
Sewer complaints 19
Sewer investigations-all types 15
Investigation for the State 2
Investigations of leach fields 3
Smoke complaints , 5
Garbage complaints 14
Warnings issued 3




Inspection of homes for State 10
Inspection of food for sale 4
Inspection of restaurants 10
Inspection of rivers and ponds 9
Warnings issued to unclean store 3
Again, at this time I would like to thak the Department






REPORT OF THE JAFFREY HISTORIC DISTRICT COMMISSION
During the past year the Commission continued its
activities in accordance with the procedural Rules adopted
in the previous year. For the first time in recent years
the Commission was it its authorized size of seven members.
In early summer copies of the District Regulations,
the Rules and proposed Guidelines were distributed to each
of the 39 property-owners in the District. On July 16th
the Commission held, at the Meeting House, the first District-
wide meeting since 1974 at which the Rules and Guidelines
were discussed and direction sought. The Commission has since
considered a number of the points raised and expects to
present revised Guidelines at a second General Meeting during
the summer of 1984.
As a result of last summer's meeting, the Commission
amended its Rules establishing a regular meeting on the
first Thursday of each month. (Previously meetings were
called when needed.) These are held at 7:30 p.m. in the
District Courtroom. Property owners are urged to discuss
informally their plans with the Commission at any of these
monthly meetings.
The Commission has established a collection of reference
material, a step also suggested at the General Meeting.
This is housed in the Civic Center Reading Library and all
interested persons are encouraged to make use of it.
Included is information on state and local legislation,
historic surveys, maintenance issues, economics of
preservation, technical assistance and so on, as well as
period hardware catalogues, rehabilitation standards, lists
of consultants, bibliographies, etc. This is a non-circulat-
ing collection available for use during regular Civic Center
hours.
A member of the Commission has attended each of the
meetings of the New Hampshire Association of Historic
District Commissions during the past year. These have been
held in Concord, Manchester, and Exeter and have afforded
the Commission the opportunity of learning what other New
Hampshire towns and cities are doing in the field of
preservation.
During the past year the Commission considered seven
applications of which six were approved and one was
disapproved. No appeals or re-hearings were requested.














REPOPT OF THE PLANNING BOARD
During 1983, the Planning Board approved site plans
for over 140,000 square feet of new commercial and
industrial construction. We are pleased to witness
expansion of existing businesses and to welcome new
industries to town, especially as they enhance job
opportunities for Jaffrey people. Both industries new to
town and existing ones which are expanding are keenly
aware of Jaffrey 's need to maintain clean air, clean water,
and a pleasant, attractive environment. The Board feels,
however, that in view of the rate of expansion we are
witnessing, it should conduct a review of the nature of
Jaffrey 's growth in terms of its impact on town services
and housing.
This year, the Board drafted a revision of the Jaffrey
Mobile Home Park Regulations to bring them in line with
1981 and 1983 changes in state law and to update and
simplify them. The Board also conducted public hearings on
a proposal to re-zone from Rural to Industrial some ten
acres adjacent to the present Millipore Industrial District.
Both of these questions will be on the ballot for the 1984
Town Meeting.
The Planning Board meets at the Town Office Building
at 7:30 p.m. on the second Tuesday of each month, unless
holidays or the nature of public hearings require special
meetings or a change of date. Time is always set aside at
the beginning of each meeting for persons having questions
or wishing preliminary discussions of possible subdivisions,
site plan, or excavation of earth applications. In this
way, residents of Jaffrey can discuss such matters as early
in the process as possible, and in an informal way. No
appointment is necessary; people can call either the
chairman or secretary, or just appear at the Board meeting.
The Planning Board has frequently waived public
hearing on site plan reviews if the applicant has already
had a hearing before the Board of Adjustments Recent
legislation permitting joint hearings of the two boards may
enable us to make the review process simpler and quicker.
We have had* no personnel changes during 1983^ except
that Henry Gallup resigned in November,
It has been a busy year, and it looks as if the pace
will continue during the next one. I wish to thank each
member of the Board for the dedication and the






POLICE DEPARTMENT REPORT 1983
Summons Issued 1,763
Warnings Issued 757
Defective Equipment Tags 338
D.iV.I. 57
Accidents with personal injury 46
Accidents, property damage 87
Accidents, fatal
Domestic Disturbance Calls 125
Assist to Fire Dept
.
43
Assist to Public 232
Alarms Answered 200










Alcohol Related Crimes 50
Other Drug Crimes 26
Disorderly Conduct 20
Protective Custody 6
Disobeying Police Officer 10
Resisting Arrest 10
Fugitive From Justice 3
False Information to a Police
Officer 4
Escapes 1












1983 was planned as a year of little growth in the
numbers of activities offered. Our main emphasis was to
be upon developing diversification in our activities plan
and improving upon the quality of those activities offered.
In actuality, we conducted about the same number of
programs in 1983 as in 1982 with total attendance being up
slightly. The figures below reflect this. It should be
noted that the method of computing the open programs was
different this year and we hope more realistic.
NUMBER OF NUMBER OF




















Sports & Fitness Classes 15 217
Summer Playground &
Day Camp 2 4 20
Youth Classes 6 87
OTHER PROGRAMS
Beach 4 3,803




TOTAL FIGURES FOR 19 83 150 11,10 7
*The total figure of participants shown for Open Programs
reflects the number of individuals who participate in each
session. It does not show the number of different
individuals who participate each session.
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During 1983, we feel that we made real headway accomplish-
ing our goals of offering a more diversified program of
activities and also in providing a better quality of
activities. Our major accomplishments during the year
past would seem to be:
1. We developed a training program for our
summer staff which seemed to pay off
greatly for both the beach operation and
the day camp.
2. We further refined the Jaffrey Halloween and
Jaffrey Christmas programs and saw attendance
about double for both events.
3. We reorganized the Summer Sports Camp Program.
Attendance was disappointing.
4. Working with the Friends of Recreation, we
constructed new fencing at Humiston Field and
the beach.
5. The Jaffrey Lions Club donated fencing for the
Skating Rink and the Friends of Recreation
purchased two basketball goals for the all
purpose court at Humiston Field.
6. We began 'i.pdating our operations manual and
refining our operations procedures.
7. We moved our athletic office to Conant High
School to allow for easier access and better
communications.
The Recreation Committee is most pleased with our
accomplishments this year. The Department has grown to a
size compatible with the needs of the town. Future goals
will most likely continue to focus upon diversification,
offering programs for all age groups, and continually
evaluating and improving the quality of those activities
offered to the people of Jaffrey.
Our plans for 1984 are similar to those for 1983. We
hope to accomplish many specific projects with our major
emphasis being in the following areas:
1. Improve our operating procedures and methods
to provide for more efficiency. This would
include more effective staff training and
supervision, completion of the operations
manual, use of more volunteer help, and more
effective planning of activities.
2. Evaluate and reorganize our promotion and
publicity plan to more effectively inform
the residents of Jaffrey of our many offerings.
3. Evaluate and improve the facilities where
possible, especially the beach area and the
athletic field at Humiston Field.
4. Work more closely with other programs and




5. Continue to offer a diversified program of
activities and continually strive to improve
its quality.
This is an ambitious undertaking which will require
the cooperation of many. • Hopefully, the results will be
a better Recreation Department.
The Recreation Committee wishes to thank the many
individuals and organizations who supported our efforts
during the past year. Without your help in volunteering
to assist with special events, coaching, providing
transportation, and many other such efforts, we would not
be able to provide the many activities that we have.
The Jaffrey Friends of Recreation, Lions Club, American
Legion, V.F.W., Jaffrey Public Works Department, Jaffrey
Police Department, the J-R School District, Jaffrey
Businesses and Merchants, and the Town Office Staff, all
provide us with tremendous support both in terms of
volunteers and materials. Please accept our sincere thanks.
Respectfully submitted,
JAFFREY RECREATION DEPARTMENT
Richard A. Bonneville, Director
Jeannelle F. Bridges, Program Dr.











REPORT FROM THE COMMISSIONERS OF THE
SOUTHWEST REGION PLANNING COMMISSION
Jaffrey is a member of the Southwest Region Planning
Commission which maintains offices in Keene and provides a
diversity of technical assistance and services through its
professional staff. The Commission has, traditionally,
has worked with Planning Boards, Boards of Selectmen and
Boards of Adjustment in responding to the myriad of
questions and concerns relating to growth and development
in its member communities. It has provided professional
staff assistance in the preparation of master plans,
zoning ordinances, subdivision regulations, site plan
regulations and review, and has offered interpretations
and opinions in deciding matters brought before these
various agencies and boards. Jaffrey has called upon the
staff for such assistance on numerous occasions.
More recently, the Commission has diversified its
services to member towns in the establishment of such
cost-effective programs as cooperative purchasing which
brings together the purchasing requirements of many towns
in order to have a greater impact in the marketplace and,
thus, obtain better purchase prices. The Commission's
computer capability has been well received and many towns
have computerized their tax and utility billings, voter
checklists, and mailing labels under the auspices of the
Commission.
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TOWN OF JAFFREY, NH
WATER WORKS
COMPARATIVE BALANCE SHEET
AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1982 and DECEMBER 31, 1983
December 31., 19(32_ December 31 ,. 1983
$ 13,895 $ 6,410
19,401 20,642
42,495 $ 75,,791 20,526 $ 47,578
1,324,489 1 ,330,727
720,547 603,,942 — 782,414 548,313
6,915 7,429





Inventory at Cost (NOTE 2)
Property Plant & Equipment (NOTE 1)
Less Accvunulated Depreciation
Special Funds :




Accounts Payable $ 24,462 $ 38,327
Accrued Interest 5,060 3,035
Current Portion of Long Term Debt 99,500 $129,022 99,500 $140,862
Long Term Debt Less Current Portion
Shovm Above (NOTE 3) 215,000 165,000
Equity ;
Municipal Investment 134,575 134,575
Retained Earnings 210,991 345,566 166,001 300,576
TOTAL LIABILITIES & EQUITY: $689,588 $606,438
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TOWN OF JAFFREY, NH
WATER WORKS
STATEMENT OF INCOME AND RETAINED EARNINGS
AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1983
Operating Revenue:
Water Sales $ 201,025
Interest Income on Special Funds 764
Other Sales & Service 8,633
$ 210,422
Operating Expenses ;












Meter Expense 34,048 255,412
Net Income: (44,990)
Retained Earnings, Beginning of Year: 210,991
Retained Earnings, End of Year: $ 166,001
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TOWN OF JAFFREY, NH
WATER WORKS
STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN FINANCIAL CONDITION
FOR THE PERIOD ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1983
Sources of Funds ;
Net Income
Changes Not Requiring Outlay of Working Capital in Current Period :
Depreciation





Application of Funds :
Decrease in Working Capital
Additions to Property, Plant & Equipment























TOWN OF JAFFREY, NH
WATER WORKS
NOTES TO FINANCIALS
AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1983
NOTE 1 Fixed Assets are depreciated on the straight line method at various lives
as follows:
Current Ac cum.
Description Cost Life Depr. Depr
.
Land $ 17,490.63
Gravel Packed Well 66,239.91 20 Yr. $ 3,312.00 $ 59,616.00
Garage 10,000.00 30 Yr. 333.00 5,997.00
Dist. Mains - Cement Lining 104,953.36 30 Yr. 3,498.44 55,975.04
Transmission Mains 110,942.13 25 Yr. 4,437.68 100,452.19
Poole Reservoir Imp. 15,031.19 30 Yr. 501.00 14,029.00
Distribution Mains 364,754.55 25 Yr. 14,590.18 343,786.75
Services 82,458.14 25 Yr. 3,278.32 64,638.07
Chlorination Plant 19,634.17 20 Yr. 981.70 17,670.60
Truck 5,050.00 5 Yr. -0- 5,050.00
Other Equipment 5,103.21 5 Yr. 310.29 5,103.21
202 Bypass 38,706.86 25 Yr. 1,548.27 10,063.76
Welder 2,021.00 5 Yr. -0- 2,021.00
Office Equipment 1,440.95 10 Yr. 144.10 792.55
Distribution System 14,601.41 25 Yr. 584.06 3,212.33
New well 367,542.49 25 Yr. 14,701.70 64,952.48
Equipment 16,444.00 5 Yr. 3,288.80 11,510.80
Equipment 15,458.50 5 Yr. 1,545.85 4,637.55
Equipment 3,129.01 5 Yr. 625.80 938.70
Truck 5,200.00 3 Yr. 1,733.33 2,600.00
Poole Pond 59,920.78 10 Yr. 5,992.08 8,906.43
Computer 4,605.00 5 Yr. 460.50 460.50
$1,330,727.29 $61,867.10 $782,413.96
NOTE 2 Inventories are valued at lower of cost or market and have been valued by
the Commissioners.
NOTE 3 Long Term Debt Balance 1983 Re-
12/31/82 tirements
ISSUE Issue #2 - 1969
4.75% Maturing 6/1/88 $ 90,000 $ 15,000
Issue #3 - 1977
4.75% Maturing 9/1/87 175,000 35,000
Town of Jaffrey
9.5% Maturing 10/27/84 49,500
Total: $314,500 $ 50,000
Current Portion: (99,500)















MAIffilAGES registered in the town of Jaffrey
for the year ending December Jl , 1983
















































May 6 Martin C. Wright
Ruth G. Wright
7 William A. Foucher
Diana Jackson
7 Peter A. Tremblay
Tina M. Ilinitch
7 James B. Draper III
Judith D. Young
l^ James F. Malley Jr.
Ann Marie Levasseur
Ik Wayne W. Rathbum
Sandra L. Cramb
21 Bruce E. Dunning
Sharon E. Norcross
Jaffrey, N.H.



























































18 Barnard G. Carey





























Jul. 1 Frederick S. Schaffner Jaffrey, N.H.
Katherine S. Barker
2 Arol R. Pockett III
Rita M. Stockdale
2 Thomas R. Linskey
Pamela S . Wiedenkeller
^ Daniel G. Maxrotte
Gloria S. Hammond
9 David T. McLecxi
Mary B. Jones
23 Paul R. Bergeron
Gail A. Ricaixi

































































22 Martin A. Taylor
Janice M. Smith
22 Arthirr W. Bureau
Judith W. Gumey
Nov. 19 James E. Schoch
Susan J. Lane
Dec. 17 Ronnie G. Bartlett
Shantell R. Gagnon
17 David E, Johnson
Ellen L. Horton
















DEATHS registered in the Town of Jaffrey
for the year ending December 31 t 1983
DATE NAME OF DECEASED PLAGE OF DEATH PARENTS NAME
Jan. 3 Alex J. Maki Peterborough, N.H. —
Amalia Blick
6 Edith R. Crabtree Phoenix, Az.
8 Caroline Danfoirth Peterborough, N.H. Wesley Wells
Kate Keneston
11 Lillian Taft Peterborough, N.H. Hiram Taft
Mary Boak
11 Florence H. O'Connor Peterborough,N.H. Dennis T. Hutchinson
Theresa Borman
2^ Alice L, Meyers Peterborough, N.H. Thomas F. Fitzpatrick
Emma A. Urann
28 Saimi L. Airola Jaffrey, N.H, Anton Berg
Gustaava Notovailable
Feb. 18 James A. Fish Peterboirough, N.H. Able J. Fish
Pauline D, Ingraham
25 Richard A, Cunningham Durham, N.H. Richard E. Cunningham
Jane M, Usher
26 George L, Castignoli Peterborough, N.H. Peter Castigfioli
Rose Padova
Mar. 3 May Ryan Boscawen, N.H.
9 Odana P. Daniels Peterborough, N.H. Israel Paradise
Arthemise Christian
10 John B. Robichaud Peterborough, N.H. Joseph Robichaud
Aniline Chouinard
10 Eugenia P. Bradford Peterborough, N.H. Thomas L. Price
Eva B. Bogardus
16 George A, Patterson Jaffrey, N.H. Frank L. Patterson
Bertha Vigneault
29 Tauno C. Jtirva Winsor, Vt.
Apr. 6 Walter J, Tabor Peterborough, N.H. Walter Tabor
Patricia Kapolka




May 19 Edith L. Wright Bixmswick, Me. — —
20 Virginia Jennings Peterborough, N.H. Edwin Storey
Elizabeth Cox
23 Margaret L. Fish Jaffrey, N.H. Henry Lynaugh
Laura Baird
23 Glen A. Lougee Jaffrey, N.H. Fred Lougee
Josephine Little
23 Mildred G. Devlin Peterborough, N.H. Henry A, Huid
Vinnie M, Jackson
Jun. 2 Marguerite Pool Jaffrey, N.H. John Tofte
Julia Mannel
11 Edward Woodward Peterborough, N.H. Joseph M, Woodward
Jane M, Webber
17 Ruth T. Champney Jaffrey, N.H. George Dorr
Annie M, Travis
18 Wilfred J. Khowlton Jaffrey, N.H. Fred Knowlton
Clara Trudelle
20 Elizabeth J, Hurd Peterborough, N.H. Ananias Miller
Zk Saimi Kainu Peterborough, N.H.
28 Lynn W. Franklin Jaffrey, N.H. Lynn W. Franklin, Sr,
Butler-Brayne T,
Robinson
30 Wesley R. Proctor Jaffrey, N.H. Peter Proctor
Margaret A, Glenn
Jul, 10 Helen E. Dodge Peterborough, N.H. Burton Cass
Eda Connell
20 Leonard C, Merrill Keene, N.H.
22 John J. Maki Keene, N.H. Sulo Maki
Lillian Pelton
Aug. ^ Lucianne M. Mairtin Hanover, N.H. Alfred F. LaPlante
Bertha Bibeau
6 'Harry W. Famum Jr. Jaffrey,' N.H. Harry W, Faxnum, Sr.
Grace Washburn
7 Pheobe Careau Concord, N.H.




9 Arthur E. Brennan Petert)Orough,N.H. Arthur M. Brennan
Ada V. Kenyon
9 Ruth P. Chouinard Keene, N.H. Warren I, Peckham
Ellen Callahan
17 Leon H. Hunt Peterborough, N.H. Fred H, Hunt
Mary Coumoyer
17 Neil E. Martin Worcester,Ma.
19 Florence D. Atwood Jaffrey, N.H. Alvan Dieter
Jane Kanuss
27 Lyman K. Sawtelle
Sep. 2 Yvonne L. Brenner Peterborough, N.H. Vital H, Levesque
Medee Cyr
1^ Karl R. Nelson Peterborough, N.H. Nilsson
23 Mary G. Proctor Jaffrey, N.H. Elmer J. Goolbrith
Mary A, Skeffington
23 George S. LaBelle Brookline, Ma.
23 Robert F. Mercier Peterborough,N.H. Frederick F. Mercier
Ruby A, Gleason
Oct. 12 Pauline D. Medlyn Peterborough, N.H. Lewis W. Ingraham
Gla3:a L. Hayden
13 Donald J, Belletete Hanover, N.H. Ernest Belletete
Laura Dufort
18 Henry Hautanen Jaffrey, N.H. Jacob Hautanen
Aili. Kontio
19 Lucille M. Bouvier Jaffrey, N.H. Dosithe Gautreau
Helen Mallett
29 Lawrence Fontannay Goncord, N.H. •
Nov. 6 Harold A. Wilson Jaffrey, N.H. Thomas Wilson
Ellen Worcester
8 Ervin G. May Jaffrey, N.H. Joseph May
Lucy A. Perry
12 Harry E. Wright Franklin, N.H.
13 Glement A. Bayen Jaffrey, N.H. Glement H. Bayen
Louise Dare
ANNUAL REPORT
19 Mabel M. Thiboutotte Peter"borough,N.H. Modesse Varville
Philomene Christian
Dec. 19 Evelyn C. Wilson Peterborough, N.H. True Rollins
Anna M. Eustanoe
25 Harold L. Haynes ManChester, N.H.










BIRTHS registered in the Town of Jaffrey
for the year ending December 31. I983
DATE Name of child












Name of parents Place of birth
Beatrice G, Rogers Peterborough, N.H.
Clement H. Record, Jr.
Kathleen M. Harte Peterborough, N.H.
Eugene G. Hennessy
Teresa L. Berkson Jaffrey, N.H.
Hugh J. Landis
Stephanie M. Olivo Andrea J. Donovan Peterborough, N.H.
Anthony M. Olivo
Kristen J, Greeley Gheryl J. Dear
Wade A, Greeley
Peterborough , N . H
.





Mary J. Hendejrson Peterborough, N.H,
William A. Rich
Hazel V, Sawyer Peterborough, N.H.
Paul F. Coombs
Chong S. Yi Peterborough, N.H,
Vernon D. Miller
Stephanie A. Blanchette Brenda J. Martin Peterborough, N.H,
David L, Blanchette
Mar. 2 Erik K. Lafond Sheila M. Webster Peterborough, N.H,
James E, Lafond
Susan L. Oftedahl Peterborough, N.H,
Robert J. Ugstad
Heather A, Helstein Tina M. Sangermano Peterborough, N.H,
Richard E, Helstein
Helen T. Kuznicki Peterborough, N.H,
John J. Stone
3 Ryan L. Ugstad
3
13 Ashley W. Stone









Barbara M. Ducey Peterborough, N.H,
William H. Heydolph
Brenda L. Ouellette Peterborough, N.H.
Dean J. Parker
Mary K. Batchelder Kathleen J. Wheeler Peterborough, N.H,
Walter S. Batchelder






























Catherine C. Dwyer Peterborough, N.H,
Kenneth L. Halbedel, Sr.
Crystal M. Caron Peterborough, N.H.
Thomas J. Coll
Deborah J. Hanneman Concord, N.H.
Robert C. Lewis





Joy M. Laflamme Peterborough, N.H,
Bryant R, Beaulieu
Linda G. McDermott Peterborough, N.H,
Dennis M. Stodes
Catherine M. LeClair Peterborough, N.H.
Timothy J. O'Neil
Benjamin A. Proulx Cathy E, Given Peterborough, N.H.
Joel S. Proulx
Kathryn M, Grosso Susan E, Debus Peterborough, N.H,
Gregoiy L. Grosso
William C, Pickford Renee M,. Letoumeau Keene, N.H.
Richard ^, Pickford, Sr.
Elizabeth G, Webb Cathleen M. Crowell Peterborough, N.H.
David A. Webb




Diane P. Seattle Hanover, N.H.
Glen W, Fukuda
Julie A. Gramb Keene, N.H.
Wayne D. Kullgren
Zachorayia T. Brick Seajay Johnson Jaffrey, N.H.
Steven Brick
Amanda L, Paradis Lori J, Dyer Peterborough, N.H.
Thomas G, Paradis
Jennifer M. Raymond Gale M. Schaefer Peterborough, N.H.
Alan R, Raymond
























Jacqueline S. Picone Taimle E. Luopa Peterborough, N.H.
Richard A. Picone
Kelley D. Hagstrom Jill A. Lindner Peterborough, N.H.
Ronald J. Hagstrom











Rebecca J. Gutter Peterborough, N.H.
James R. Spoon
Garmen M. Parks Gardner, Ma.
James G. Yelle, Jr.











Monique G. Vaillancoirrt Peterborough, N.H.
Kenneth J. Coll
Kerry L. Spaulding Peterborough, N.H.
Laurence T. Alvarez
Alyson K. Hotaling Kyle N. Allen Peterborough, N.H.
Michael D. Hotaling
John M, Lagasse Lynn A. Woodbury Keene, N.H.
Raymond A. Lagasse










Allen J. Hadley, Jr.
Peterborough, N.H.
Fitchburg, Ma.
Susan M. Livingston Peterborough, N.H.
Richard S. Shuford
Karen M. O'Neil Peterborough, N.H.
David G. Arceci




10 Jerel S. Lane
19 Matthew J. Thoin





Cec, 5 Peter A. Tremhlay Jr. Tina M. Miller Peterborough, N.H.
Peter A. Tremblay
8 William E. Dunton Jr. Kimberly K. Morrill Peterborough, N.H.
William E, Dunton
13 Matthew C. Deis Marcelle E. Ferry Peterborough, N.H.
Lloyd A. Deis
13 Elisabeth G. Niskala Melissa A. Hassler Peterborough, N.H,
Alan R. Niskala
15 Kimberley I, Miller Diana H, Ferguson Keene, N.H.
Terry Miller
l6 Christine E. Lane Mary L, Salo
Albion R, Lane
Peterborough , N.H,
17 Meghan A. Campbell Maureen J. Preston Peterborough, N.H,
Kevin Campbell
18 James A. Fisher
20 Paul A. Lortie
Out of sequence:
Nov. 1? Megan E. Smith
Ann-Marie L, Gallant Gardner, Ma.
Austin J. Fisher
Kay Fe Tupper Peterborough, N.H.
Leonard M, Lortie
Mary Heafy








NAME Description and Value Acres Land BIdg.





Abbott, Francis & Ethel Old Peterborough Rd
.
5.04 5,050 13,450
Abbott Laboratories Jennifer Lane 1.03 4,400 31,450
Adams , David Fitzwilliam Rd
.
CU 33.00 1,700
Old Fitzwilliam Rd. 2.60 1,300
Adams, Sally & David Fitzwilliam Rd 14.00 6,050 37,900
Adams, James & Michelle Old Fitzwilliam Rd. 2.00 5,400 31,800
Adams, Roger & Corrine Fitzwilliam Rd. CU 10.50 550
Fitzwilliam Rd. CU 7.00 5,750 10,850
Affleck, Kenneth & Marg ;ry Bryant Rd. 2.00 6,300 26,600
Albonzio, Dominic k & Ev I Rindge Rd
.
17.80 19,800
Alderman, Mary E. &
Bissell Gibbs Rd. CU 29.00 1,500
Dublin Rd. CU 23.00 1,200
Mountain Rd. SOL,V 13.00 14,150 43,750
Alex, Anthony & Mary Contoocook Rd. V 3.100 13,700
Allen, Bruce Old County Rd. 6.00 4,000
Alletsee, George Knight St. 1.15 15,200 55,700
Anderson, Donald & Sara] 1 Mountain Rd. V 2.59 11,700 26,550
Mountain Rd. 1.66 700
Ames, Forrest & Hester Fitzwilliam Rd. CU 12.00 14,800 56,400
Fitzwilliam Rd. CU 60.00 3,050
Andrews, Harriet Hollis :er Old Fitzwilliam Rd
.
CU 66.00 2,150
Old Fitzwilliam Rd. CU 114.50 29,200 76,650
Angeloro, Thomas &
Valerie Harkness Rd. 5.00 29,050 49,400
Antilla, Tauno Birch St. .17 3,300 18,500
Arceci, Dominic & Rache . Letourneau Dr. V 1.05 12,250 47,900
Arceci, Dominic Rindge Rd. .46 3,500 43,000
Arceci, Gary S Holly River St. 7,750 18,950
Archambault, Therese Kevin Lane 1.03 13,250 42,500
Archambault, Robert &
Rita 48 Stratton Rd. .10 5,100 38,450
44 Cross St. .24 3,400 19,700






Archambault, Roland 10 8 North St. 3,750 32,900
169 North St. 1,850 8,900








Ark, The. Inc. Dublin Rd. CU 128.00 33,950 94,200
Dublin Rd. CU 7.72 200
Dublin Rd. CU 44.28 1,200
Dublin Rd. CU 30.68 850
Gibbs Rd. 3.50 4,800
Arnold, Ralph & Delia Old Peterborough Rd. V 3.40 9,950 17,400
Arthur, Ann Gilmore Pond Rd. 2.90 26,000 29,600
Gilmore Pond Rd. SOL ,cu,v 14.80 38,300 141,300
Ascani, Dino & Betty 175 River St. V 3,200 16,350
Ascani, Duviglio &
Elizabeth 90 River St. V 5,700 26,150
Ascani, Elio & Florence Ridgecrest Rd. 9,650 28,050
Ascani, Margiorino &
Lorraine 18 Oak St. 4,000 16,^00
NAME Description and Value Acres Land BIdg.
Ascani, Romolo & Ruth 96 River St. V 4,550 20,650
Asher, Gary & Kay Slade Rd. 2.30 14,125
Athy, James & Maryellen 85 Peterborough Rd
.
3,30 10,300 21,700
Aucoin, Brent & Paula 21 Lawrence St. .48 11,150 19,850
Aucoin, Elmer & Tina 34 Stratton Rd. .14 6,450 31,800
Squantum Rd. .72 5,850 37,500
Austermann, Eleanor Meeting House Rd. 5.00 25,650 22,600
Austermann, Donald &
Sallie Gilson Rd. 18,500 1,200
Austin, Alice Trotting Park Rd. 10,300 23,400
Austin, Robert & Helen 126 Highland Ave. V 1.39 11,000 21,950
Austin, Sydney & Alice Mountain Rd. 21.00 32,150 76,750
Ayres, C. Burgess &




d/b/a ROBAC Main St. .51 24,450 104,100
Bacon, Alden & Bertha Dublin Rd. 5.80 5,900
Dublin Rd. V 1.20 4,200 25,350





Dorothy Mountain Rd. 2,00 8,300 41,850
Badertscher, Elspeth Colman Rd
.
CU 150,00 14,000 36,700
Lehtinen Road 36.00 1,850
Badger, Dorothy Mountain Rd. cu 41.00 2,100
Mountain Rd. cu 58.50 17,150 44,950
B & F Contracting Inc. Hadley Rd. cu 30.00 7,600 27,950
Bailey, Dorothy 170 Main St. 8,400 37,500
Bailey, William &
Ruthanne Old County Rd. 2.81 8,500 35,400
Old County Rd. 1.50 2,900
Bailey, Willis & Amy Old County Rd. 8.50 4,800
Baird, Donald Inc. Spruce St. .31 2,950 9,950
Baird, Donald & Marie 30 Spruce St. V .31 4,700 15,900
Lehtinen Rd. 6.00 2,500
Baird, Harlan & Joyce 17 Juniper St. .37 4,750 16,400
Baird, James & Lucille 69 River St. V 8,800 26,600
Baird, John & Barbara Squantum Rd. 2.08 7,650 9,500
Baird, Raymond & Jane 78 North St. 5,000 21,800
Barker, Chester Dublin Rd. 6,800
Baker, Mary Burrington Court .25 7,650 19,350
Baker, Leonard & Sandra 77 Squantum Rd. V 2.60 7,150 17,250
Baldwin, Arnold & Anne Old Peterborough Rd. 1.30 10,950 28,500
Baldwin, Charles &
Virginia Old Peterborough Rd. V .68 7,150 23,400
Baldwin, Clifford Erin Lane .68 10,550 30,400
Baldwin, Marion Est. 49 School St. 4,100 20,850
Balentine, James &
Betty Chadwick Rd. cu,v 55.00 10,400 68,650
Chadwick Rd. cu 5.00 400
Bangs, Gary & Marie Crestview Drive 8,100 29,250 E
Barker, Clinton &
Helen 25 Pine St. .23 3,750 18,150
Barker, Clinton &
Smith, Weltha Squantum Rd. 9,350 38,400
2
NAME Description and Value Acres Land BIdg.
Barlick, Michael &
Sharon 205 Stratton Rd. .37 6,850 25,050
Barr, Glen Proctor Rd. 4,6b0
Bartlett, Ronald &
Jesselyn Lacy Rd. 1.61 4,100 38,350
Batchelder, Walter &
Kathleen Sunnyfield Drive .23 3,900 23,550
Batiste, Mary Thorndike Pond Rd. V 4,150 48,900
Bauer, Barbara Brigham Rd. 13.00 6,650
Bayen, Walter & Lois Prescott Rd. V 1.00 6,450 51,800
Bean, Christopher &
Claire Main St. 5.00 17,350 79,200
Bean, Delcie Jr. Main St. cu 14.80 450
Main St. cu 4.60 150
Match Point 2.60 17,150 90,300
Main St. cu 3.01 100
Proctor Rd. cu 11.00 100
Off N, End Prospect St . cu 32.38 1,650
Proctor Rd. cu 12.00 650
Bean, Delcie Jr., Verne n.
Krause, Helen; &
Ellison, Vivian Main St. .60 5,550 9,500
Bean, Laura Match Point 3.60 18,600 72,500
Bean, Vernon Main St. cu 11.00 850 50
Main St. cu 9.00 200
Bean, Vernon & Delcie Main St. & Harkness cu 10.50 350
Match Point .54 7,100 4,050
Bean, Vernon Main St. cu 4.15 1,100
Beaulieu, Bryant & Joy Old Peterborough Rd. 2.06 8,000 29,050
Becker, Roland & Jane Thorndike Pond Rd. 5,600
Gilson Rd. 13,900 13,500
Beckmann, Freddie &
Helmi Parker Rd. V 10.00 10,350 32,650
Beechnut Cutting Ingalls Rd. cu 21.70 1,100
Belletete, Donald Peterborough St. .90 11,900 34,700
Belletete, Donald &
Judith Eastwood Road V 6,000 41,000
Belletete, Henry & Edit h Old Peterborough Rd. .68 6,650 22,150
Belletete, Homer &
Louise Bradley Court 6,750 36,450
Belletete, John Gilson Rd. 8.70 18,400
Belletete, J. Oren &
Louise Turnpike Rd. V 4.50 29,200 46,100
Belletete, Kurt & Lindc Contoocook Ave. .50 6,750 23,000
Belletete, Marie &
Gagnon, Elieanna Peterborough St. 6,850 37,350
Belletete, Norman &
Joyce Hillcrest Rd. .62 7,350 36,100
Belletete, Reynold &
Charlotte North St. .23 8,800 74,700
Main St. V 21,650 56,900
Baldwin Court .14 5,200 38,200
Belletete' s Inc. Peterborough St. 4.00 35,550 315,600
Peterborough St. 10.00 69,500 17,800
155 Peterborough St. 3.00 18,300 45,900
13 Webster St. .45 4,500 20,550
21 Dionne St. .50 5,050 32,350
NAME Description and Value Acres Land BIdg.
Belletete, William North St. V 2,900 13,550
Old County Rd. 7,750 18,200
Belliveau, Brian &
Brenda 6 Fir St. 3,550 12,650
Bemis, Eairl & Jane Shaker Rd. CU 13.40 4,150 33,100
Benedek, George Gilson Rd. 5.11 13,450 20,800
Gilson Rd. 3,600 300
Benjamin, Michael & Old Fitzwilliam Rd. 5.00 9,150 51,800
Norma Main St. 7,150 35,250
Bennett, Fred & Irene Cross St. .58 4,750 12,800
Bennett, Robert & Bonni e Cutter Hill Rd. V 22,250 56,200
Berardi, Aldo Jr. &
Mary Sawtelle Rd. 9,450 10,000
Adams St. 3,050 13,250
Berardi, Donald &
Cheryl Lee Prospect St. .47 10,850 15,800
Bergeron, Lionel, Sr. &
Sheila Emery Rd. V .80 4,000 25,200
Berliner, Paul &
Nancy Main St. .15 11,000 28,500
Hillcrest Rd. .51 8,100 24,500
Mountain View Drive 1.05 5,100
Bernard, Ephrem & Lea 181 River St. 8,150 28,700
Bernier, Octave & Alice River St. 8,050 20,950
Bernier, Raymond &
Pammy 59 School St. 6,900 26,950
Bernier, Sylvio &
Georgette Stratton Rd. V .21 5,550 20,900
Berrett, Edward Jr. &
Bonnie Lacy Rd. 6.40 9,250 41,300
Bibeau, Rosilda 15 Spruce St. .21 5,050 23,650
Bierman, Edward &
Marie Sanders Rd. 32.00 12,200
Birch, James & Linda Brigham Rd. L02.30 5,250
Birmingham, David &
Ethel 42 Goodnow St. 5,250 18,450
Bixler, Herbert South Hill Rd. 13,400 69,850
Bixler, J. Seelye Fitzwilliam Rd. CU 91.00 12,750 40,800
Fitzwilliam Rd. CU 1.00 50
Black, Gladys 23 Bradley Court 7,900 34,550
Black, Judy & Quinn,
Helen Main St. .23 2,400
Black, Thomas Skyline Drive V 1.00 5,100 23,550
Blair, Frank & Gloria Hillcrest Court .36 6,600 33,150
Blair, Ida 45 Spruce St. .44 4,750 16,600
Blair, Germaine 35 Aetna St. V .30 7,700 11,250
Blair, Richard 167 North St. 2,500 14,750
Blais, Louis & Frances 13 Spruce St. .20 3,450 17,700
Blais, Michael & Collee n 23 Mark St. .19 3,250 9,200
3,800^
Blais, Wilfred & Aldia River St. V 5.00 6,850 14,900
Blake, Selwyn & Helen Old County Rd. 4.20 5,800 2,100
Blake, Seth & Nancy Jaquith Road .50 5,100 25,900
Blanchette, Raymond Mountain Rd. 6.90 14,800
Cross St. V .23 3,800 21,050
Blanchette, Richard &
Alice Prospect St. 2.20 9,250 40,750
NAME Description and Value Acres Land BIdg.
Blanchette, Richard &
Alice Off Prospect St. .44 3,450
Blanchette, Rita 179 North St. 5,350 21,150
Bliss, John & Geneva Mountain Rd. V 2.00 12,800 34,950
Blick, John & Annie 37 Pine St. .23 4,050 19,200
Blood, Ervin & Shirley Bryant Rd. 5.00 9,450 33,150
Bois, Hazel 96 Old Peterborough Rd . .78 6,000 16,500
Bolles, Marie Gilson Rd. 2.82 39,400 40,300
Dublin Rd. 1.30 13,700
Bosse, Norman & Daniell e 10 Burrington Court .58 10,700 26,300
Bosse, Marian 217 North St. V .08 2,700 16,900
Bosworth, Frank Jr. &
Avalon; Brooks, Susa n Thorndike Pond Road .34 14,650 45,300
Boucher , Roland &
Elizabeth Mountain Road V 1.19 7,050 35,500
Boucher, Thomas & Sally Main St. 8,200 40,800
Boudrieau, Hector &
Louise Old Peterborough Rd. .41 5,300 21,600
Boudrieau, Thomas &
Virginia 5 Burrington Court V .60 8,750 29,500
Boudrieau, Wilfred &
Rena 88 North St. V 8,950 29,800
Bourgeois, Francis Hillcrest Rd. V 1.56 13,800 24,400
Bourgeois, Germaine Bourgeois St. .48 4,850 12,500
Bourque, Leo & Bertha 161 Stratton Rd. V .42 9,500 34,000
Bourque, Olive 260 Main St. .14 5,150 15,900
Bos-Beijer, J. Megchelina Harkness Rd. 2.00 18,200 35,100
Gilson Rd. .12 600
Bordner, Stephen &
Debra 170 Old Peterborough Rd. .34 4,500 19,900
Boutwell, Levida Main St. cu 25.00 16,900 45,750





Bova, Gregory & Kathryn Old Rte. 202 1.00 7,500 27,300
Bowers, William Old County Rd. cu,v 71.50 11,300 80,400
Boyce, Carroll & Jean Gibbs Rd. 11.37 400
Gibbs Rd. 8.50 600
Boynton, Ralph Estate 321 Main St. .79 12,050 18,900
Bradley, George Gilmore Pond Rd. 3.00 40,000 32,200
Gilmore Pond Rd. 5,800 5,500
Gilmore Pond Rd. 28.00 23,800
Bradley, Stephen et al Gilmore Pond Rd. 3.45 41,700 39,500
Brandin, Robert &
Barbara Harkness Rd. V 2.88 26,850 72,850
Breen, Raymond Poole Rd. 4.50 9,000 35,900
Brennan, Arthur &
Genevieve Hunt Rd. V 6,850 29,850
Bride, Peter & Laurel Stony Brook Rd. 9,900 60,800
Brigham, Richard &
Cynthia Old Peterborough Rd. 5.07 8,250 30,000
Britt, Richard &




Brodmerkle, Helen 40 Bradley Court V 1.90 11,400 43,000
Brooks, Waino 48 Pine St. V .49 4,500 17,700
Brooks, William, Sr. &
Alyce 4 Birch St. V .21 3,000 20,900
NAME Description and Value Acres Land BIdg.
BrOSS, Joanne Hadley Rd. CU 97.00 3,500
Old Sharon Rd. CU 31.00 1,500
Brown, Abbie 25 Aetna St. 6,850 24,700
Brown, Ruth Fitzwilliam Rd. 6.50 13,500 41,450
Bryant, Hazel 151 Old Peterborough Rd. .33 4,750 19,300
Bryant, John & Marianne 86 Charlonne St. V 4,150 13,200
Bryant, Robert & Joyce Paradise Lane .72 6,700 22,050
Bryant, Ward & Nora Proctor Rd
.
15.00 14,150 55,300
Buck, Joanne Proctor Rd V 5.00 11,900 69,000
Buck, Maurice & Vera 9 Highland Circle V .52 8,150 22,000
Hillcrest Rd. 1.31 13,350 42,350
Bullard, Mary Jaquith Rd. CU 42.00 8,800 40,500
Jaquith Rd. CU 20.00 1,000
Jaquith Rd. CU 23.00 1,200
Bullock, Lamar &
Patricia Prescott Rd. 5,950 48,300
Bunce, Margaret Main St. 3.30 16,550 23,850
14 Charlonne St. 5,000 47,400
Burgess, Donald &
Cynthia Webster St. .18 4,700 16,750
Burgess, Stanton &
Virginia Squantum Rd. V 3,550 21,900
Burgoyne, Emily Old Peterborough Rd. 1.60 8,000 22,400
Burgoyne, Priscilla Squantum Rd. 14.80 17,500 20,250
Burgoyne, Rita 55 Burrington Court .28 8,700 15,800
Burgoyne, Raymond &
Elizabeth Fitzwilliam Rd. 7.00 7,650 28,350
Burgoyne, Ruth Main St. V 5,600 27,650
Burke, William & Bobbie Bryant Rd. 33.71 39,000
Crestview Drive 5,500 3,000
Burpee, Mary 113 Webster St. .12 3,100 15,600
Burnham, Robert &
Baldic, Patricia 85 Peterborough St. .27 7,850 30,550
Burrows, David &
Jacqueline 71 Old Peterborough Rd . 6,300 24,300
Burrows, James & Nancy 147 North St. V 5,650 27,550
Burt, Howard & Shirley Squantum Rd. 1.05 6,650 6,350
Burt, William & Carla 50 Wheeler St. .25 7,650 16,600
Bussiere, Andrew 21 Aetna St. .21 7,500 26,100
Bussiere, Robert &
Stella Highland Ave. .92 12,300 30,450
Butler, Donald, Sr. River St. .58 400
Butler, Louise Harkness Rd. 2.50 14,100 38,350
Butler, S. Frances 13 Stratton Rd. 8,000 57,700
Butler Oil Co. On land of RR
On land of RR
1,000
1,250
Butler, Roda Emery Rd. 1.30 6,000 25,600
Butler, Victoria River St. V 3,000 2,750
4,050
32,900Butze, Richard & Julie Bryant Rd. 2.00 6,300
Buxton, Arthur 51 Prospect St. .52 9,600 24,500
Caldwell, Thomas & Haze 1 Mountain Rd. CU 24.00 12,200 41,500
Mountain Rd. CU 2.50 650
Off Mountain Rd. 7.00 2,800
Camire, Robert & Linda Contoocook Rd. .47 8,250 31,550
Campbell, Kevin & Maure en Sunnyfield Dr. .34 4,800 21,850




Garland, Peter & Sandr
Caron, Emile, Jr. & Ellen



































































































































NAME Description and Value Acres Land BIdg.
Christian, Edward &
Delina 113 North St. .12 5,000 18,350
Christian, Elphege &
Dorothy Ridgecrest Rd. 5.80 17,300 2,400
71 Ridgecrest Rd. V 1.28 8,450 23,800
Christian, Joseph &
Dorothy 40 Aetna St. V .27 8,050 27,950
Christian, Maurice &
Alice 195 Peterborough St. V .23 6,500 24,200
Christian, Reney & Amy 94 Charlonne St. V 5,500 15,700
Christian, Stephen &
Charlene 137 Turnpike Rd, 7,500 19,100
Christian, Vernon &
Loretta 13 Parent St. 7,800 31,000
Ciesluk, Adolph Slade Rd. 2.90 7,650 7,150
Ciarlone, Joseph &
Josephine Main St. .33 10,700 45,300
Cipolla, Roland &
Kathleen Fitzwilliam Rd. CU 8.00 7,700 46,350
Fitzwilliam Rd. CU 19.00 500
FitzwilliarTi Rd. CU 4.00 200
Clapp, Frank, Jr. &
Shirley 1 Prospect St. V .28 7,350 25,400
Clark, Francis & Janet Turnpike Rd. V .38 8,900 27,600
42 Peterborough St. 4,250 29,600
Clarke, William & Elair e 67 Turnpike Rd. 8,800 37,350
Cleveland, Richard &
Patricia 59 Stratton Rd. .25 8,050 19,450
Cloutier, Albert & Old Peterborough Rd. 1.45 2,600
Eileen Letourneau Drive .71 4,450 17,100
157 Turnpike Rd. V 5,950 22,300
Old Peterborough Rd. 1.27 5,500 4,250
Cloutier, Felix &
Barbara 148 River St. V 3,400 9,950
Cloutier, Veronica 38 Parent St. 6,950 10,100
Clyne, Timothy Cheshire St. 4,700 23,700
Cobb, Jessamine Trotting Park Rd. 8,550 17,100
Cochrane, Helen Howard Hill Rd. .88 8,450 29,600
Cochrane, Lawrence &
Charlene Squantum Rd. 8.41 12,300
Howard Hill Rd. 5,150 6,550
Cole, William, Jr. &
Carol Ann Milliken Rd. 4.60 6,100 34,200
Coleman, William &
Mildred Parsons Lane 13.20 20,000 33,700
Coll, Archie, Pierce Crossing Rd. 3.94 18,500 48,700
Coll, Archie, Jr. & Old Sharon Rd. CU 44.00 14,650 64,150
Helen Old Sharon Rd. 4,000 15,500
Pierce Crossing Rd. CU 40.55 4,450 4,650
Coll, Arthur & Gladys Tyler Rd. 2,950 2,650
Tyler Hill Rd. 20.00 16,150 29,250
64 Main St. 4,650 52,850
Tyler Hill Rd. 4,350
Tyler Hill Rd. 5,900
Coll, Kenneth Tyler Hill Rd. 3,900 18,050
Coll, Philip &
Catherine 161 North St. 6.45 13,800 45,000
NAME Description and Value Acres Land BIdg.
Colleran, Ellen &
Kathleen Gap Mt. Rd. 2.20 5,600 39,100
Gap Mt. Rd. CU 10.00 5,150
Gap Mt. Rd. CU 20.30 1,050
Gap Mt. Rd. CU 8.00 450
Off Brigham Rd. 9.00 1,000
Collins, Melvin & Evely n Prospect St. V .52 10,800 18,050
Columbus, Ronald Burrington Court .38 8,550 27,050





Coma toe k, Joan Slade Rd. 1,800
Slade Rd. 3.10 6,000
Thorndike, Marguerite
& Cornstook, Joan Blackberry Lane 1.44 13,400 37,800
Conley, Clifton & Sandr a Main St. 3.40 16,450 15,950
Connolly, Edward &
Veronica Sawtelle Rd. V 2.40 5,200 11,500
Concord, Donald & Mary 86 Peterborough St. 1.08 22,550 69,650
Contoocook Lake Park Trotting Park Rd. CU 8.00 250
Association Trotting Park Rd. CU 6.00 200
Trotting Park Rd. CU 2.50 100
Trotting Park ROW .20 4,950
Cook, James Jr. &
Marilyn Off Pierce Crossing Rd . cv,v 13.00 7,000 47,150
Cooney, Donald &
Mar jorie Prospect St. .41 10,300 29,200
Cormack, Robert & Mary 54 Main St. .07 4,400 52,000
Cormier, Raymond &
Donna 32 Spruce St. 3,650 9,650
Cornellier, John 63 Squantum Rd. 2.45 9,300 26,750
Cota, Ernest & Arline Lacy Rd. V 2,450 27,550
Courchene, Hector &
Flora 38 Turnpike Rd. V .20 7,200 40,250
Courchene, Laura Hillcrest Rd. V 6,600 11,900
Courchene, Norman &
Rita Ingalla Rd. CU,V 27.70 6,850 32,950
Cournoyer, Marion 9 Old Peterborough Rd. V .62 6,100 24,500
Cournoyer, Philip & 58 Stratton Rd. 1.06 14,700 27,900
Paulette Old Fitzwilliam Rd. CU 12.14 2,700
Cournoyer, Randyl 76 Main St. .08 4,200 33,200
80 River St. 9,800 34,400
Cournoyer , Randyl Jr
.
72 Old Peterborough Rd . 1.19 13,250 27,200
& Patricia River St. 11,500 16,300
Covey, J. Kenneth &
Doris Skyline Drive 1.67 5,450 32,400
Skyline Drive .47 500
Cox, George & Helen Meeting House Rd. V 1.00 8,700 26,650
Crabtree, Edward & McCoy Rd. 2.02 3,500
Marie McCoy Rd. 3.34 4,450
Crane, Clayton & Anita 18 Stratton Rd. V .22 7,350 21,600
28 Stratton Rd. .09 5,200 32,350
Craven, Stephen & Diane Burrington Court V .35 8,150 29,150
Crawford, John, Jr. &
Lynette 234 Stratton Rd. V .46 7,350 22,950
Creelman, Hilda Trotting Park Rd. 10,350 16,850
NAME Description and Value Acres Land BIdg.
Crocker, Esther Hadley Rd. 1.12 4,400 3,800
191 River St. 4,100 7,450
119 North St. V 3.00 14,850 44,600
Croteau, Gary & Patrici a Contoocook Ave. V .45 5,350 22,400
Croteau, Brian Squantum Rd. CU,V 17.60 10,500 20,850
Croteau, Gerald Jr. Crestview Dr. 2.62 5,950
Crestview Dr. 2.81 6,050
Crowe, Gerry & Veronicc Squantum Rd. V 4,300 22,050
Crowther, Susan Lacy Rd. 1.00 5,950 21,800
Crowther, Ernest &
Katherine Lacy Rd. 4,000
Cuddihee, Donald &
Juliet 58 Prospect St. 1.46 14,850 24,350
Cullen, Christopher Peterborough St. 8.00 11,850
Cunningham, Richard &
Jane Meeting House Rd. 4,650 27,250
Cutter, Caroline 15 Wheeler St. .19 7,450
Cutter, Margaret Squantum Rd. 2,850 8,350
Cutter, Edwin Lincolns Corner Rd. .62 6,050 3,800
Old Dublin Rd. CU 73.00 3,750
North St. 49.00 14,650 25,900
North St. CU 51.00 14,350 9,650
Cutter, Mildred 48 Turnpike Rd. 13,350 19,750
Dancause, Raymond &
Elizabeth 72 North St. 10,750 31,250
Dandrow, M. Catherine Gilmore Pond Rd. 5.89 28,650 66,600
Danforth, Everett Brendan Lane V .51 8,400 21,700
Daniels, Leo & Velma 180 Stratton Rd. 1.69 16,550 31,950
Daniels, Leo & Ordana 60 Peterborough St. .16 6,250 47,300
Dargan, William &
Katherine 239 Main St. 10,150 31,250
Darling, Philip &
Margaret Main St. 4.50 19,050 24,550
Davis, George & Sandra 52 School St. 5,750 31,750
Davis, Edwith 291 Main St. .37 8,400 26,850
Davis, Peter &
Barbara Proctor Rd. CU 26.00 1,350
Davis, Peter B. Admin. Off Fr.ost Pond CU 10.00 100
Bryant Rd. CU 5.70 300
Bryant Rd. CU 55.00 5,350
Davis, Peter & Barbara Old Dublin Rd. CU 110.00 11,800 23,400
Old Dublin Rd. CU 15.00 6,650 33,100
Day, Mary Gilmore Pond Rd. 4.75 11,550 38,850
Day, Roland Kevin Lane V .51 8,850 26,550
DeBell, Elwin & Carmell a Main St. .25 2,450
Off Peterborough St. .73 7,100 27,000
Dedo, Marty & Steven Mountain Road 5.06 13,500 21,950
DeGrandpre, Charles Gilmore Pond Rod 1.70 21,050 29,650
DeGrandpre, Felix et al Hillcrest Rd. 1.20 14,750 24,000
Nutting Road .62 6,100 17,950
DeGrandpre, Gerald &
Juliette Gilmore Pond Rd. CU 16.00 10,700 54,600





Deiana, Francis & Nancy Trotting Park Rd. 3.00 8,450 15,4001
Dellasanta, Lorraine 178 North St. .36 4,900 12,150



































Deschenes, P. Edward &
Mary
Deschenes, Horace Heirs

































Desmond, John & Patricic:










Old Peterborough Rd. CU,V
45 Charlonne St.




















































































.94 8 250 14,950
.85 7 450 16,600
.65 4 500 25,100
5 800 10,300
4 300 17,000
.86 5 ,800 60,450
1.02 4 ,700 23,450
1.03 8 ,850 34,500
.16 3 ,250 16,400
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NAME Description and Value Acres Land BIdg.
Devlin, Francia &
Regina Peabody Hill Rd. V 2.40 7,300 27,700
124 Main St. .84 9,250 48,100
Devlin, Mildred 17 Cross St. .14 3,500 25,600
Devlin, Paul & Judith Sunnyfield Dr. V .90 6,850 28,850
Devlin, William, Jr. &
Rita 93 Charlonne St. V 5,200 31,800
DeWolfl, Susanne Parsons Lane 10.00 20,500 51,800
Diab, Joseph & Veronica Sawtelle Rd. V 4,500 26,250
338 Main St. 15,650 25,300
Dill, James & Stacia 21 Grove St. V .26 3,500 17,300
Dionne, J. R. Fernando
& Norma 99 River St. V 7,100 31,400
Dionne, Michael & Linda Lawrence St. 1.48 9,550 14,300
Dionne, Paul & Patricia 104 River St, 5,250 22,150
Dishong, George & Eva Bryant Rd. CU,V 5.00 6,050 46,600
Donaway, Arnold & Sharor Webster St. 5,050 20,500
Doucette, Cathy 66 River St. 6,450 30,550
Draper, Donald & Edith Gilmore Pond Rd. 22,000 29,500
Draper, Mildred Ingalls Rd. CU 45.00 1,200
Gilmore Pond Rd. 4.04 57,500 32,550
Ingalls Rd. CU 67.00 14,650 49,050
Draper, James B. Gilmore Pond Rd. 4.06 22,200 55,650
Drew, Alan & Ralph Bryant Rd. 5.00 9,250
Drew, Leslie & Doris Rindge Rd. V 28.00 15,200 24,700
Drinker, Susan Main St. .25 6,450 35,800
Drumlin Corp. Fitzgerald Dr. 11.85 23,600
Fitzgerald Dr. 12.58 15,100
Squantum Rd. 3,150
Dublin, Peter & Jana Hunt Rd. 4.14 22,250 16,750
Hunt Rd. 2.80 8,300
Duckworth, Lynn & Ruth 31 Cross St. .24 3,800 24,200
Dusenberry, James &







Dugay, Wilfred 40 Oak St. V .16 3,550 7,050
Duncan, George Old County Rd. CU 74.00 3,800
Dunn, Robert & Sally Gilson Rd. 7.60 14,650
Dunning, Dennis Gilmore Pond Rd. 2,750 20,850
Dunning, Lloyd & Beth Squantum Rd. 4,150 22,800
Dunton, George & Rose Baldwin Rd. V .51 4,700 20,600
Dun ton, Kenneth & Norma Letourneau Drive V 13,300 26,900
Duquette, Mary Fitzwilliam Rd. .50 7,000 28,850
Durand, Rene, Sr. & Rita 112 Peterborough St. V .15 6,000 47,250
Duval, Edith 78 Ridgecrest Rd. V .34 4,800 19,500
Duval , Eva 14 St. Jean St. 4,650 21,350
Duval, J. August &
Charlotte 30 Ellison St. V 13,100 46,800
Duval, Rene & Leonie 125 River St. 5.50 9,200 21,300
Duval, Elizabeth 11 Grove St. .26 4,000 12,550
Duval, Jacqueline 46 Goodnow St. 3,250 11,600
Dyer, Claire 70 Ridgecrest Rd. 4,150 22,050
Dyer, Kent Off Howard Hill Rd. 2.87 8,950 25,450
Eastman, Philip & Sandra River St. 3,050 20,250
Eaves, Alton & Jean Lincolns Corner Rd. V 6X)0 12,500 3,650
Eaves, Ernest & Barbara Emery Rd. V 2.00 6,250 38,900
12
NAME Description and Value Acres Land BIdg.
Eaves, Elinor toin St. .80 9,300 40,850
Eaves, Elmer Heirs of 3ryant Rd. CU 36.25 2,750
Lincolns Corner Rd. 3.00 1,800
Eaves , Don 54 River St. V 11,200 42,100
Eaves, Howard & Jean Bryant Rd. CU 14.00 8,100 21,650
Eaves, Norman [jehtinen Rd. CU 7,700 9,050
L,ehtinen Rd. CU 38.00 1,050
Eaves, Ray & Roseanne 3ff Old Fitz. Rd. 12.50 1,650
Lincolns Corner Rd. 5.00 5,950
Eckhardt, William &
Deschenes, Arthur North St. 4,150 15,050
Ecklund, Eric & Alice yiountain Rd. .40 4,700 18,500
Edwards, Bruce & June Old Keene Rd. 1.98 6,450 25,250
Eleanora Garden Apts. Tyler Hill Rd. 2.40 12,200 80,000
Eichin, Earl & Polly South Hill Rd. 3.30 11,000 33,000
Elite Laundry 106 Peterborough St. .11 5,300 12,700
27 Laundry Rd. 2.40 9,650 25,300
Rear Peterborough St. . .09 5,100 1,200
12 Laundry Rd. 26,900
Elliott, Elsie & William Lincolns Corner Rd. V 1.12 7,300 29,050
Elliott, Gerald & Deborah Squantum Rd. V .55 5,600 17,850
Ellis, Bruce & Brenda Harling St. 7,300 21,050
Ellis, Edmund & Beatrice 169 River St. V 3,550 13,300
Ellis, Leona 94 Webster St. .16 3,450 13,600
Ellison, Vivian Main St. 5.00 26,800 72,750
Ely, David & Priscilla Squantum Rd. V 1.30 6,950 17,150
Emberly, Dennis & Mary G. Squantum Rd. 4,950 20,900
Emerson, Mary Hope Mountain Rd. CU 77.00 22,250 33,800
English, Jennifer Fitzwilliam Rd. CU 10.00 500
English, Margaret Gilmore Pond Rd. 5.94 64,100 53,250
Ernst, Frederick & Jane Slade Rd. V 9.30 47,500 79,200
Slade Rd. 1.80 4,750
Slade Rd. 2.30 35,100 7,750
Esty, Wayne & Laura 150 Stratton Rd. .27 7,800 24,100
Evans, Marshall & Cheryl Howard Hill Rd. 13,950 2/, 300
Faford, Arthur & Marie Squantum Rd. 1.00 7,600 11,500
Contoocook Lake 12,000 7,900
Main St. .41 8,250 37,250
Fairbanks, Fred & Prisci! .la Old Fitzwilliam Rd. V 6.00 10,150 29,800
Fanning, Richard &
Beverly Rindge Rd. 38.00 29,400
Old Rindge Rd. 18.00 10,400
•Rindge Rd. 2.90 3,150
Far re 11, Robert & Jean Squantum Rd. 5.90 16,350 32,800
Favreau, Francis &
Catherine Jock Page Rd. CU 51.80 2,650
Feeley, Hugh, Jr. & Patr cia Gibbs Rd. 3.70 6,200
Felch, Clyde, Anne. &
Linda Lacy Rd. V 4,700 53,300
Off River St. 2,200 5,100
Fellows, Susan Parry Thorndike Pond Rd. 26,200 4,550
Feltus, Bruce & Mary Old Peterborough Rd. 4.40 9,650 28,900
Fernald, Melville & Grac« 1 Main St. .70 7,500 22,500
Ferrell, Jimmy & Patricia I 16 Howard Hill Rd. V 11,900 19,400
Ferry, Jospeh & Phyllis 85 Webster St. 3,450 10,000
Field, John End Ha thorn Rd. V 70.00 6,950 4,250




Fish, Fred & Bertha
Fish, George & Lillian
Fish, Diane
Fisher, Autin & Ann Mari


















Forcier, Homer & Frances
Forcier, Mary
Ford, Helen Trustee
Forest's Ramp Assn. Inc.
Clinton Forrest Assoc.
Ferry, David & Kathryn








Fournier, Edward & Karen










Off Lincoln's Corner Rd.
River St,
Fullem, Matthew & Alberta Mountain View Dr
Gagnon, Andre & Betty
Gagnon, Elieanna
Gagnon, Josephine
Gallup, Henry & Diana




Garfield, J. Steven &
Constance






























































































































































Gay, William & Ruth
Gehrung, Fred & Laura
Gentsch, Lucy
Gentsch, Doris
Germana, Richard & Elaine
Gibbons, William & Mirian
Description and Value
Gilman, Nelson & Marie
Ginna, Robert & Margaret
Ginsberg, William
Given, Aylmer & Mary






Goodman, Harold & Maria
Gordon, Bruce & Irene
Gordon, Donald & Patricii
Gordon, Robert & Pamela
Gorecki, Michael & Cathy
Gorski, Joseph & Jeanett<i Hillcrest Court
Gorski, Stephen & Diana Brendan Lane
Gould, Sarah Prescott Rd.
Prescott Rd.






























Gourd, David & Grace
Gramm, Herbert & Colette
Grant, Bernard & Roberta
Grant, Clara
Gravel, Henry & Maureen
Gravel, Henry & Lemieux,
Howard
Gray, Howard & Grace
Greaney, Richard & Kira
Greeley, Wade & Cheryl
Greene, Florence &
Bancroft
Greene, F. W. Est.
Greene Este, Inc.









































































































































































NAME Description and Value Acres Land BIdg.
Greere Estate, Inc. ^ain St. 1.00 14,800 37,100
Greene, Walter Jr. &
French, Patricia Slackberry Lane .72 2,700 7,000
Greene, Walter Jr. 5outh Hill Rd. CU 24.00 700
Greene, Nancy lountain Rd. 10.00 500
'lain St. 16,200 43,800
Greenough, Patrick &
Susan :heshire St. V .11 4,150 20,500
Gregory, Charles & Mary "lountain Rd. 10.00 23,200 50,600
Gregory, Judith Palache Old Mill Rd. 10.00 19,350 32,850
Gregory, Judith Trustee Mountain Rd. CU 90.00 23,050 46,600
Gregory, Mary Mountain Rd. CU 87.00 4,450
Grenier, Gerard & Roselyn Cross St. V .29 4,200 31,100
Griffin, Daniel & Anne Off Old Fitzwilliam CU 17.65 4,250 52,150
243 Peterborough St. 27,650 85,500
Griffin, David 33 Stratton Rd. 4,750 42,050
9 Cross St. .13 3*, 150 23,400
3 2 Turnpike Rd. 4,900 53,150
Griffin, Joseph 125 Highland Ave. 1.12 11,000 21,900
Griffin, Joseph & Helen 139 Highland Ave. 1.90 17,100 34,500
Griffiths, Edward 44 Burrington St. V .35 9,800 19,100
Grimshaw, George Slade Rd. 2.30 35,000 25,250
Griswold, Charles & Nancy Turnpike Rd. V .71 14,750 32,250
Grodin, Richard & Edith Prescott Rd. cu,v 12.77 11,650 67,100
Grosso, Gregory & Susan Prescott Rd. 1.76 4,650 39,550
Gruitimon, Louise Squantum Rd. CU 51.14 13,000 46,500
Squantum Rd. CU 16.00 2,950
G-S-L 2 Stratton Rd. 7,250 34,650
Guillaume, Edward 60 Old Peterborough Rd. V 1.05 8,250 18,200
Guillaume, Marion 134 Old Peterborough Rd. V 1.15 7,300 31,500
Guitard, Telesphore & Mar Le 31 Hamilton Court .59 6,650 29,650
Gummerson, Winifred Est. Harkness Rd. .17 4,250 13,950
Hackett, Beatrice Cross St. V .17 3,350 14,550
Hadden, Sarah Slade Rd. CU 22.40 600
Hadley, Franklin Squantum Rd. 1.71 7,100 20,000
Hagerman, Marie Prospect St. V .34 8,800 33,400
Hagstrom, Ronald & Jill 119 Squantum Rd. .22 5,750 32,950
Haider, Monika 34 Forcier Way .46 11,200 25,350
Halbedel, William & Rita 3 5 Grove St. .48 4,250 12,900
Haley, Edward Damon Lane 5,100 16,250
Halfpenny, David & Louise Old Peterborough Rd. .72 5,000 26,700
Halfpenny, James &
Pauline 225 River St. V 5,050 21,100
Hall, Kim & Debra 232 North St. 4,900 19,600
Halper, Lorna Thorndike Pond Rd. 7.56 7,500
Hamilton, Arthur &
Cynthia Main St. 7.80 20,850 3,700
Hamilton, Sylvia Main St. 7,750 39,850
Hamilton, Mary 51 River St. .03 5,900 31,100
Hamilton, Sylvia Proctor Rd. CU 60.00 3,050
Hamlen, Doris Mountain Rd. 10.00 15,500 12,700
Hamlen, Caroline et al Mountain Rd. CU 73.00 23,950 65,500
Hammer, Hannah & Harold Bryant Rd. .86 1,100
Hammer , Hannah Bryant Rd, 8.00 21,650 19,650
Hammond, Lester &
Dorothea 21 Prospect St. 9.00 17,100 32,100




Guptiil, Alfred Uarcife Ui^
.
—t-.oo ' -bz-quu 28,800
Guptill, Francis Gilmore Pond Rd.
A
2,450 16,900
NAME Description and Value Acres Land BIdg.
Hampsey, Bernard & Jean
Hampsey, Jean











Happ, Howard & Ann
Harling, Elsie
Harmon, Hobart & Linda
Harris, John
Harris, Wayne & Florence
Harrison, Bruce & Julie
Harrsen, Frederick &
Grace
Hart, George & Helen
Hart, George
Hartwell, Freddie
Hartwell, Nelson & Lindc
Hartwell, Richard & Lois
Harvey, Herbert &
Pauline




Haskell, Dean & Cynthia
Haskell, George & Judith
Haskell, Ray & Car la
Hautanen, Alan
Hautanen, Bruce & Janic4
Hautanen, Eino & Marie
Hautanen, Yvonne
Hautanen, Henry & Elaino
Hautanen, Lena























Halfway House Rd. V
South Hill Rd. V
60 Ridgecrest Rd.
10 Birch St. V
55 Oak St.
98 Peterborough St. V
Jennifer Lane





138 Howard Hill Rd.






7 Juniper St. V









































































































































NAME Description and Value Acres Land BIdg.
Hazleton, John &





Hazleton, Myrtle 30 Pinecrest Rd. .68 6,200 17.800
Hedman, David & Ellen Moore Pike V 1.02 6,950 27,100
Heil, Bernard Lincolns Corner Rd. V 1.49 10,200 24,200
Heil, John Fitzwilliam Rd. 5.00 13,350 66,600
Fitzwilliam Rd. .70 4,200
Fitzwilliam Rd. 5.00 2,000
Heinonen, Marjorie Hillcrest Rd. .25 6,550 10,600
Heinonen, Robert 11 St. Jean St. 3,350 3,750MH
Renault, Martha 40 School St. 7,500 22,700
Hennessy, Eugene &
Kathleen Dublin Rd. 6.10 12,000 28,400
Herman, Deborah Old County Rd. CU 40.00 7,200 54,100
Hermanson, Carl & Anne Hadley Rd. V 3.00 8,100 17,750
Heywood, Robert & Delia 130 North St. .12 3,350 21,000
Hildreth, Richard Contoocook Ave. V .41 5,300 19,200
Hill, Ano & Edward 39 Charlonne St. 1.45 7,550 15,600
Hill, Charles & Virginia . 26 Oak St. .28 4,450 25,200
Hill, Leroy & Lancaster
Ada Crestview Drive 8,200 44,150
Hill, Merrill Slade Rd. 3,850 3,900
Slade Rd. V 1.52 7,700 34,300
Hill, Richard & Katherir le Contoocook Ave. .41 4,300 26,950
Hill, Reginald &
Lorraine 93 Squantum Rd. V 6,100 25,500
Hillman, Helen Fitzwilliam Rd. 8.00 13,500 78,900
Hillsmith, Fannie Gilson Rd. .88 10,800 28,700
Hinman, John Witt Hill Rd. 1.65 8,200 21,400
Hollingsworth, Schyler Old Sharon Rd. 50.00 12,500
Holmes, Bernard & Diane Point Rd. 1.00 15,600 35,250
Homicz, Alphonse &
Cathy Gilmore Pond Rd. 6,850 137,000
Hooper, William & Evelyr I Old Fitzwilliam Rd. 2,500 2,250
Gilmore Pond Rd. V 3.60 9,450 34,650
Gilmore Pond Rd. 10,700
Hoover , John & Beverly Ingalls Rd. 32.40 1,900
Horton, Ellen Hillcrest Court .32 5,500 22,800
Horton, Jayne Brown Slade Rd. 14.00 49,300 12,750
Hotaling, Michael &
Kyle 31 Lawrence St. .47 11,550 20,750
Houghton, Marion 11 Burrington Court .50 9,400 29,350
Houghton, Owen & Norma Old Peterborough Rd. 3.60 8,600 41,450
Houston, David & Pa trie. •a Off Hadley Rd. 1.66 1,000
Old RR Bed .86 3,650
Knight St. 6.80 21,750 126,250
Webster St. 1.69 4,200 24,650
Amos Fortune Rd. 35.50 9,850 31,200
Hadley Rd. 3,300
Howard, Dixie Mountain Rd. V,CU 9.50 18,200 37,700
Howe, William & Blouin,
Sandra Old Peterborough Rd. 5.22 9,300 31,450
Howarth, John & Gayle Hunt Rd. V .92 8,600 31,150
Hrones, John Trotting Park Rd. .41 11,850 16,950
Hubbard, John Gilson Rd. 2.00 7,750 13,850
Hubbard, John & Sadie Gilson Rd. .04 1,500
18
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NAME Description and Value Acres Land BIdg.
Huggett, William &
Catherine Kevin Lane .51 8,400 30,400
Humphrey, Stephen &
Barbara Crestview Drive 5,850 14,500
Hunt, Hazel 56 Squantum Rd. V 8,200 26,850
Hunt, James & Susan Main St. .61 8,000 20,700
Hunt, Leon 32 Prospect St. .75 12,400 23,350
Hunt, Virginia Bryant Rd. .75 8,850 19,250
Kurd, Ronald Contoocook Rd. .27 5,750 18,150
Hurlin, Priscilla Slade Rd. 1.72 26,800 83,350
Isaacs, Nancy Fitzwilliam Rd. 2.70 9,100 15,250
Ives, Carol Darcie Drive 1.00 6,400 28,800
Jack, William & Betty Shaker Rd. CU 30.00 3,900 21,500
Jackson, Andrew & Karen 143 Stratton Rd. .65 8,050 18,850
Jacoby, Mary Old Peterborough Rd. CU 85.00 7,200 350
Old Peterborough Rd. CU 26.00 800
Old Peterborough Rd. 233.00 18,500 62,300
Jackson, William & Janei Slade Rd. 1.00 19,300 64,050
Jackson, W. Michael &
Mary Ellison St. 7,750 40,350
Jaffrey Gilmore Found. Main St. 20,000 81,500
Jaffrey Center Village
Improvement Society Main St. 9,200
Melville Academy 5,600 17,950
Jaffrey Square Masonic Charlonne St. 5,450 27,000
Jaffrey Woven Label Peterborough St. 1.97 7,900
Jaffrey Women's Club Main St. 9,550 31,450
Jaffwood Ltd. 337 Main St. 1.40 7,450
337 Main St. 95,550 473,900
Jaillet, John & Theresa Old Peterborough Rd. .21 4,050 23,850
Jalbert, Robert &
Carolyn 168 North St. V 5,500 25,550
James , Raymond Brigham Rd. CU 177.40 9,100
Jayne, John & wendy Squantum Rd. 5,500
Squantum Rd. 3,550 22,550
Jeffries, Graham &
Elizabeth Mountain Rd. 10.00 28,200 29,700
Jevne, Carl & Christine Old Peterborough Rd. .55 4,800 26,000
Jewell, David & Wilma Dublin Rd. CU 15.80 350
Dublin Rd. CU 4.90 8,950 9,050
Jewell, Daniel Dublin Rd. 5.70 8,150 9,850
Jewell, David & Wilma Dublin Rd. .50 100
Jewell, Dexter & Suzann« Gilson Rd. CU 13.90 10,250 30,600
Johanson, Ingrid Lincolns Corner Rd. CU 64.00 10,150 1,450
Lincolns Corner Rd. CU 65.00 10,000 9,150
Johanson, Sven & Lillie Lincolns Corner Rd. 2.30 5,350 8,400
88 Main St. 7,700 37,050
Johanson, Lillie Lincolns Corner Rd. CU 100.00 13,750 24,500
Johanson, Sven Frost Rd. CU 38.00 1,950
Lincolns Corner Rd. CU 24.00 1,250
Johansson, Theodore &
Sandra Slade Rd. .17 3,750
Slade Rd. 2.00 6,500
Johnson, Daniel Gilmore Pond Rd. 9.00 12,450 9,200
Johnson, Elizabeth Turnpike Rd. 13.00 5,450 24,550
Johnson, Everett Pine St. V .26 4,050 22,650
Johnson, John Lehtinen Rd. cu,v 20.00 6,450 29,300
19
NAME Description and Value Acres Land BIdg.
Johng6n, Mat^aret Thorndlkfe Pond Rd. .yb 8,4UU 3/,3UU
Johnson, Marion Mack Gilmore Pond Rd. CU 22.00 1,150
Gilmore Pond Rd. 2.40 43,000 75,950
Johnson, Nancy Proctor Rd. 5.03 11,450
Johnson, Russell &
Shirley 16 School St. 8,450 47,750
Jones, Louise Brendan Lahe V .72 8,250 30,850
Jones, James & Edith Fitzwilliam Rd. CU 14.30 7,600 23,150
Kaiser, Georgianna &
Ferris, Kathleen Old Peterborough Rd. CU 18.40 7,000 21,700
Kamiski, Bernard & Glori a Turnpike Rd. V 3.40 7,700 30,000
Kane, Sandra South Hill Rd. 11.00 10,900
Kates, James &
Gubernat, Susan Old Peterborough Rd. 1.50 7,600 24,400
Kaufmann, Peter &
Janice Old Peterborough Rd. 8,100 31,700
Keating, Lois Shaw Thorndike Pond Rd. .71 6,700 44,450
Keating, Peter & Shirley 37 Wheeler St. .59 13,300 29,000
Wheeler St. .20 2,200 250
Keegan, Richard & Marior Amos Fortune Rd. 2.67 13,750 33,050





Blackberry Lane 17.00 18,200 74,250
Kelley, David 41 Turnpike Rd. .23 7,700 37,350
Kelly, Ann Marie Prospect St. 1.13 4,050
Kemmis, uavid & Nancy Gilmore Pond Rd. 1.00 7,100 21,500
Kemp, David & Editha 17 Charlonne St. 3,750 39,700
Kennedy, James & Barbara Cutter Hill Rd. 1.10 15,850 57,200
Kenyon, Mark & Gale Hunt Rd. 1.80 6,650 40,450
Hunt Rd. 2,450 250
Kenyon, Ross & Linda Gilmore Pond Rd. 4,150 25,900
Kersevich, Larry & Susar 13 Pine St. .40 4,800 18,700
Ketonen, Theodore &
Sylvia Darcie Drive 6,800 36,250
Kidd, Mary Thorndike Pond Rd. V 7.80 13,600 41,850
Kilbreth, James & Shirle y South Hill Rd. V 8.75 14,000 33,900
King, Richard & Mary Trotting Park Rd. .81 9,150 14,900
Kinyon, Gary & Holly Crestview Drive 2.03 7,950 40,050
King, Walter Meeting House Rd. 1.14 7,300 24,600
Kinnunen, Waino & Eunice Contoocook Rd. .37 5,250 21,850
Kipka, Robert & Barall,
James 45-Stratton Rd. .17 7,000 78,150
39 Stratton Rd. .11 5,650 16,200
Kirschner, Dorothy Dublin Rd. 5,400 13,850
Kirschner, Leonard &
Catherine 41 School St. 5,250 33,750
Kline, Evelyn Gilmore Pond Rd. V 2,200 23,300
Knight, Harold Trotting Park Rd. 11,200 16,100
Knight, Richard Old County Rd. South 25.00 3,700
Knowlton, Albert 109 Webster St. 4,800 23,100
Knowlton, Eva 122 Webster St. .50 4,850 15,150
Korpi, Gertrude Gilmore Pond Rd. 3.59 8,700 30,700
Korpi, Katherine Route 137 16.00 7,150 29,350
Korpi, Leonard &
Suzanne Frost Rd. 2.30 10,400 65,650
Korpi, Robert & Bette Prospect St. CU 29.80 22,250 45,300
20
NAME Description and Value Acres Land BIdg.
Korpi, Robert Peterborough Rd. 4.00 2,800
Hadley Rd. 2,400 38,700













Hamilton Court 3.55 11,350 48,000
Hadley Rd. 2,400 38,700
R & L Korpi Real Est. Frost Pond 19.00 45,900 300
Koski, Bruno Lacy Rd. 3,850 24,600
Koski, Bruno & Lena Lacy Rd. V 2,200 36,000
Krause, Charles & Marcia Eastwood Drive. V 1.40 7,000 43,150
Krause, Helen Harkness Rd. cu 11.10 350
Main St. cu 12.67 250
Krause, Helen & Leonard Harkness Rd. 1.80 8,850
Harkness Rd. 4.80 22,050 77,900
Krook, Steven Partridge Point 1,71 5,950
Charlonne St. 2.50 5,350











Kruse, Raymond & Deboral: Gilson Rd. V 4.00 32,500 15,300
Kullgren, Howard &
Barbara 21 Pinecrest Rd. V 7,900 25,750
Kullgren, Wayne & Julie 305 Main St. 1.05 9,100 25,300
Kwiecien, Henry &
Krystyna Off Lincolns Corner Rd. 3.80 6,750
Kwiecien, Goerge &
Ilona Off Lincolns Corner Rd. 1.70 5,300
Kunhardt, Daniel &
Margaret Hillcrest Court V .32 5,500 32,450
Labier, Ronald & Eva 93 Prospect St. .40 9,400 26,750
Laboe, Jermone & Mary J. Gilmore Pond Rd. 100
Gilmore Pond Rd. CU 105.00 10,250 40,000
Labonte, Albert Est. Squantum Rd. .66 6,500 57,550
Labonte, Albert, Jr. Prospect St. 40.00 39,150
Labonte, Albert Est. 19 Dionne St. .11 3,150 10,800
21 Bourgeois St. .07 3,200 9,850
Squantum Rd. V 7,300 58,300
Labrie, Rebecca 7 Parent St. .11 3,350 18,950
21
NAME Description and Value Acres Land BIdg.
Labrie, Philip & Jeanne 20 Charlonne St. 5,850 33,900
Lacroix, Philip Squantum Rd. 3,350 24,600
Ladd, Donald & Karoline Fitzwilliam Rd. 2.50 10,450 54,050
Lafleur, Emile Jr. 98 North St. 2.00 5,950 14,050
Lafleur, Emile & Dorothy 115 River St. 8,400 17,050
Lafleur, Ernest 120 River St. 3,300 20,250
La fond, Rita River St. 1.90 6,900 27,800
Lafortune, Michael & Am Amoby Circle 6,500 32,400
La for tune, Norman &
Virginia Darcie Drive 6,400 31,200
Lafreniere, Bruce Contoocook Rd. .38 5,300 19,100
Lafreniere, David & Ros( Contoock Ave. .99 6,350 26,700
Lafreniere, Francis Hillcrest Court V .35 7,950 36,350
Lafreniere, John &
Dorothy; Hunt, Marie Trotting Park Rd. V .46 5,100 21,900
Trotting Park Rd. 3.50 10,000 250
Lafreniere, John &
Dorothy, John Sr. Gilmore Pond Rd. CU 5.30 5,400 1,150
Gilmore Pond Rd. CU,V 7.00 8,000 23,900
Lafreniere, Jean Squantum Rd. 8,100 16,800
Lagasse, Raymond & Lynne Tyler Brook Rd. 6.10 8,350 16,650
Tyler Brook Rd. 9.30 6,800
Tyler Brook Rd. 9.60 6,950
Lakovitch, Joseph &
Lucianne Highland Circle .48 8,100 30,650
Lamb, John & Marjorie Jaquith Rd. CU,V 12.00 7,050 48,600
Lamb, John & Mary Susan Darcie Drive 1.00 6,400 30,500
Lambert, Arthur, Wilfrec .,
& Norman; & Pineault
Alice Gilmore Pond Rd. CU 100.00 13,200 28,600
Lambert, Arthur &
Laurette Adams St. V 1.00 6,750 17,250
Lambert, Dennis & Peggy 22 Pinecrest Rd. 5,250 16,950
Lambert, Francis & Irene Sawtelle Rd. 3.00 4,950 35,550
Lambert, Joseph Cleo 249 Main St. V .31 7,850 19,450
Lambert, Joseph & Venitc I Sawtelle Rd. 4.00 5,350
Lambert, Norman & Ruth 60 Charlonne St. 5,950 18,550
Lambert, Ovila 5: Fe1icit« ! Gilmore Pond Rd. 19.00 13,250 27,850
Lambert, Richard &
Madelyn 147 River St.
141 River St.
V 1.00 9,100 36,850
27,700
Gilmore Pond Rd. 5.95 4,150
Lambert, Robert Slade Rd. V 1.86 26,400 30,600
Lambert, Roland & Helen Gilmore Pond Rd. 5,550 25,300
Lambert, Theodore &
Patricia 233 Stratton Rd. V .47 18,650 37,350
Rear Forcier Way CU 14.50 750
217 Stratton Rd. .61 10,200 29,700
Lambert, Thomas & Gather .ne Darcie Drive 1.00 6,400 28,450
Lambert, Wilfred & Eleanc )r 10 2 Turnpike Rd. 19,600 33,500
Lamoreux, Dennis & Nancy Squantum Rd. 5,750 21,450
Lane, Edward Old Peterborough Rd. 3.20 14,600 18,300
Langevin, Louis 109 Old Peterborough Rd. V .46 5,550 23,800
Langevin, Norman &
Jacqueline Gilmore Pond Rd. V 2,400 27,850
LangJey, Peter & Maria Prospect St. 1.36 9,250 22,300
22
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Laperriere, Joseph &
Lorraine Hillcrest Court V 7,050 32,850
LaPlant, Niles & Rebecca 155 River St. .27 4,150 14,750
Lawn, David & Barbara 12 Oak Street V 3,050 16,550
Lawn, Robert & Anna Squantum Rd. 3,550 20,200
Leach, Alan Off Sawtelle Rd. 2.00 7,450 54,300
Leach, Paul & Lucy Sawtelle Rd. CU 14.00 4,950 31,250
Leclair, Benoit Squantum Rd. V .50 4,700 16,300
Leclair, Leo & Edna Old Peterborough Rd. 4.00 15,250
Leclair, Leo & Edna Old Peterborough Rd. V 1.29 7,500 37,850
Lecuyer, Marie & Raymond Moore Pike V .75 5,500 41,400
Moore Pike .71 4,950 30,400
Lee, Henry & Joan Slade Rd. 3.00 27,700
Lee, John & Jane Pierce Crossing Rd. 4.00 7,150 24,200
Pierce Crossing Rd. CU 18.10 3,000
Pierce Crossing Rd. CU 21.10 3,150
Lee, Kenneth & Marcia Frost Rd. CU 51.00 1,350
Lehtinen, Alice E. E. Lehtinen Rd. CU 63.00 12,100 15,350
Lehtinen Rd. CU 7.00 850
Lehtonen, Carl & Debra 142 Old Peterborough 1.15 6,900 26,800
Lepecier, Rose Howard Hill Rd. V .95 7,600 22,450
Lessard, William & Amandj . Gilmore Pond Rd. 4,950 25,900
Letendre, Norman & Anita 15 Wheeler St. .51 11,300 28,550
Letourneau, Alfred &
Lillian Old Peterborough Rd. .89 6,600 24,050
Letourneau Gas & Oil Oil Tanks 15,200
2,700
Letourneau, Hattie Old Peterborough Rd. ,20 4,550 7,050
Letourneau Drive .39 3,550
Erin Lane 3.80 5,700
73 North St. 7,050 52,350
Old Peterborough Rd. 5,800
Dublin Rd. CU 22.00 300
Off Letourneau Dr. CU 20.00 650
Brendan Lane 2,100
104 North St. 7,800 71,550
Dublin Rd. 52,450 54,700
Mountain Rd. CU 52.00 1,100
61 North St. 3,950 44,800
Letourneau, Lincoln 91 North St. V 3,950 13,450
Letourneau, Marie 161 Peterborough St. 6,900 20,600
Letourneau, Orin &
Elizabeth Pinecrest Rd. V 6,850 20,600
Letourneau, Raymond &
Mar jorie 49 Wheeler St. V .47 11,250 22,250
Letourneau, Richard &
Theresa Baldwin Rd. 20.00 13,650 30,450
Baldwin Rd. 3.09 7,950 26,400
Lincolns Corner Rd. CU 7.00 50
Amos Fortune Rd. CU 28.00 6,750 650
Levine, Peter & Catherine ; Thorndike Pond Rd. 2.76 35,350 21,450
Lietman, Larry & Phyllis Bryant Rd. CU 105.00 13,100 85,500
Bryant Rd. CU 58.00 2,900
Lindquist, Frank & Dinah Harkness Rd. CU 103.00 15,550 30,750
Littlefield, Richard &
Elizabeth 85 Turnpike Rd. 7,350 28,800
Lobacki, Barbara Gilson Rd. 13,450
23
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Lobacki, Edward &
Barbara Gilson Rd. 13,700 22,800
Locke, Carol Off Sanders Rd. 12.00 600
Locke, Robert & Linda Bryant Rd. 2.00 5,900 29,900
Locke, William & Eva Harkness Rd. .92 18,500 52,700
Lombard, Dr. Roland &
Alice Ingalls Rd. CU 64.00 3,300
Ingalls Rd. CU 76.00 3,900
Lortie, Lionel & Rita 170 Stratton Rd. V .14 6,400 27,150
Lougee, David & Susan Milliken Rd. V 6.55 8,100 30,900
Lounsbury, Norman &
Arline Mountain Rd. 9,900
Lowe, Russell Jr. Old County Rd. CU 18.00 400
Lunny, Robert & Anne Darcie Drive 1.20 6,600 31,950
Lupien, Richard & Marian Bryant Rd. 2.00 6,300 29,550
Luscombe, Keith & Nancy Bryant Rd. 2.20 6,250 24,900
Lyle, Cornelius &
Geraldine Parsons Lane V 9,900 59,050
Mountain Rd. 8.10 9,350
Lynch, Mary Highland Ave. CU 20.00 1,000
95 Highland Ave. 48.50 15,700 29,700
Lynch, Olive 56 River St. .09 3,850 12,950
Lynch, Richard Highland Ave. 1.52 4,750
MacCaulay, Laura Hillcrest Rd. 6,100MH
MacCready, Robert & Alice ; Thorndike Pond Rd. V .50 7,950 45,900
Thorndike Pond Rd. 1.09 7,200
MacDonald, Or
a
88 Stratton Rd. .15 6,300 18,750
MacEachran, John 75 Turnpike Rd. .35 9,300 96,200
Mackenzie, Sandra &
Jalbert, Robert Squantum Rd. 7,650 20,850
Mackey, Arthur & Olivette Lincolns Corner Rd. 1.20 5,500 25,950
Maes, John & Mary Pierce Crossing Rd. CU 16.00 5,200
Magoun, Theodore & Janet Slade Rd. V 4.84 33,050 26,600
Mahon, Michael & Marie Old Peterborough Rd. .47 5,850 25,050
Maines, Kenneth & Virgini a Erin Lane .51 8,500 37,650
Major, Robert & Phyllis Squantum Rd. V 10,350 21,350
Maki, June Old Dublin Rd. 2.00 4,150 17,100
Maki, Arthur & Eleanor South Hill Rd. V 8.29 9,600 34,500
Maki, Peter South Hill Rd. 5.21 5,000 5,050
Maki, Richard & Dianne Hillcrest Rd. 1.14 8,700 26,600
Gilmore Pond Rd. 4,650 4,250MH
Mallery, Wesley & Helen Cutter Hill Rd. 2.23 12,400 48,750
Maniscalchi, Jerry & Clai re 114 River St. V .50 4,850 20,850
Maniscalchi, Jeanne Squantum Rd. 2.00 3,150 13,150
Manning, Joseph & Marie Old Peterborough Rd. v,cu 11.16 8,200 59,300
Mansfield, Sarah Dublin Rd. .50 29,050 10,550
Marro, Frank & Lorraine 13 Dionne St. V .16 3,600 14,000
Marrotte, D. Girard &
Beverly Old Fitzwilliam Rd. CU 77.00 3,750
Old Fitzwilliam Rd. 3.50 5,050 9,600
Old Fitzwilliam Rd. 96.00 11,200 23,100
Marrotte, Daniel & Delia Ingalls Rd. CU 59.10 1,200
Ingalls Rd. CU 23.90 2,350
Ingalls Rd. CU 70.20 9,600 22,100
Martin, Patricia 25 Hamilton Court .47 6,050 17,350
Martin, Francis & Janice 20 Maple St. V .39 4,500 10,750
Martin, Gerald & Marsha 203 River St. V 2,900 7,500
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Martin, Henry & Hazel 20 Forcier Way V .26 7,900 23,150
Kartin, Keith & Beverly Kevin Lane .51 11,600 23,550
Martin, Lance & Pamela 21 Forcier Way .70 8,000 7,150
Martin, Leonard & Ellen Howard Hill Rd. 1.97 13,150 20,000
Martin, Peter Howard Hill Rd. .18 5,550 14,550




Mason, Robert & Janet 184 North St. 7,150 17,850
North St. .85 1,400
Mason, Ronald & Cheryl Lacy Road 3,850 20,200
Mason, Willard & Abbie Sawtelle Rd. 1.50 5,350 13,500








Mayer, Albert & Elizabeth Rindge Rd. 3.90 9,300 27,400
McBride, Douglas & Jean Off Mountain Rd. V 2.95 13,400 28,200
McCall, Edwin & Elizabeth Lincolns Corner Rd. 1.30 5,600 24,100
McCall, Bruce & Gertrude Contoocook Ave. V .45 5,950 25,000
McCarthy, Michael & Mary Crestview Drive 4.00 9,350 42,550
McCarthy, John South Hill Rd. 16.00 8,400
McCloskey, Mary Mountain Rd. 11.00 14,000 23,850
McCutcheon, Donald Old Peterborough Rd. 5.03 7,800 35,700
McDonough, Alice North St. 8,650 12,650
McGinnis, Willard &
Victoria Main & Charlonne St. V .41 8,250 49,050
McGinnis, Willard Jr. &
Phyllis Old Fitzwilliam Rd. V 8,250 33,800
McGregor, Abigail &
Snyder, Diana Thorndike Pond Rd. 1.77 6,750 41,650
McDonald, Penny 36 Pine St. .23 3,150 14,650
McDonough, John & Pauline Ingalls Rd. CU 28.90 3,200
McGauhey, Leo & Kari Skyline Drive 1.20 5,450 34,000
McGill, Victor & Hale,
Karen 93 Turnpike Rd. 7,550 28,750
McGowan, Peter Slade Rd. 4.56 14,600 37,200





McKittrick, John & Mary GilmorePond Rd. 4.50 5,800
Gilmore Pond Rd. 7.50 12,500
McLaughlin, Charlotte Hunt Rd. 4,300
McNear , Sally 9 Dionne St. .14 3,200 13,100
McPhie, Maurice Est. 228 Stratton Rd. .29 6,600 19,300
McQueen, James & Eleanor Bryant Rd. V 10.00 20,000 33,250
McSkimmon, Donald Peabody Hill Rd. CU 44.00 2,300
Peabody Hill Rd. CU 43.00 3,950 11,300
Peabody Hill Rd. CU 32.00 14,300 71,200
Mei, Julio 11 Union St. 5,200 18,300
38 Stratton Rd. .09 5,100 11,300
Mei, Julio & Bernadette 83 Squantum Rd. V 8,650 36,400
Meinsma, John & Barbara 108 Webster St. .15 3,250 18,350
Meir, Louise; Greene, Mountain Rd. 2.93 16,750 29,150
Jerry
Mercer, Robert & Helen Sawtelle Rd. 6,100 35,350
Mercier, Ruby Squantum Rd. 6,650 21,150
Mercier, Robert & Elaine Squantum Rd. 6,000 21,900
Merriam, Wheeler & Erica Harkness Rd. V 2.00 22,950 51,450
Merrill, Alfred & Nellie Dublin Rd. V 1.68 5,950 16,900
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Merrill, Uavid & llga banders Rd. CU b.2U VbO 5bU
Sanders Rd. cu 5.00 250
Merrill, John & Alice Mountain Rd. 7.67 15,000
Meshanic, Robert & Phyll LS Dublin Rd. .92 6,850 4,500
Millar, Ian & Diane Trotting Park Re. 16.65 3,600 1,900
Millard, D. Glyn & Phyll: s Thorndike Pond Rd. .57 6,250 53,900
Miller, Christine Gilmore Pond Rd. 2,250 13,750
Miller, Glen & Estelle Lincolns Corner Rd. 1.96 8,100 26,900
Miller, Randy Old Fitzwilliam Rd. 5.00 5,650
Miller, Terry & Diana Prospect St. .41 10,050 32,250
Miller, William & Kathlec ;n Lincolns Corner Rd. 1.60 5,400 29,700
Miller, Vernon & Chong Hathorn Rd. 2.00 6,100 22,650
Miller, Marilyn Michigan Rd. 1.50 13,900 18,100
Mills, Lucretia Parsons Lane V 1.20 6,600 32,950
Miner, Theordore Jr. Lincolns Corner Rd. 4,850





Minor, Paul & Joan South Hill Rd. 3,400
Minteer, John & Stephanie ! Mountain Rd. V 8.00 20,400 38,250
Mitchell, Robert & Hilda Mountain Rd. v,cu 142.00 13,400 49,950
Mitcheson, Roland & Bett^ ' 70 Prospect St. .51 10,700 14,100
Moller, Fred Jr & Charric ' Old Fitzwilliam Rd. V,SOL .51 5,800 10,650
Monadnock Christian Con. Dublin Rd. 17.00 22,100
Monadnock Distributors Goodnow Warehouse 400





Moore, James Old Fitzwilliam Rd. V 16.65 4,750 52,850
Mountain Rd. 4.20 10,800
Moore, John Sr. & Arlene Highland Circle .36 7,300 38,650
Moore, John & Dorothy Howard Hill Rd. 11.80 13,450 21,300
Moore, Nancy Moore Pike 17.50 17,600 103,200
31 Blake St. .78 20,650 17,850
Moore, Wilbur Lehtinen Rd. 1.70 8,950 28,650
Moore, William & Dora 14 Wheeler St. V .31 8,150 20,750
Morgan, John Estate Fitzwilliam Rd. cu,v 42.00 10,250 58,700
Fitzwilliam Rd. cu 180.52 8,700
Morgan, Joseph Old Fitzwilliam Rd. 81.00 41,200
Morgan, John & Joseph Old Fitzwilliam Rd. 4.50 11,750
Moriarty, James Crestview Drive 7.15 5,800 4,000
Moriarty, John & Carol Trotting Park Rd. 9,900
Trotting Park Rd. 14,800 40,900
Morin, Marguerite Erin Lane v .51 8,950 27,750
Morin, Richard & Judy Darcie Drive 1.00 6,800 31,200
Morse, Alonzo & Nellie Adams St. 2,600 8,650W
Morse, Mildred Main St. 12.00 22,350
Old North Rd. 8.00 8,400
Gilmore Pond Rd. cu 53.00 1,400
Gilmore Pond Rd. cu 261.00 7,500
Gilmore Pond Rd. cu 1.40 25,500 34,900
Gilmore Pond Rd. cu 4.00 100
Morse, Thomas & Phyllis Dublin Rd. 3.23 6,350
Motuzas, Joseph & Everil Emery Rd. V .37 4,250 8,000N
Motuzas, Robert & Patric .a 97 Peterborough St, 7,300 37,550
Muncil, Frederick & Nanc; ' 34 Goodnow St. 6,050 17,200
Murphy, David & Marcia Turner Rd. 5.60 4,150 2,300
Sanders Rd. 10.30 7,550
Murray, David & Virginia Thorndike Pond Rd. 2.30 32,950 30,350
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Murray, Donald & Janice 27 Charlonne St. 6,100 28,800
Murrin, Donald & Jeanete 23 Old Peterborough Rd. .22 3,500 23,700
Nannini, Et al. Lincolns Corner Rd. 12,200
Naramore, Frances 105 Turnpike Rd. .20 7,100 25,900
Nason, Dorna Gilson Rd. V 5.70 9,000 23,350
Nason, Ronald & Elizabetl . 304 Main St. .84 10,700 29,000
Navin , Anna Mountain Rd. .50 2,350 23,050
Mountain Rd. 2.40 8,450
Nedelka, Delores 130 Main St. 7,550 31,400
Neilson, Peter & Sandra Old Peterborough Rd. .86 7,450 20,400
Nelson, Calvin & Louise Fitzwilliam Rd. 4.00 9,400 16,150
Fitzwilliam Rd. 2.00 6,250
Nelson, Karl & Ethel Darcie Drive 2.26 6,750 30,950
New England Forest Found, Old County Rd. CU 63.00 1,800
New England Telephone Utility 6,100 39,200
Newbegin, Katherine Thorndike Pond Rd. 13,600 44,400
Newcombe, James 43 Peterborough St. 7,200 54,650
Newcornbe, John & Jennie Shaker Rd. CU 48.00 1,050
New Hampshire Ball Bearii g Airpark 76,300
Newsom, Dorothy Old Peterborough Rd. .51 4,600 26,950





Nielsen, Henry & Patricia Frost Pond CU 67.00 1,850
Emery Rd. CU,V 48.00 12,300 90,200
Neyens, Michael Annett Rd. 1.34 5,700 18,250
Nielson, Henry 26 Blake St. .29 8,100 18,450
Niemela, Alvah & Barbara Lacy Rd. 9.83 400
Lacy Rd. 1.30 4,200 50,200
Lacy Rd. 22.00 7,500
Lacy Rd. 1.02 600
Lacy Rd. .45 650
Niemela, Mark Lacy Rd. 1.62 3,650 28,950
Niskala, Edward & Ann Letourneau Drive 7,900 22,900
Niskala, Waino & Gwendol\ n Squantum Rd. V 4,750 22,550
Noble, Edith et al Old County Rd. CU 15.00 750
Old County Rd. CU 61.00 3,100
Noble, John Jr. Gap Mountain Rd. CU 17.00 850
Norwood, Ernest & Barbarj ( 16 Grove St. .35 5,200 35,500
Norwood, Irene 35 Old Peterborough Rd. 1.00 7,650 18,450
Novak, Bernard State Park 2,000
Nute, Richard & Evelyn Hillcrest Rd. V 7,200 26,350
Nutting, Agnes Nutting Rd. CU 116.00 13,500 24,550
Nutting Rd. CU 11.00 2,900
O'Brien, Leona 50 Aetna St. V 1.06 10,400 32,550
O'Brien, Patrick & Donna Mountain Rd. 1.50 6,650
OConnor, Richard & Rita Hillcrest Court V .39 7,900 24,250
Oesterlin, Pauline Turnpike Rd. .25 4,800 18,150
O'Hare, Charles & Mary Dublin Rd. 8,125 5,575
Oja, Willard & Linda Bourgeois St. .17 3,400 30,700
Ojala, Jack & Francine Lincolns Corner Rd. 3.50 14,150 45,500
Ojala, Jane Cutter Hill Rd. 6.00 11,150 14,250
Oksner, Robert & Judith 97 North St. 5,250 31,850
Old Town Farm Trust Sanders Rd. 67.00 3,450
Oleary, John & Margaret Contoocook Rd. .69 8,100 29,700
O'Loughlin, Dennis Prospect St. 1.13 8,900 28,550
Olson, Joel & Anne Mountain View Drive 1.05 5,100
O'Neil, Laura & Thomas Gilmore Pond Rd. V 6,300 7,050
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O'Neil, David 219 Peterborough St. V 7,200 19,450
O'Neill, Richard &
Elizabeth Lacy Road V 1.08 4,800 31,000
O'Neil, Timothy & Catheri ne Lincolns Corner Rd. .87 6,350 13,000
O'Rourke, Patrick Old County Rd. CU 15.10 10,900 23,950
Orr, William John III Slade Rd. 1.60 33,100 74,250
Osgood, Allen & Marilyn Bryant Rd. 2.60 7,850
Ouellette, Charles & Marie Meeting House Rd. V 7.00 20,850 32,400
Ouellette, Arline 2 Grove St. V 3,350 6,000
Ouellette, Elmo 140 Stratton Rd. .36 8,750 26,850
Ouellette, Richard & Linda 240 Stratton Rd. .53 8,400 26,900
Ouellette, Gladys 116 Squantum Rd. 4,800 12,500
Ouellette, Terry & Judy 45 Squantum Rd. .60 6,700 21,800
Overstreet, Michael &
Diane 93 River St. V 6,050 46,200
Padeni, Shirley Old Route 202 South 2.70 6,050
Page, Thomas & Jean Bryant Rd. 9.00 20,950 15,900
Panagoites, Arthur et al 17 Blake St. .13 4,700
Palmer, Priscilla Gilmore Pond Rd. 24,100 22,050
Gilmore Pond Rd. 6,050 5,250
Panagoites, Christine &
Arthur 9 Blake St. .07 5,050 31,150
Paquette, Philip &












Lorraine Harling St. 2.00 8,700 27,500
Parker, Dean & Brenda Adams St. 2,950 28,200
Parker, Lester 174 Old Peterborough Rd. 2,950 28,200
Parker, Richard & Louise Mountain Rd. 8.00 23,950 82,050
Parlmont Apartments Inc. Turnpike Rd. .04 18,500 85,750
Patterson, Carl Squantum Rd. V 1.86 6,050 30,400
Patterson, George & Eva 172 North St. .38 4,200 9,300
Pazeretsky, Joseph &
Lillian Off Main St. 15.00 9,900
Peard, John & Lauren 119 Old Peterborough Rd. 3.80 10,200 37,350
Peard, Norman & Edith Old Sharon Rd. 2.00 5,800
Old Peterborough Rd. .04 200
187 Old Peterborough Rd. 1,000
3,700MH
205 Peterborough St. 14,700 30,800
31 River St. .14 12,500 45,000
Old Peterborough Rd. 1.40 12,200 31,400
80 Main St. .19 5,350 30,350
163 Old Peterborough Rd. 3.50 14,050 14,650
Old Sharon Rd. 8.15 8,750
Pinecrest Rd. 5.80 11,200
Pearson, Catherine Point Rd. 1.12 22,050 37,100
Peck, George Old Peterborough Rd. 12.01 10,050
Pederson, Eilert &
Elenora River St. V 5,000 40,750
Pelchat, Anthony & Jeanne Bryant Rd. 2.00 11,150 54,250
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Pelissier, Clifton Sawtelle Rd. V .95 4,500 42,700
Pelkey, Albany & Brenda Old Peterborough Rd. 1.60 5,400 14,200
Pelkey, Clara Prospect St. .43 9,550 25,150
Pelkey, Lena 17 Grove St. .26 4,000 7,650
Pelkey, Robert & Rebecca Off Howard Hill Rd. .50 6,750 9,700
Pelletier, August 143 Howard Hill Rd. 8,650 31,150
Pelletier, Bruce 15 Forcier Way .28 5,750 8,200
Perkins, Ernest & Joan Old Peterborough Rd. V 2.02 7,950 29,850
Perry, Dana & Dorothy Old Peterborough Rd. .34 4,100 19,000
Perry, Lenna Squantum Rd. .60 5,550- 25,350
Peterborough Savings Banl' , 152 Peterborough St. SOL 1.00 17,500 211,100
Peterson, R. Glen & Susar 7 Burrington Court .73 8,200 21,000
Petruno, Donald & Angela Letourneau Drive V .86 9,800 44,200
Petts, Regina Howard Hill Rd. 10,050 14,800
Pibus, Harold Bryant Rd. V 24.00 6,900 9,800
Pickford, Richard 85 Old Peterborough Rd. 1.15 9,800 44,500
Pickford, Richard 101 Squantum Rd. 2.02 12,800 60,950
Pierce, Suzanne Dublin Rd. CU 81.00 9,850 71,750
Dublin Rd. CU 5.00 150
Pilewicz, Islina Hillcrest Rd. V 7,950 23,050
Pillsbury, John Linco.lns Corner Rd. V 8,600 18,250
Pillsbury, Roland & Stel] .a 33 Turnpike Rd. V .73 8,450 24,550
Pinard, Ronald & Nancy 138 North St. 5,250 37,700
Pineault, Theodore &
Alice 129 North St. V 4,650 29,200
Pinkham, Frank & Augusta 199 Stratton Rd. 6,200 24,600
South Hill Rd. SOL 10,400 26,350
Pinney, Bernard & Helen Erin Lane V .86 10,050 31,000
Plouffe, James & Bonita Kevin Lane V .60 7,350 21,850
Pobieglo, Ronald & Susan Turner Rd. 12.00 8,800
Poegel, Werner & Sieglinc le Hillcrest Court V .38 7,000 36,400
Pogue, Richard Highland Circle .51 3,000 21,150
Pollender, Bernard & Agn( iS Squantum Rd. 19,750 36,100
Squantum Rd. 1.50 5,050
Pomponio, Albert & Vera 93 Stratton Rd. V .17 6,800 32,050
Pompon io, Emidio &
Niemela, Marlene Old Fitzwilliam Rd. V 2.40 7,250 21,950
Pomponio, Emidio Off Rindge Rd. 3.43 950
Poole, Francis & Prudenc< ; Old Fitzwilliam Rd. 3.00 8,100 31,000
Potter, Robert Lacy Rd. 4,550MH
Poulin, Beverly Gilson Rd. 7.30 44,350 46,750
Power , Melvin & Lillian Skyline Drive V 1.01 5,150 31,400
Pratt, Frances 171 Peterborough St. V 1.47 8,800 27,700
Pratt, Hilary Crestview Dr. SOL 2.57 8,350 60,950
Pratt, Phyllis Baldwin Rd. 12.00 17,000 22,500
Pratt, James & June Pierce Crossing Rd. V 9.40 12,450 44,200
Pratt, Raymond & Laura 122 Stratton Rd. .35 8,250 16,950
Pratt, Weslsy & Ruth 114 North St. 4,950 33,750
Prescott, Wellington &
RCith Kevin Lane V .51 8,600 21,350
Press, Fred & Alice Hadley Rd. CU 31.00 7,750 29,450
Prestigiacomo, Frank &
Sharon Lacy Rd. V 1.24 4,150 37,100
Prestigiacomo, Frank &
Maines, Kenneth 15':Birch St. 3,450 18,600
Prestigiacomo, Vincent &
Vivian Tyler Hill Rd. V 4,450 41,350
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Prestigiacomo, Vincent &
Vivian River St. 1.07 6,100 47,350
Preston, William & Shirlc y HiJ.lcrest Court .32 7,500 27,800
Proctor, Mary Proctor Rd. V 3.96 11,550 39,950
Proulx, Jeffrey & Patric; .a Bryant Rd. 5.01 9,200
Proulx, Joel & Cathy Lincolns Corner Rd. SOL 3.35 12,200 31,800
Proulx, Louisa 164 Old Peterborough Rd. V .29 4,450 18,100
Psomadakis, Sotiris & Rit a Squantum Rd. .45 2,450
Prescott Rd. V 12,150 55,800
Putnam, Karl & Joy Contoocook Rd. 3,200 1,550M
Quackenbush, Vivian &
Ernest 61 Turnpike Rd. V .17 6,450 28,000
Quinlan,, Francis Goodnow St. 7,700 24,200
Quinlan, Virginia Bryant Rd. V,CU 28.00 14,800 63,850
Goodnow St. .63 11,700
Quinn, Olive 83 Prospect St. V .40 10,200 18,400





Contoocook Rd. .40 400
Rabidou, Francis Contoocook Rd. V 1.00 5,600 26,050
Rabidou, Harry & Palma Contoocook Rd. 5,000 14,400
Rabidou, Joseph Contoocook Rd. 11.57 12,850
Contoocook Rd. 22,300 22,850
Contoocook Rd. 3,300
Rabidou, Richard &
Mary Ann Contoocook Rd. .72 3,700 15,500
Rabidou, Kenneth Contoocook Rd. 2.29 5,350 2,100M
Contoocook Rd. 1.36 1,750
Raleigh, Ann Gilson Rd. 2,700 100
McCoy Rd. 5.50 12,100 28,500
Raymond, Alan & Gale 1 Burrington Court .77 8,250 24,200
Raymond, Manuel & Lilliar 1 117 Webster St. 5,550 21,050
Read, Edward & Caroline Main St. 13,150 25,700
Reardon, Helen Lacy Rd. 2.51 8,450 34,300
Record, Clement & Rogers
Beatrice 59 Ridgecrest Rd. V 7,300 24,600
Record, Ernest & Nell Gilmore Pond Rd. V 3,750 34,950
Record, James & Nancy Kevin Lane V 7,500 26,450
Record, Lewis & Ann Cool idge Rd. V .38 4,050 31,300
Record", Raymond & Bertha 44 River St. 8,350 37,400
10 Tyler Hill Rd. 2,850 34,500
Record, Robert & Lena Gilmore Pond Rd. V 3,150 26,600
Record, Ronald & Dorothy 102 Peterborough St. V .21 3,750 28,000
Reed, Charlotte Gilmore Pond Rd. 1.50 18,750 56,500
Reed, Frank & Priscilla 79 Charlonne St. V 6,500 25,150
Reed, Peter Mountain Rd. CU 6.00 8,0 50 8,250
Reenstierna, Jon & Ellen 36 Highland Ave. 1.22 8,850 19,150
Reid, Ronald & Christinn< ! Bryant Rd. .94 5,100 16,550
Rekas, Ronald Old County Rd, 5.00 3,800
Remold, Heinz & Eileen Gap Mt. Rd. CU 39.00 6,800 12,500
Old County Rd. CU 17.00 850
Remond, Eileen Trustee Gap Mt. Rd. 4.00 200
Renauld, Louise 60 River St. 7,350 26,650
Renauld, Theodore & Loui ;e 131 Stratton Rd. V .53 9,150 27,400
Rene, Joseph & Marie 22 Spruce St. .21 3,650 17,200
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Rich, John ic uorothy MoUrttain Rd. lb. 54 12,2UU
Mountain Rd. 68.83 22,700 85,400
Mountain Rd. 8.76 9,850
Mountain Rd, 8.75 7,550
Rich, Ronald & Patricia Gilmore Pond Rd. V 2,450 24,000
Richards, Dorothy- 141 Old Peterborough Rd. V 14,950 25,000
Richardson, Frederick Spaulding Rd. CU 62.00 10,100 38,600
Rickley, George & Karen Gilmore Pond Rd. CU 19.10 700
Shore Gilmore Pond CU .60 50
Ingalls Rd. CU,V 17.90 19,800 47,250
Ingalls Rd. CU 11.00 350
Rivard, Deanna & Kevin Letourneau Drive .50 7,100 28,100
Rivard, Peter & Margaret Old Peterborough Rd. V 4.50 13,400 59,000
Rivard, Margaret & Peard
Norman Lincolns Corner Rd. 23.00 19,300
Roberts, Sally Main St. 1.49 10,400 95,250
Roberts, Deborah & Richai d Fitzwilliam Rd. 1.90 5,650 30,050
Roberts, Mary & James Howard Hill Rd. 8,800 13,500
Robichaud, Edmund &
Bertha Squantum Rd. 4,750 23,100
Robichaud, Eugene &
Frances 128 Old Peterborough Rd. .25 4,250 19,000
Robichaud, John Estate 54 Old Peterborough Rd. .15 3,150 17,200
Robidoux, Exelie 74 Oak St. .17 3,350 23,350
Robinson, Albert &
Germaine 49 Oak Street 4,850 18,450
Robinson, George & Leona 99 Charlonne St. V 3,350 19,450
Robinson, Herbert &
Marion 39 Aetna St. V .74 9,550 25,900
Robinson, Paul '10 4 Webster St. .10 3,000 14,150
Roe, Barbara &
Singelais, Alfred Lincolns Corner Rd. 6,250 1,000
5,200M
4,750MRoe, Barbara Amos Fortune Rd.
Rodenhiser , Lawrence &
Emilie Contoocook Ave. .37 5,250 21,750
Rohde, Brian & Kathy Lou Twin Ponds Rd. CU 14.00 4,450 10,850
Twin Ponds Rd. CU 3.80 100
Rollins, Arthur & Evelyn 18 Juniper St. V .30 3,900 19,200
Rolniak, Richard Stratton Rd. .61 8,400 31,750
Roman Catholic Bishop of
Manchester Off Sawtelle Rd. 3.50 200
Ron Despres, Inc. 191 Stratton Rd. .21 8,000 31,350





Rossignol, Ovila & Grace St. Jean St. 5,200 11,200
Rowlands, Gertrude &
Walter Thorndike Pond Rd. 59,550 20,850
Roy, Mary Wild Main St. 5.80 14,400 66,350
Roy, Neil & Velma 88 Webster St. .40 4,800 27,000
Roy, Raymond & Phyllis Proctor Rd. CU 13.00 350
Proctor Rd. CU,V 63.00 11,500 31,350
Roy, Rene & Olive 179 Peterborough St, 8,150 32,950
Roy, Robert & Adrienne 88 Highland Ave. V 1.69 9,250 27,600
Roy, Roland & Mildreth 144 Main St. .56 8,000 27,800
Roy, Wilfred & Arline Highland Ave. 1.50 5,000
Gilmore Pond Rd. CU 17.80 1,900
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Roy, Wilfred & Arline
Royce, H. Charles & Ann
Royce, H. Charles & Ann &
Jennifer
Royce, Harold & Mary
Royce, Kent & Betty
Royce, William & Judith




Ruffle, Ronald & Marie
Russell, Kendall & Elaine
Russell, Renouf
Ryan, Francis & Ruth
Ryan, Keeneth & Donna
St. George, Leonard
St, Pierre, Joanne
St. Pierre, Noe & Leda
St. Pierre, Paul & Caroly
Salem, John & Jean
Sammons , Stephen & Debor
Sampler i. The 1ms & John
Sanderson, John &
Elizabeth
Sands, Anthony & Evelyn
Sands, Harold & Norma
Sangermano, Anthony &
Avril








Saveall, Norman & Lena
Saville, George & Joanne




































Sawtelle, Donald & Patri^
Sawtelle, Homer
Sawtelle, Lyman & Ruth























































































































35 8 150 26,500
5 900 18,400
9 900 36,550
1 00 3 550
50 2 700 23,700
2 90 9 250 37,400
1 20 18 950 27,500
3 50 11 200 13,150
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Sawyer, Alfred & Fay Old Fitzwilliam Rd. CU 153.00 3,800
Turnpike Rd. CU 14.00 7,950 49,000
Sawyer, Deborah et al 54 Blake St. .60 10,700 54,750
343 Main St. .46 7,900 41,350
Sawyer , Edward Gilson Rd. V 1.84 27,450 32,950
Sawyer, Elizabeth Turnpike Rd. CU 145.00 7,000
Witt Hill Rd. CU 48.00 2,450
Old Sharon Rd. CU 44.00 2,100
Sawyer, Elizabeth &
Richard Old Sharon Rd. CU 55.00 2,800




Sawyer , Richard & Ann Witt Hill Rd. CU 66.00 6,750
Turnpike Rd. CU 207.00 37,950 97,450
Witt Hill Rd. CU 42.00 15,000 7,150
Witt Hill Rd. CU 12.00 1,750
Turnpike Rd. CU 67.00 3,550
Turnpike Rd. CU 2.00 100
Witt Hill Rd. CU 13.00 1,150
Turnpike Rd. CU 12.00 3,150
Old Sharon Rd. 8.00 2,100
Sawyer, Emma & Gerald Wheeler St. V .46 11,550 22,700
ScTwyer, Gerald 25 Turnpike Rd. .05 4,700 22,100
Sawyer, Harvey & Lee Turnpike Rd. 1.60 10,400 25,950
Sawyer , Jeremy Old Sharon Rd. CU 72.00 3,700
Sawyer, Lee & Judith Pierce Crossing Rd. 4.00 11,300 41,200
ROW of Pierce Crossing 4.80 3,350
Sawyer Perry Hale Witt Hill Rd. 9.00 8,550
Scannell, Joseph Trotting Park Rd. 11,500 22,450
Scenic State Oil 85 Peterborough St. .27 16,600 5,200
Schaffner, Frederick Highland Circle V .53 7,400 24,000
Schmaltz, Eunice 75 Stratton Rd. .88 13,800 11,150
53 School St. 5,550 18,700
Howard Hill Rd. CU 1.50 100
Camp Lindy 10,600
Camp Juniper 6,300
Frost Rd. CU 203.00 10,400
Howard Hill Rd. cu,v 24.00 9,050 32,100
Camp Phyllis 5,200
Lake Contoocook CU 88,00 3,900
Parker Rd. cu 22.00 600
Schmaltz, Henry Michigan Rd, 1,03 300
Schmucki, George & Phyll .s Gilmore Pond Rd. 1.70 33,300 25,400
Schofield, Herbert Slade Rd. 2.50 18,500 29,400
Scholl, Patricia Slade Rd. .29 9,000 12,800
Slade Rd. 1.20 11,200
Slade Rd. .76 3,400
Schott, JCihn & Diane Mountain Rd. CU 159.00 29,600 182,000
Schwartz, John & Roberta Old Peterborough Rd. 5.01 9,650 35,350
Scott, Michelle Gilmore Pond Rd. CU 33.90 3,600 7,025
Scribner, Bruce & Jo-Ann Squantum Rd. 2.00 10,150 24,300
Scriber, Gerald &
Charlonne Old Peterborough Rd. 5,050 13,450
Scribner, Rosalyn 75 Highland Ave. .72 7,800 19,200
Sebastian, Raymond &
Arlene 62 River St. 5,550 24,000
Self, Noel & Suzanne 59 Charlonne St. 3,900 30,850
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Shea, Daniel & Doris
Shea, Edward & Betty
Shearer, William III
Sheey, Michael & Diane
Sheldon, Dennis & June
Sheldon, Kenneth &
Deborah
Shelton, Paul & Phylli^































Old Fitzwilliam Rd. CU
Old Fitzwilliam Rd. CU
Mountain Rd.







Tyler Hill Rd. V
















Tyler Hill Rd. V
59 River St.
Amos Fortune Rd. CU
Amos Fortune Rd. V
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Smith, John & Weltha Squantum Rd. 9,800 32,100
Sanders Rd. 10.20 6,950
Smith, Madelene Old County Rd. South 4.64 4,850
Smith, Rita 72 Squantum Rd. 6,550 17,750
Smith, Richard & Annmar Le 47 Turnpike Rd. .30 7,300 41,850
Smith, Robert Mountain Rd. 13,450 2,150
Mountain Rd. 5.10 8,000 4,350
Smith, John & Heafy, Ma cy White Rd. .19 2,250 9,950
Smith, Roger & Florence Harkness Rd. 1.20 11,950 53,200
Smith, Russell Fitzwilliam Rd. CU 129.00 15,950 42,450
Fitzwilliam Rd. cu 216.00
Smith, William F. Howard Hill Rd. 13,050 24,250
Smith, William P. &
Hodgkins, Gerald ine Sawtelle Rd. 5,250
Smith, Winifield 15 Mark St. .25 3,650
16 Mark St. .99 4,700 6,800
Smith-Peterson, Porter
& Ella Amboy Circle V 1.00 6,400 34,200
Snelling, Eleanor Gap Mountain Rd. cu 77.00 10,800 21,500
Snitko, Theodore &
Margaret 14 Pine St. V .14 3,700 25,600
Society for the Protec.
of N.H. Forests Poole Reservation 2,250
Shaker Rd. cu 45.00 1,200
Slade Rd. cu 167.00 5,250
Old Mill Rd. 2,650
Old County Rd. 11.00 250
Old County Rd. cu 4,500
Mountain Rd. cu 29.60 950
Old County Rd. 11.00 250
Milliken Rd. 25.00 550
Soderberg, Lloyd &
Beverly 20 Prospect St. .42 10,450 36,650
Somero, Lawrence &
Mary Beth Amoby Circle 6,400 28,800
Southern Pennsylvania
Bank Fitzwilliam Rd. 55.00 8,750 1,500
Spaeth, William &
Henrietta Mountain Rd. V 4.00 12,400 59,300
Spano, Thomas & Dorene Off Fitzwilliam Rd. 1.30 5,650 4,650
Fitzwilliam Rd. 4,700 5,150
Spaulding, William Paradise Lane V 1.34 6,100 25,500
Sorby, Carl & Patricia Skyline Drive 1.04 5,100 27,700
Sorel, Franklin & Betty Adams St. V .06 3,450 31,800
Speeney, Dominic Lincolns Corner Rd. 1.72 8,050 26,300
Spoon, Raymond & Judith Tyler Hill Rd. V 6,650 15,150
Stanton, Jean & Arthur Michigan Rd. V 11,400 22,150
Stefanski, Joseph &
Joann Gibbs Rd. 1.80 4,200
Gibbs Rd. V 3.40 6,350 34,350
Stelmok, S. William Rindge Rd. cu 58.00 2,950
Steinberg, Greta Mountain Rd. 5.15 10,450
Stenberg, Bruce & Rosani 1 16 Baldwin Court V .07 4,200 16,500
Stephenson, Robert Main St. V 5,900 34,400
Sterling, Elizabeth Parsons Lane V 9,900 29,000
Sterling, Franklin &




Sterling, Kevin & Nancv Old County Rd.
Stevens, Martin & Ann Harkness Rd.
Stevenson, Pauline Contoocook Rd.
Stevenson, Ruth Main St.
Stewart, Donald & Sand:ra Hunt Rd.
Stewart, John & Margerv 341 Main St.
Stewart, Marion Squantum Rd.
Stewart, Michael & Lyn:! 17 Spruce St,











Stone, Albert & Judy
Stone, John & Helen
Stone, Mark & Laura
Stone, Ann

































Kermita Off Main St.
Stratton, Samuel Stratton Court
Squantum Rd.
Straw, Jeffrey &
Rebecca Witt Hill Rd.





Sullivan, Amy 67 Stratton Rd.
Sullivan, James &
Rosamond Main St. V
Suncook Village Prop. Alder Court




































































8 ,050 18 ,400
5 ,550 9 ,600
6 ,750 18 ,400
10 400 26 ,600
6 200 25 550
6 ,400 30 ,350
7 000 14 150
12 150 21 ,300





6 550 35 000
5 ,150 2 000
4 050MH





8 600 22 600
4 450 34 100
5 600 22 300
6 000 22 600










NAME Description and Value Acres Land BIdg.
Switter, Donald Off Rindge Rd. 68.00 31,300 200
Syinonowicz, Michael &
Lillian 50 Oak St. V .17 3,650 20,000
Syinonowicz, Theodore
& Carol Old Peterborough Rd, V 5.18 9,900 26,450
Switter, Donald &
Stella Off Rindge Rd. 2.00 1,350
Syndicate Land Trust Gilmore Lane CU 38.00 1,950
Gilmore Lane CU 110.00 5,650
TTC Corporation Amos Fortune Rd. 2.00 16,250
Tabor, Yvonne 231 Peterborough St. V 1.63 15,750 66,350
Tadd, Teresa 160 River St. 3,700 11,950
Taft, Rowland Race Track Circle V .80 18,900 32,150
Taft, Theodore Contoocook Lake V 3.80 13,400 10,750
Tamminen, Tauno &
Mildred Paradise Lane V 6,350 28,500
Taylor , Adolphus 56 Oak St. .23 3,750 11,800
Taylor, Charles & Mary Howard Hill Rd. V 2.17 10,400 28,850
Taylor , Cour ina 12 Cross St. V .14 3,500 24,250
Taylor, Edward &
Lillian Howard Hill Rd. V .12 8,500 27,900
Taylor , Edward & Mary
Beth Mountain Rd. V 3.00 9,650 20,250
Taylor, Henry & Kathleen Prospect St. V .57 12,000 22,950
Taylor, Melvin & Marion Rindge Rd. V 5.40 16,000 18,300
Taylor, Rene &
Marguerite 10 Grove St. V .15 3,350 15,250
Taylor , Ronald & Sandr a Mountain Rd. 10,300 22,350
Taylor, Waty Squantum Rd. 12,850 23,050
Taylor, William Squantum Rd. 1.00 5,000
Taylor, William &
Mildred Mountain View Drive V 2.25 9,400 52,050
Tencati, Allen, &
Nielson, Gladys Contoocook Rd. V 10,150 34,350
Tencati, Allen 61 Oak St. .17 3,150 9,850
The Monadnock Bank Goodnow St. 12,750
87 Main St. 16,750 505,300
26 Goodnow St. 6,850 41,500
Goodnow St. 13,700
57 North St. 3,400
Off Goodnow St. 9,750 91,850
139 North St. .15 2,900 20,100
The Nature Conservancy
Of N.H. Whittemore Island CU 7.00 50
The Stand Turnpike Road 2.94 47,100 104,150
Therrien, Roger & Dori 3 Rindge Rd. 3.60 5,800 12,800
Thiboutotte, Mabel 21 Pine St. .19 3,700 17,100
Thoin, James & Getty,
Gordon Old County Rd. CU 44.00 1,200
Thoin, James & Maria Old Fitzwilliam Rd. 2.00 6,850 12,500
Thoin, Roland & Lena Nutting Rd. V 1.00 8,350 53,200
Thorndike Club Flowage Rights 6,000
Tieger, Marc Old Peterborough Rd. 2.00 5,700
Old Sharon Rd. 1,60 725
Old Sharon Rd. .72 1,075
Tieger, Marc & Judith 13 Burrington Court V .62 9,150 36,350
53 Turnpike Rd. .41 10,400 48,800
37
NAME
Tilton, Leonard & Joyce 5 Bradley Court
Torrey, Jane & Frederick Off Mountain Rd
Mountain Rd
Torsey, Stephen & Lesli
Torsey, David & Evelyn
Tower, David et al
Tracy, Marian
Traniello, James & Dina
Trefrey, Agnes










Tyler, John & Sharon














Vanni, Romolo & Madelir
VanWyck Realty






Volikas, George & Eilei
Vorce, Alfred & James
Vorce, Alfred et al
Vorce, James
Vurpillat, Sandra Lee















































































































































































NAME Description and Value Acres Land BIdg.
Wak-Klo Inc. Slade Rd. 31.00 78,350 21,550
Walker, Mary Dublin Rd. .37 3,350 2,950
Walkonen, Frederic Old County Rd. 3.00 2,450
Walkonen, Paul & Sandra 37 Squantum Rd. 4,450 10,050
Wallace, Karl Slade Rd. 2,400 1,050
Wallace, Karl Slade Rd. V 3.80 10,050 54,300
Wallace, Raymond &
Clarissa 26 Webster St. V .30 4,150 18,700
Walling, Cheves & Jane Gilson Rd. 2.50 33,700 38,900
Main St. 2.48 20,250 67,250
Walz, Lee & Marie Contoocook Ave. V .38 5,600 19,100
Warasila, Gene & Judith Bryant Rd. 3.20 12,700 24.900
War field, Robert &
Virginia Fitzwilliam Rd. 4.00 6,800 1,900
Fitzwilliam Rd. 8.00 12,750 44,300
Washburn, Alfred &
Lillian 31 Bradley Court 9,350 27,850
Waugaman, Richard &
Lewcon, David Mountain Rd. .25 8,700 39,750
Webb, Warren & Barbara Squantum Rd.
Squantum Rd. 3,800
10,650MH





Weeks, Joseph Jr. Turner Rd. 9.00 6,950 1,400
Wiedenkeller , Gordon Mountain Rd. CU 9.52 9,550 32,050
Mountain Rd. CU 310.58 53,750 230,200
Weissman, Joel & Debora h 63 Highland Ave. 2.81 8,650 31,150
Wells, Stephen & Bonnie Contoocook Rd. V 9,150 21,350





Whalen, James & Gillian Slade Rd. V 4.70 30,150 54,550
ELW Trust Gilson Rd. 6.00 14,500 57,950
Gilson Rd. .10 1,850
Gilson Rd. .12 4,800 2,500
Wheeler, Olga Slade Rd. 5.50 10,400
Slade Rd. .70 14,950 76,250
Mountain Rd. 15,300 20,550
Wheeler, Patricia Mountain Rd. V 2.50 18,100 33,850
Wheeler, Daniel & Nicol e McCoy Rd. 1.19 3,900 20,800
Whitcomb, James & Jenni s Mountain Rd. CU 98.00 5,000
Whitcomb, Roger et al Gilson Rd. 1.93 34,500 7,700
White, Dorothy Darcie Drive 1.00 6,400 28,450
White, Elinor Mark St. 2,250 350
800MH
White, Verna 161 River St. 4,550 17,0 50
White, John & Janet Gilmore Pond Rd. 3,450 28,300
White, Russell & Cecile 189 North St. V 7,400 20,850
Whiteny, Sharon Squantum Rd. V 5,050 26,950
Whiton, Joyce & Kenneth Lacy Rd. V 2,750 18,300
Whittemore, Theodore Jr .Off Dublin Rd. .40 17,800 1,000
Whyte, Andrew & Patsy Gilson Rd. .11 600
Gilson Rd. 2.50 8,000
Wiesenauer, Robert &
Mary Ann Bryant Rd. V 5.09 8,350 68,500
Wilcox, Clarke Trustees 11 Charlonne St. 4,000 30,900
Wilder, Detxsrah Hillcrest Court .25 1,750
Turnpike Rd. 8,900 31,050
39
NAME Description and Value Acres Land BIdg.
Wilder, Tracy & Mary Howard Hill Rd. 8,500 26,350
Wile, Helen Slade Rd. 1.00 15,900 16,250
Williams, Howard 23 Oak St. .48 4,700 23,750
Williford, Harry &
Susanne 46 School St. 3,750 19,600
Willis, George & Victor ia Squantum Rd. V 32.00 11,950 35,100
Squantum Rd. 1.00 5,200
Wilson, H. Stanley &
Linda Erin Lane 1.15 18,250 33,950
7 River St. 4,200 24,600
Wilson, James & Sylvia Howard Hill Rd. 5,650 14,300
Wilson, Richard & Pauli ne Squantum Rd. 23,300 43,650
Wilton, E. Frank &
Deborah Tyler Hill Rd. .98 3,400 22,750
Wins low, Donald & Anne Gilson Rd. 12.00 14,900 74,250
Gilson Rd. .14 5,600 1,350
Winsor, Paul III & Ann Main St. 14,500 42,600
Wirein, Mary Karen Squantum Rd. V 4,600 26,600
Witkop, Gerald &
Kathryn Hillcrest Court .32 6,200 24,700
Woodbound Inn Contoocook Rd. 6,150 42,100
Wood, Herman Adams St. V 3,950 9,500
Woods, Francis & Davida Meeting House Rd. 1.19 10,900 89,950
McCoy Rd. 4.10 9,250 42,750
Gilson Rd. .19 5,850
Woods, Francis &
Ames, Heather Sanders Rd. CU 18.00 500
Woodward, Barclay 42 Stratton Rd. .26 8,050 28,400
Wooster, Wallace &
Blanche Rear Squantum Rd. 2,550MH
Squantum Rd. 4.25 12,750 38,350
Wooster, Robert & Linda Tyler Hill Rd. 3,450 13,050
Wozmak, Francis Estate 19 School St. 8,250 42,900
196 Main St. 11.00 24,900 56,250
Wright, David & Barbara Harkness Rd. 9,950 37,250
Wright, Frank IV Bryant Rd. CU 12.00 4,800 6,400
Young, Mae Sanders Rd. 10.00 2,500
Young, Gordon & Deborah Lacy Rd. 2.80 7,800 24,600
Young, Judith Parker Rd. 10.50 8,250 26,300
Yee, James Mountain View Drive 1.40 5,300
Young, Tobia Jaquith Rd. 20.00 21,600 30,700
Zeman, Ellen Mountain Rd. 7.63 9,200
Zilske, H. John & Debra Contoocook Ave.
PUBLIC UTILITIES
.69 5,550 19,300
New England Telephone 43 River St. 6,100 39,200
Public Service of NH Mountain Rd. 13.00 8,200
Main St. 4.13 8,150
Main St. .10 100
Highland Ave. .18 1,050
Transmission lines 37,700 1,602,150
40
NAME Description and Value Acres Land BIdg.
INDUSTRIALS




Harkness Rd. 5.50 23,850 28,650
Peterborough St. 24,900 309,000
41 Main St. 27,700 20 5,60
52 North St. 7,600
Peterborough St. 25,650 262,150
59 Peterborough St. .63 10,250 15,000
Eastwood Road 29.30 14,100
Bank of New Hampshire Fitzgerald Drive 3.09 18,050
(Berger Lahr) Fitzgerald Drive 5.38 26,200 212,750
Berger Lahr Peterborough St. .74 12,950 22,350
King Manufacturing Squantum Rd. 2.00 16,200 165,200
Linn, Anthony & Kathleer Fitzgerald Drive 16,850 52,900
Millipore Prescott Rd. 22.00 62,750 1,308,000
Miner, Theodore & Sons Lincolns Corner Rd. CU 16.40 6,550 2,100
Monadnock Forest Pro. Squantum Rd. 11.00 48,050 142,800
Squantum Rd. 7.20 11,900 23,050
Squantum Road 13,900 46,500





P.C.I. Group 77 Webster St. 43,800 642,700
Reed & Prince Fitzgerald Drive 9.10 77,900 1,002,900
Teleflex Plantation Drive 5.78 66,700 905,050
Plantation Drive 27.80 30,250
Plantation Drive 2.90 24,050 124,750
Tri-Bro Industries Peterborough St. 11,550 38,100
Webster St. .30 12,950
NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS
First Church of Jaffrey
Jaffrey Bible Church
Jaffrey V.F.W.
Jaffrey-Rindge School Di strict
John Humiston Post #11
Monadnock Bible Conferer ce
Roman Catholic Bishop of Manchester
United Church of Jaffrey
Village Improvement Soci ety
Assemblies of God




Cheryl Amos Fortune Rd. 100 5,200
Bastian, Frances Forest Park 2,200 8,900
Blair, George & Estelle Forest Park V 2,250 7,100
Brunelle, William Amos Fortune Rd. V 2,100 9,050
Burt, Francis & Valeri( 1 Forest Park V 1,450 6,050
Buzzell, Marguerite Forest Park V 1,800 8,150
Brunelle, Alden & Marie jn Forest Park V 2,250 8,100
Capellaro, Robert &
Lorraine Forest Park V 1,550 13,300
Carney, Charles & Myrt] e Forest Park 300 8,100
Carpenter, Joseph &
Luella Forest Park 1,250 11,750
Chamberlain, Arthur &
Elizabeth Forest Park V 1,200 8,600
Christian, Elphege &
Dorothy Off Pine St. 1,150 6,700
Christian, Katherine Forest Park 700 6,400
Christian, Arthur &
Evelyn Forest Park 1,500 10,900
Callery, Frank & Marie Forest Park V 500 10,350
Chickering, Rowell &
Phyllis Forest Park 1,000 6,050
Day, Gerald Forest Park
Demski, Shirley Forest Park 1,650 6,700
Deschenes, Gilbert &
Yvette Forest Park V 2,100 9,700
Donnelly, Patricia Ann {
Janet Amos Fortune Rd. 9,200
Duncan, Alice Forest Park 1,750 7,550
Dupuis, Aldie & Grace Forest Park V 250 8,600
Elliot, Gerald & Helen Forest Park 900 6,550
Evans, Fred Forest Park 950 9,700
Edmunds, Frances Forest Park 450 9,700
Ellis, Bertha Forest Park 400 10,650
Forest Park Estates Forest Park 250 5,900
Foster, Caron Baldwin Rd. 2,100
Fodera, Rosaria Forest Park 400 11,000
Fox, Olive Forest Park 6,400
Goodell, William &
Pauline Forest Park V 1,000 11,000
Glasgow, David & Janice Forest Park 3,450 7,300
Helstein, William Baldwin Road 1,750
Hafeli, George & Patrici a Forest Park V 1,600 8,100
Herriges, Russell & Rose Forest Park V 400 14,450
Hyatt, Paul Baldwin Rd. 2,050
Hill, Donna Forest Park V 4,250
Holt, Issac Baldwin Rd. 300 9,150
Irish, Delmar & Margaret Forest Park 500 13,650
Johnson, Sandra Mae Forest Park 150 11,550
Janson, Water & Sophia Forest Park 3,250 9,700
Jeffreys, Robert Forest Park 1,450 6,400
Kenney, Eugene & Christ] ne Forest Park V 1,300 7,050
Lyon, James Forest Park 7,000
Liebe, Andrew Baldwin Rd. 6,300





Law , Joan Forest Park 400 14,250
Luebker, Russell &
Eleanor Forest Park 1,550 11,000
MacDonald, Marjorie Forest Park 700 5,900
Maclver, Harriet Forest Park 1,450 10,100
Marion, Louise Forest Park 150 8,000
Matthews, John Forest Park 900 6,300
McLeod, Robert & Dorothy Forest Park V 2,000 7,050
Mercure, Albert Est. Forest Park 2,900 6,550
Mesics, John Forest Park 1,400 3,450
Moge, Roger & Arene Forest Park 2,250 7,550
McMorrow, Marie Forest Park 750 10,350
Medyln, Pauline Forest Park 1,500 7,600
Methes, Dennis & Irene Baldwin Rd. 1,750
Morrison, Elliott & Janic ;e Forest Park 2,800 10,900
Nelson, Roy & Eunice Forest Park V 400 12,400
Nichols, Helen Forest Park V 300 12,600
Norton, James & Anna Forest Park V 1,500 12,000
Pleasant Associates Forest Park land : 56,700 156,900
Pecor, Franklin &
Roselyn Forest Park V 250 8,250
Pleasant Associates Forest Park 300 13,100
Plouffe, Walter & Elizabe th Forest Park V 1,750 8,100
Pleasant Associates Forest Park 300 8,400
Reynolds, Kenneth &
Barbara Forest Park V 350 12,600
Robert, Roger Forest Park V 1,050 6,550
St. Pierre, Myrtle Forest Park 200 5,950
Scanlon, Roberta Forest Park V 1,500 5,650
Schafer, Lillian Forest Park 3,200 6,400
Schacht, George & Beverly Forest Park V 800 9,950
Smith, Dorothy 1,200 4,900
Taylor, Vernon Baldwin Rd. 4,200
Tenney, Irene Forest Dark 450 9,700
Thompson, Lawrence Forest Park 250 9,350
Turner, Ellen Forest Park 1,000 11,100
Vinal, David Forest Park 250 9,050
White, George Forest Park 8,650
White, Jeanette & Marsha Forest Park 350 12,950
Winship, Janice Baldwin Rd. 350 2,100
Worcester, Ralph & Rita Forest Park 750 10,350
Yardley, Lydia Forest Park 2,600 5,750
Zerbel, Marjorie Forest Park 7,250
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